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ABSTRACT

The main concern of this thesis is to develop an epistemic 

conception of probability.

In chapter one we look at Ramsey's work. In addition to 

his claim tnat the axioms of probability ace laws of 

consistency for partial beliefs, we focus attention on nis 

view that tne reasonableness of our probability statements 

does not consist merely in such coherence, but is to be 

assessed through tne vindication of the haoits which give 

rise to them.

In chapter two we examine de Finetti's account, and 

compare it with Ramsey's. One significant point of 

divergence is de Finetti's claim tnat coherence is the 

only valid form of appraisal for probability statements. 

His arguments for this position depend neavily on the 

implementation of a 3ayesian model for belief change; we 

argue tnat such an approach fails to give a satisfactory 

account of the relation between probabilities and 

objective facts.

In chapter three we stake out the ground for our own 

positive proposals - for an account which is non-objective 

in so far as it does not require the postulation of 

probabilistic facts, but non-subjective in tne sense tnat 

probability statements are open to objective forms of 
appraisal.



we suggest tn.it a certain class of probability statements 

are oest interpreted as recommendations of partial belief; 

tnese being measurable by tne betting quotients tnat one 

judges to oe fair.

Moreover, we argue tnat tnese probability statements are 

open to tnree main forms of appraisal (each quantifiable 

through tie use of proper scoring rules), namely:

(i) Coherence (ii) Calibration (iii) Refinement.

Tne latter two forms of appraisal are applicable both in 

an ex ante sense (relative to tne information known by tie 

forecaster) and an ex post one (relative to tne results of 

tne events forecast).

In chapters four and five we consider certain problems 

wnicn confront theories of partial belief; in particular, 

(1) difficulties surrounding tne justification of the rule 

to maximise one's information, and (2) problems with the 

ascription of probabilities to mathematical propositions. 

Both of tnese issues see.n resolvable; tne first through 

the principle of maximising expected utility (Sell), and 

the second either by amending the axioms of probability, 

or by making use of tne notion that probabilities are 

appraisable via scoring rules. There do remain, nov/ever, 

various difficulties with SEU, in particular with respect 

to its application in real-life situations. Tnese are 

discussed, but no final conclusion reached, except tnat an 

epistemic theory such as ours is not undermined by the 

inapplicability of SCU in certain situations.
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INTRODUCTION

If a physical theory states that the probability of 
some event, under certain conditions, is thus or so, 
we naturally take that to be a statement of 
objective fact, descriptive of the way the world 
is...But the language of probability has 
uncontestably another use as well: it serves to
formulate and express our opinion and the extent of 
our avowed ignorance concerning matters of fact. 
This invites the epithets 'subjective* or 'personal' 
because it is keyed to the state of the user. When I 
say that it seems likely to me that it will rain 
today, or that rain seems as likely as (more likely 
than, twice as likely as) not, I express my very own 
opinion and judgment, I express some aspect of my 
own expectations for today. Any satisfactory view 
about probability must explicate this second use as 
well.

Van Fraassen (1983, p.295)

In this thesis I examine, and try to develop, an 
epistemic conception of probability in this latter sense.

I use the term 'epistemic' here, rather than 
'subjective*, because one of my main aims is to argue that 
a theory of probability founded on the notion of partial 
belief can have objective forms of appraisal, and can 
account for the objectivity intended by those making such 
probability statements.

Nevertheless my approach is very much rooted in the so- 
called subjectivist tradition of both Ramsey and de 
Finettij and it is their work which is discussed in the 
first two chapters.

In the early part of chapter three, I consider certain



more general questions with respect to the interpretation 
of probability statements. I look at two opposing views 
concernimg the apparent plurality of viable 
interpretations, voiced by Cohen (1975) and Toulmin 
(1958), .and stake out the ground for my own positive 
proposals, which, in Cohen's terminology amounts to a 
monocriterial account that is intended to be neither 
exhaustive nor exclusive.
My centtral concern is to develop an account which is 

non-objeative in so far as it does not require the 
postulation of probabilistic facts (to which our 
probability statements are supposed to correspond), but 
non-subjeict ive in the sense that such probability 
statements do admit of objective forms of appraisal (they 
are interpersonally comparable).

In the latter part of chapter three I suggest that a 
certain class of probability statements are best 
interpreted in terms of partial belief, whereby to assert 
that a hypothesis is probable to a certain degree is to 
recommendl that it be believed or expected to that degree.
This proposal is given a more precise formulation, with 

the help of certain ideas borrowed from Howson and Urbach 
(1989), by unpacking the notion of partial belief as a 
judgment concerning fair betting quotients (a betting 
quotient being judged fair if it seems to confer neither 
advantage nor disadvantage to someone betting on it).

In short, it is maintained that to state that H is
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probable to degree q is to recommend that q is a fair 
betting quotient for H.

Underlying this notion that the recommendation of a 
partial belief involves a judgment about what is a fair 
betting quotient is the idea that it concerns a judgment 
about one's degree of expectation. On this view a 
probability statement does more than just report one's 
disposition to bet, it expresses one's judgment about the 
extent to which something should be expected, and this is 
quantified by the betting quotient that one recommends as 
fair.

Conceiving of probability statements in this manner 
appears to open the door to forms of appraisal in addition 
to the subjectivist's requirements of coherence and 
sincerity. If probability statements concern our degree of 
expectation about events, can they not be appraised in 
respect of the outcomes of these events?

A key element in the development of this proposal lies 
in the use of scoring rules as a means for appraising 
probability evaluations. Though already present in the 
work of de Finetti, their use there is restricted to 
ensuring that probability evaluations are coherent and 
sincerely reported.

However, what appears to us to be equally viable is to 
use scoring rules to retrospectively appraise these 
evaluations, in the light of the occurence or non
occurence of the events forecast. We follow Van Fraassen
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(1983) and term this form of appraisal 'vindication*.
In sum then, I subscribe to the view that probability 

evaluations are open to several different forms of 
appraisal, all of which are quantifiable through the use 
of scoring rules.

Along with the common notion of coherence, there are the 
notions of calibration and refinement. Moreover, these 
latter notions admit of two distinct uses:
(i) Ex ante: appraisal with respect to the known data
(which is the relevant one from a motivational point of 
view)•
(ii) Ex post: appraisal in the light of subsequent data 
concerning the results of the events forecast (which helps 
provide data for subsequent forecasts).

Whilst developing my account it is important to stress 
that it is not intended as an exclusive or exhaustive 
interpretation. Although I maintain that a significant 
class of probability statements are best interpreted in 
the manner suggested, I would not try to extend this to 
cover all the uses to which probability statements are 
put, and in particular not to their use within physical 
theories, where they usually serve simply as the statement 
of statistical frequencies.

Hence I do not argue, as de Finetti does, that all 
sensible probabilistic discourse reduces to expressions of 
partial belief; rather, I share Ramsey's view, whereby a
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theory of partial belief need not oppose, but can actually 
complement the notion of statistical probabilities.

The class of probability statements to which my account 
is supposed to apply is further refined by the fact that I 
restrict it to probabilities concerning singular events 
(singular propositions, specific hypotheses), or finite 
sets of these.

Thus I do not argue that it is applicable to universal 
laws, or general hypotheses, or infinite sets of events.

There are two main reasons for such a restriction, 
neither of which I consider to be insurmountable (but no 
arguments are given in the thesis to this effect).

Firstly, there is the infamous problem that most betting 
quotient orientated interpretations appear to require that 
universal hypotheses be assigned a probability of zero. 
This follows from the fact that a bet on a universal 
hypothesis can never be won (because it can never be 
completely verified), but might be lost, and so the only 
reasonable betting quotient is zero.

In this thesis I do not explore the varied debate which 
surrounds this argument. It should be noted, however, that 
on the kind of interpretation I defend, there seems to be 
room for a simple reply, namely, that provided by Howson 
and Urbach (1989). In their discussion of subjective 
probability, they are careful to include an escape clause 
in their definition of partial belief, whereby a person's 
partial belief in H is what he considers to be a fair
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betting quotient on H, 'on the (possibly counterfactual) 
assumption that the truth-value of H were to be
unambiguously decided* (1989, p.263).

So, when determining a person's degree of belief in a 
universal hypothesis, one must consider what betting
quotient he would judge as fair, were it 
(counterfactually) to be unambiguously decidable.

Secondly, there is the problem that universal hypotheses 
are not as readily appraisable via scoring rules as are 
finite sets of forecasts. This difficulty might be 
resolvable by appraising universal hypotheses indirectly, 
through the appraisal of a finite set of forecasts
entailed by it, but, once again, this question is not 
pursued in my thesis.

One theme that recurs throughout the thesis, although 
not discussed in isolation, is the question of
rationality. In order to make our overall account of 
probability more perspicuous, let me outline briefly how I 
conceive of the notion of rationality, and its relation to 
probability.

To begin with, it is helpful to distinguish between 
rational belief (or rational degrees of belief) and 
rational action.

The two are interrelated of course, but unless one 
subscribes to an extreme form of behaviourism (and 
identifies partial belief with a certain kind of action,
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or disposition to act) the question of what constitutes a 
rational partial belief can be quite different to that of 
what constitutes a rational action.

A general characterization of their difference, which 
would appear acceptable to most, regardless of the 
interpretation of probability which they favour, is given 
by Elster (1986).

While the rationality of an action is ensured by its 
standing in the right kind of relation to the goals 
and beliefs of the agent, the rationality of beliefs 
depends on their having the right kind of relation 
to the evidence available to him. (1986, p.l)

As I mentioned above, on my account the possibilities 
for rational assessment is extended somewhat; as well as 
sanctioning ex ante appraisal (relative to the evidence 
available at the time of the forecasts), I wish to include 
ex post appraisal (assessment in the light of the results 
of the forecast events).

Furthermore I follow de Finetti, Good, Lindley, Savage 
et al in the view that criteria for the appraisal of 
partial beliefs stem from principles of rational action, 
even though I do not necessarily endorse their belief that 
the notion of rational action reduces to one principle, 
namely the maximization of expected utility (SEU).

Here let us also mention a point made by Van Fraassen 
(1983). He argues that an account of rationality need not 
lead to the specification of one uniquely correct 
probability statement for any particular situation.
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A presupposition that Kyburg gives the appearance of 
accepting, and Venn apparently denied, is that the 
judgment will have been arrived at in a rational 
manner, exactly if the input (background beliefs and 
information) determines via the dictates of rational 
deliberation, a uniquely right answer - the 
rationally compelled one. The alternative view, 
which I urge as the correct one, is that 
requirements of rationality can only go so far, and 
that what is rational is what stays within their 
bounds; thus allowing for an element of subjectivity 
and personal volition within rational choice. 
Rationality is only bridled irrationality. (1983, 
p.298)

Acceptance of Van Fraassen's alternative frees one from 
the need to provide fully deterministic principles of 
appraisal - those which would yield unique answers to the 
question of what it is rational to believe (to what degree 
it is rational to believe something).

This seems to tie in with my account of probability, 
because the various criteria for appraising probability 
statements which I employ, those of coherence, 
calibration, and refinement, will often be in a state of 
tension (for discussion of the tension between calibration 
and refinement see chapter three, for that between 
coherence and calibration see chapter five).

Furthermore, Van Fraassen's point seems to be equally 
relevant to the question of rational action.

In opposition to the view that there is one unique 
principle of rational action, and that the implementation 
of this principle leads to a uniquely correct decision or 
action, there are two alternative views, both quite
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plausible and not mutually exclusive. On the one hand 
there might be a plurality of viable rationality 
principles, each of which could lead to a different 
rational assessment, or, on the other hand, the one unique 
principle might specify a whole class of different actions 
as equally rational.

The questions that these issues raise are not explored 
in any depth in this thesis, although certain related 
questions concerning rational action (and, in particular, 
the rationality of acquiring new information) are 
discussed in chapters four and five.

Having made these preliminary points, let me outline the 
standard position with respect to rational belief 
(certainly standard amongst most proponents of 
subjectivist or personalist theories of probability).

In doing so I follow the exposition given by Salmon 
(1988), who, like me, does not altogether subscribe to 
this standard view.

Salmon identifies certain different ’grades' of 
rationality; to begin with there is:
(1) Basic deductive rationality - fulfilled when one's 
total set of beliefs is logically consistent.
(2) Static probabilistic rationality - fulfilled when 
one's set of partial beliefs conform to the probability 
calculus, and usually termed 'coherence'.

These two principles concern the statics of partial
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belief: you examine your total knowledge set in order to 
discover any logical consistencies or probabilistic 
incoherencies.

In addition there is the question of the kinematics of 
partial belief: how you modify your partial beliefs in the 
light of new evidence.

The usual subjectivist proposal here is that belief 
change be conducted via Bayesian conditionalisation 
(although, as discussed in chapter two, static coherence 
alone does not entail the adoption of this model).

The division between the kinematic and static grades 
of rationality marks a difference between 
rationality principles that do, and those that do 
not, involve and relation to the real world. The 
fact that the static principles do not relate to the 
real world is not a fault, however, for one sort of 
rationality consideration is quite independant of 
objective fact. The basic idea is that one aspect, 
at least, involves simply the management of one’s 
body of opinion in terms of its inner structure. It 
has no concern with the objective correctness of 
opinions; it deals with the avoidance of blunders of 
various sorts within the body of opinion - e.g. 
logical inconsistency or probabilistic incoherence. 
(1988, p.11)

Thus Salmon argues that the static criteria for 
rationality of belief must be supplemented.

Surely rational behaviour demands attention to the 
objective facts that are relevant to the action one 
contemplates or undertakes. (1988, p.12)

Now Salmon admits that the use of Bayesian 
conditionalisation does secure a certain connection
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between opinion and objective fact, because it tells us 
how to modify our evidence in the face of new data. But he 
maintains that the Bayesian model alone does not give a 
sufficient connection.

His main argument for this conclusion is that such a 
model of belief change remains silent with respect to how 
we are supposed to alter our partial beliefs in the face 
of theoretical change (e.g. the occurence of a new idea). 
But, if it were to be adapted so as to accommodate such 
revisions, any significant link between our opinions and 
the objective facts would be lost. Whenever the 
acquisition of new data seems to lead, via Bayesian 
conditionalisation, to a particular degree of belief, an 
appropriate redistibution in our probabilistic beliefs 
(including, perhaps, the alteration of some theoretical 
beliefs) can serve to negate this result.

In the light, then, of its failure to secure a strong 
enough connection between our opinions and objective fact, 
Salmon declares that Bayesian conditionalisation alone is 
inadequate as a principle of dynamic rationality, and 
goes on to consider 'higher' grades of rationality (which 
involve the introduction of propensities).

On the basis of similar arguments, which I review in 
chapter two, I agree with Salmon's conclusion here. My own 
proposals for establishing a closer link between our 
partial beliefs and the objective facts are founded in the 
view that probability evaluations (partial beliefs) are
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appraisable through vindication: appraisable in the light 
of the results of the events which they forecast.

This program is put forward in chapter three as an 
alternative to the Bayesian conception of belief change, 
and hinges upon the idea that our partial beliefs can be 
quantitatively compared with certain objective facts. The 
information gained from this kind of appraisal can then be 
used as data for future forecasts (hence the interplay, 
noted at the end of chapter three, between ex ante and ex 
post notions of appraisal).

Returning to an earlier feature of Salmon's outline, it 
is worth noting a small discrepancy between our basic 
accounts.

Unlike Salmon I refrain from calling a set of partial 
beliefs rational just in virtue of its coherence. This is 
because I share his view that neither deductive 
consistency, nor probabilistic coherence, taken on their 
own, yield adequate principles of rationality - belief 
systems can be coherent but less than perfectly rational 
(e.g. poorly calibrated), and, contrawise, they might be 
perfectly rational but incoherent (e.g. see chapter five, 
concerning the ascription of probabilities to mathematical 
propositions)•

This could be seen merely as a terminological point, but 
I suspect that it has wider implications. A satisfactory 
analysis of rational belief must, I think, recognise that
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coherence is just one of several qualities which a set of 
partial beliefs ought to possess, if they are to be judged 
as rational. Moreover, as mentioned above, there may be 
circumstances in which coherence fails even to be a 
necessary condition for rationality.

I have already sketched out my view with respect to the 
appraisal of probability evaluations, and thus given some 
indication of how I conceive of the notion of ratioanl 
partial belief.

Less has been said about rational action, although 
chapters four and five devote quite a lot of attention to 
one principle, the recommendation that one maximises one's 
expected utility, a principle advanced by most 
personalists as the fundamental rule for rational action.

Before leaving the topic of rationality, let me mention 
briefly the question of the general analysis of the 
concept (a question which I do not seek to answer in this 
thesis).

One popular account, and one which has considerable 
intuitive appeal, consists in the suggestion that 
rationality is best analysed by way of a 'means-ends' 
model.

Rationality consists largely in the suitability of 
chosen means to intended ends. (Van Fraassen, 1983, 
p.297)
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This position is characterised by Newton-Smith (1981, 
p.241) as a 'minimal rational account'.

To give a rational explanation of an action x done 
by A is to show that on the basis of A's beliefs A 
did what he thought was most likely to realise his 
goals. In this minimal sense of rationality, the 
vast majority of human actions are rational. (1981, 
p.271)

Newton-Smith also introduces a more restricted notion, 
which he calls 'scientific rationality', and which imposes 
more stringent conditions than the minimal account.

In talking of scientific rationality we are using a 
more restricted notion of rationality which requires 
for an action to be rational that, first, the goal 
in question be scientific.••Second, given that a 
scientist's goal is to work on the best theory 
available, scientific rationality requires that he 
have good, scientifically respectable reasons for 
thinking that the theory for which he opts is the 
better theory. (1981, p.271)

Although I think that the task of filling out a 
satisfactory . account of exactly what constitutes a 
'scientific* goal, or a 'scientifically respectable 
reason', is notoriously difficult, the basic intuition in 
Newton-Smith's argument seems to be sound. Perhaps the 
most fundamental difference between a minimally rational 
account and a scientific one is that the latter requires 
that we aim for true beliefs, rather than just those which 
best serve a particular end.

This distinction proves relevant to Ramsey's discussion
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of rational belief (which I examine in chapter one). In 
his seminal paper (1931) Ramsey characterises it as the 
'logic of truth', which he distingiushes from the 'logic 
of consistency'. Moreover, he appears to limit such 
rationality to the context in which an agent seeks to
maximize the truth content of their beliefs. Thus the
possibility that, in certain circumstances, a false belief
might prove the most useful one for attaining a particular
goal is not a counter-example to Ramsey's analysis. On his 
account the most reasonable belief that one can have is 
when one assigns probability 1 to what occurs (or is true) 
and probability 0 to what fails to occur (or is false). 
Humans, of course, will usually fall short of this ideal, 
but it is these extremes which dictate how Ramsey intends 
the middle ground to be filled out, and how our partial 
beliefs are to be assessed.

Following Ramsey's lead, my conception of how partial 
beliefs are to be rationally appraised has this feature 
too, and thus points beyond a minimal account of 
rationality.

On my scheme the best possible probability evaluation, 
or set of evaluations, is that which achieves the lowest 
penalty score - and this amounts to assigning a 
probability of 1 to events which occur, and a probability 
of 0 to those which do not.

Once again, human forecasters will frequently fall short 
of such ideal behaviour, but these extremes serve to
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define the contours for ray view of how partial beliefs can 
be appraised, and thus, as with Ramsey, define the 
contours for ray conception of rational belief.

Before concluding this introduction it is important to 
say something about the question of induction, and the 
relation it bears to my conception of probability.

Certain inductive issues are encountered at various 
points in the thesis - in chapter two I criticise de 
Finetti's claim to have resolved Hume’s problem, in 
chapter three I note the inductive presuppositions in my 
own account, and in chapter four I discuss the relation 
between induction and the principle of total evidence.

However, at no point in the thesis is the problem of 
induction itself examined in detail, nor any resolution 
offered.

This is due to two main reasons, one practical, the 
other more theoretical.

Firstly, I think that a proper account of the problem of 
induction requires a careful analysis of the notions of 
justification and rationality, but although I do defend a 
certain conception of rational belief, this alone is 
insufficient to tackle the wider questions introduced by 
inductive scepticism. This is my practical reason.

Secondly, I believe that neither Hume's traditional 
problem of induction, nor any modern variation on his 
theme, can be resolved by the provision of a suitable
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interpretation of probability alone.
In spite of this latter belief, however, I would still 

maintain that it is quite legitimate to characterise 
certain probability statements as rational (or more 
rational than others). Let me elaborate slightly on this 
position.

Hume's basic point that 'what has happened imposes no 
logical restrictions on what will happen' (Goodman (1983, 
p.59)) seems to place a fundamental limitation on any 
theory of probability. Whatever standards for the 
appraisal of probability statements are adopted, one can 
always ask whether such standards will continue to hold 
good in the future.

In the case of my account, the idea that probability 
evaluations be appraised both ex ante and ex post, by 
looking at the actual or expected penalty scores that 
these evaluations will yield, is vulnerable to various 
inductive queries.

For example, how can one be sure that good ex ante 
forecasts will yield good ex post results? And how can one 
justify our reliance on past ex post appraisals to inform 
our future forecasts?

In response to these demands I would maintain that 
although my position does involve certain inductive 
presuppositions (as, I would argue, must all theories of 
probability), this need not detract from the viability of 
the means for appraisal which I suggest, nor from the
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rationality of these methods.
It is as if the traditional problem of induction is a 

separate type of problem to that of providing acceptable 
criteria for the appraisal of probability statements, and 
the fact that one does not, or cannot, provide a 
satisfactory solution to the former problem should not 
undermine the solution that one offers to the latter.

This concludes my brief survey of the thesis. Several of 
the points I have mentioned, including the more general 
questions about rationality and induction, will not be 
explored any further. In spite of this, I hope that their 
inclusion here helps somewhat to delineate the prime 
concerns of my thesis. Perhaps by stating which questions 
I do not seek to answer, it will become clearer as to 
those which I do.
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Chapter One

RAMSEY ON PROBABILITY AND RATIONAL BELIEF.

Amongst the variety of interpretations given to the 
concept of probability it is possible to isolate two 
general trends:

(1) Analyses which take the probability calculus as their 
basic starting point; these attempt to provide a suitable 
interpretation for the primitives upon which the 
probability calculus operates.

(2) Analyses which take our ordinary probability 
statements, and/or probabilistic beliefs, as their basis.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive, and most 
accounts employ both to some degree. It is generally 
agreed both that conformity to the axioms of probability 
is a fundamental requirement for any satisfactory theory 
of probability, and that the proposed theory must
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accommodate a significant proportion of the uses to which 
probability statements are put.
Despite this, a certain tension often arises between the 

two positions; not only do the formal rules of probability 
fail to capture the full import of our conception of 
probability, but sometimes it appears that the two demands 
are actually incompatible.

This tension is exemplified in the work of Ramsey. He 
proposes an analysis of the probability calculus as a 
calculus of consisitent partial belief, but also maintains 
that this consistency furnishes neither necessary nor 
sufficient conditions for the rationality of our partial 
beliefs. For him, the propriety of our partial beliefs is 
not determined by their consistency, but by the 
reliability of the habits from which they are formed.
As a preliminary to our discussion of Ramsey* s own 

position, let us take a brief look at Keynes* theory of 
probability, and at the criticisms which Ramsey levels 
against it.
Keynes conceives of probability as an objective relation 

between two sets of propositions, one constituting the 
hypothesis to which the probability is ascribed, the other 
constituting the evidence relevant to that hypothesis; he 
holds that it is in virtue of this relation that a 
particular degree of belief in the hypothesis qualifies as 
rational or irrational.
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The terms certain and probable describe the various 
degrees of rational belief about a proposition which 
different amounts of evidence authorise us to 
entertain...While it is often convenient to speak of 
propositions as certain or probable, this expresses 
strictly a relationship in which they stand to a 
corpus of knowledge, actual or hypothetical, and not 
a characteristic of the propositions in themselves. 
(1921, p.3)

Keynes develops his theory by supposing that between any 
two sets of propositions there exists a unique logical 
relation, and that it is this relation which is the prime 
concern of all our probability statements. He maintains 
that whenever we make a probability statement, we are 
claiming to ’correctly cognise' this relation, and, 
moreover, that it is only by means of such cognition that 
our degrees of belief can be rationally held.

Let us now outline the criticisms which Ramsey himself 
levels against Keynes.

Firstly, Ramsey doubts whether the kind of logical 
relations envisaged by Keynes exist at all. Not only does 
Ramsey claim not to perceive them, but he supposes that 
no-one else does, since there is such little agreement 
over which of them relates any two propositions, or which 
two sets of propositions are to be related by them. To 
illustrate this he considers; two simple propositions: 
'this is red' and 'this is blue', and claims, not 
unreasonably, that nobody is sure of which probability
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relation holds between them.
On a more positive note he suggests that if we seek to 

determine the degree of probability which one proposition 
gives to another, we should suppose that one of them is 
all that we know, and then decide what degree of 
confidence we ought to have in the other.

No-one estimating a degree of probability simply 
contemplates the two propositions supposed to be 
related by it; he always considers inter alia his 
own actual or hypothetical degree of belief.
(1988, p.23)

This is a promising suggestion, but generates difficulties 
of its own, especially concerning the applicability of 
objective standards to what appears to be a subjective 
process. These will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

Secondly, Ramsey points out that according to Keynes' 
theory, one cannot form rational degrees of belief 
directly, but must always proceed from propositions of 
which we have certain knowledge. Yet this appears too 
restrictive; there do seem to be cases in which our 
partial beliefs themselves lend some support to a 
hypothesis. As an example Ramsey considers a situation in 
which we have a less than perfect perception or memory of 
A, but this nevertheless seems to provide some grounds for 
believing A.
The point here is not that such cases always issue in
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rational partial belief, but that the possibility of their 
doing so should not be ruled out a priori. A basic 
shortcoming in Keynes* account is that by construing 
probability as a relation between sets of propositions, 
partial beliefs are excluded as candidates for the second 
term in the probability relation.

Thirdly, in the course of distinguishing between formal 
logic and ‘human* logic, Ramsey considers the ascription 
of probability to mathematical propositions whose truth or 
falsity have yet to be established. He thinks that in such 
cases it may still be reasonable to entertain non
degenerate degrees of belief in them. But this
possibility, which seems quite plausible, cannot be
accounted for on Keynes* theory.
Consider a particular mathematical proposition which is 

deducible from the axioms of mathematics, even though it 
has not actually been deduced. According to Keynes, if 
someone knows these axioms, then the only degree of belief 
that it is rational for them to have in the proposition is 
that of degree one. This follows because there is only one 
probability relation holding between the person's 
knowledge, and the mathematical proposition, and this
yields a probability of one.
How, on the logical' account, can the possibility of a 

non-degenerate, rational, degree of belief be 
accommodated?
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Once it is allowed that one can have non-degenerate, 
rational, degrees of belief in mathematical propositions, 
a wedge appears to be driven between the strictly logical 
and the rational. This is a conclusion which Ramsey 
endorses:

•••human logic or the logic of truth, which tells 
men how they should think, is not merely independent 
of but sometimes actually incompatible with formal 
logic. (1988, p.42)

In addition to the problems it causes for the logical 
relational account, this split has severe reprecussions 
for many of the personalist theories of probability which 
grew out of Ramsey's work. The latter issue is examined in 
more detail in chapter five.

Fourthly, unlike Ramsey's own theory, Keynes does not seem 
to provide any justification for why logical relations 
ought to conform to the axioms of probability. After 
presenting his own interpretation, Ramsey makes the 
following comment.

In the first place it gives us a clear justification 
for the axioms of the calculus, which on such a 
system as Mr.Keynes' is entirely wanting. For now it 
is easily seen that if partial beliefs are 
consistent they will obey these axioms, but it is 
utterly obscure why Mr.Keynes' mysterious logical 
relations should obey them. (1988, p.40)

Fifthly, Ramsey criticises Keynes in virtue of his use of 
the Principle of Indifference, a notoriously problematic
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maxim which Ramsey*s account can do without.

To be able to turn the Principle of Indifference out 
of formal logic is a great advantage; for it is 
fairly clearly impossible to lay down purely logical 
conditions for its validity, as is attempted by 
Mr.Keynes. (1988, p.41)

Having reviewed Ramsey*s criticisms of Keynes, let us 
pass onto his positive proposals.
These may be separated into three distinct theses:

(1) It is possible to interpret the probability calculus 
as a calculus of consistent partial belief.

(2) A person’s partial beliefs are determined by their 
dispositions (either to bet, or to choose between bets).

(3) The rationality of someone’s partial beliefs is not 
determined by whether or not they form a consistent set, 
but by the reliability of the habit from which they are 
formed.

To start with, let us consider Ramsey*s analysis of the 
notion of partial belief. An important feature of this 
analysis is the significance accorded to the manner in 
which these partial beliefs can be measured.
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The degree of belief...has no precise meaning unless 
we specify more exactly how it is to be measured. 
(1988, p.26)

For Ramsey, the crucial difference between degrees of 
belief of varying strengths does not lie in the intensity 
with which they are felt, but in the extent to which we 
are prepared to act on them.

The kind of measurement of belief with which 
probability is concerned is...a measurement of 
belief qua basis of action. (1988, p.28)

The traditional method for measuring someone*s degree of 
belief is to discover what are the least odds at which 
they are prepared to bet. According to Ramsey, the basic 
idea behind this approach is sound, but it suffers from 
certain difficulties of detail. For one thing, the method 
is lacking in generality, for another, it is lacking in 
precision.

Ramsey does not elaborate on the first of these 
shortcomings, but one might suppose that it rests on the 
fact that there are numerous situations in which talk of 
partial beliefs seems appropriate but the making of bets 
does not.

The second shortcoming is that a person’s betting 
behaviour may not accurately reflect their partial 
beliefs. This might be due to the fact that for most 
people money has diminishing marginal utility, or perhaps
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due to the bettor being either risk-averse or risk- 
seeking.
In order to construct a theory which is both more precise 

and more general, Ramsey introduces the basic 
psychological assumption that *we act in the way we think 
most likely to realise the objects of our desires, so that 
a person's actions are completely determined by his 
desires and opinions' (1988, p.30).
After defining the ultimate objects of our desires as 

'goods', Ramsey, makes the further assumption that if there 
is no uncertainty in a person's opinions, then they will 
always select that action which they expect to yield the 
greatest amount of goods.
Generalising this assumption to account for cases in 

which a person does have some partial beliefs, Ramsey 
invokes the notion of mathematical expectation (the 
product of the expected utility of a particular outcome 
and its estimated probability).
He employs the notion as follows: if H is a proposition 

about which the agent is uncertain, and the agent thinks 
that the truth of H is both a necessary and a sufficient 
condition for obtaining utility U, then the relevant 
mathematical expectation is the product of U and the 
agent's degree of belief in H.

Thus, on the supposition that the agent acts in 
conformity with the maximisation of mathematical 
expectation, and given that we can determine what
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utilities he assigns to various outcomes, we are in a 
position to calculate the agent*s partial beliefs from the 
choices which he makes in certain situations.
This is the basic idea behind Ramsey's analysis of 

partial belief, although its subsequent development is 
complicated by his desire to avoid certain artificial 
assumptions (e.g. that goods are both additive and 
immediately measurable).
The refinements which he introduces will not be pursued 

here, both because the essentials of this kind of approach 
have been more satisfactorily presented in other analyses, 
and because the basic notion, that a person's partial 
beliefs may be illicited by way of the preferences that he 
exhibits, remains intact.

It is worth noting, however, that one of the main 
assumptions made by Ramsey, namely, the principle that 
people always act so as to maximise expected utility 
(SEU), is highly questionable.
Ramsey calls the principle a law of psychology, and he 

appears to intend it as being descriptive of how people 
actually act under uncertainty. But recent experimental 
research suggests that the principle fails to hold as a 
description of how the majority of people reason or act. 
For example, after giving a brief survey of the relevant 
experimental findings, one decision theorist summarises 
the situation as follows:

What conclusions can be drawn from the research on
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the acceptability of the axioms of SEU? First.•.SEU 
is clearly not descriptive of human choice behaviour 
in simple choices between gambles.
(Wright, 1984, p.65)

As it is, the supposition that SEU is descriptive of 
human choice behaviour is not an essential feature of 
Ramsey's basic approach. Subsequent developments of his 
position manage to dispense with this assumption, although 
most of them do maintain that the principle has a 
normative status. Indeed it is commonplace for any theory 
of personal probability, and/or decision-making under 
uncertainty, to hold that the SEU is one of the 
fundamental principles of rational behaviour.
However, this position is also open to question. In his 

paper 'A Behavioural Model of Rational Choice' (1955), 
Simon launches a particularly strong attack against it; he 
suggests that rational behaviour is better understood in 
terms of satisficing rather than maximising.
This latter objection will be discussed at greater length 

in chapters four and five; here it does not prove too 
significant because Ramsey himself invokes the principle 
specifically to measure people's partial beliefs, and not 
to dictate what it is rational for them to do (although it 
might be that he also endorsed it as a rational 
principle).
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One of the most thorough defences of Ramsey’s contention 
that partial beliefs are measurable via betting behaviour, 
and one which does not appeal to the SEU (either as a 
normative or a descriptive principle), is provided by 
Mellor (1971), and it is to his account that we now turn.
In the course of propounding his own propensity theory, 

Mellor defends the thesis that probability statements 
express partial beliefs, and maintains that these beliefs 
are measurable in terms of betting behaviour under 
idealised conditions.
This is a preliminary to his main claim, that 'chance 

statements assert some degrees of belief to be made more 
reasonable than others by objective empirical features of 
the world' (1971, p.7), where the latter consist in
dispositional properties of physical objects and are 
termed 'propensities'.
Mellor introduces the notion of an idealised betting 

situation, whereby the only variable factor affecting an 
individual's choice of odds is his actual degree of belief 
in the proposition to be bet upon.

We know a belief's strength affects its owner's 
choice of odds, or quotient, for a bet on its truth.
But we also know that this is not the only mental
factor which affects this choice. So we must 
constrain the betting situation in order to
eliminate or allow for the affect of these other
factors. (1980, p.159)
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Amongst the constraints which he considers, the following 
are the most significant:

•..the bet (is) to be compulsory, with the opponent 
choosing its direction and the stake after the 
quotient is fixed. The point of these constraints is 
to prevent the quotient being directly affected by a 
preference for particular stakes, by desire for a 
particular outcome, or by a like or dislike for the 
process of betting. (1980, p.159)

Mellor*s argument seems plausible enough, although the 
idealised betting situation which he envisages is hardly 
the most practical method for measuring someone's partial
beliefs.
One possible line of objection to his proposal, and 

indeed to any subjectivist or personalist theory, concerns 
the identification of partial belief with the disposition 
to act or bet, albeit under carefully constrained 
circums tances•
It certainly seems that our ordinary conception of belief 

is not amenable to a purely dispositional analysis, but 
perhaps the notion of partial belief is better suited to 
it, especially if conceived of as a more or less 
theoretical or technical term.
For example, Jeffrey states the following:

•••the Bayesian position.•.uses a notion of partial 
belief which is clearly and simply related to the 
agent's attitudes toward risk...This notion of 
degree of belief accords well enough with one strand 
in our talk of belief, but it is not intended as a 
bit of ordinary language analysis or as a bit of 
phenomenology. This notion of belief is the
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theorist’s, and need not be the agent's* 
(1970, p.160)

The upholding of a strong link between partial belief and 
the disposition to bet (or choose between bets) is of 
paramount importance to Ramsey, since it facilitates his 
proof that a set of partial beliefs is consistent if and 
only if it conforms to the probability calculus.
After deriving the laws of probability from the basic 

assumptions which he makes about partial beliefs, Ramsey 
summarises the precise import of the proof as follows:

These are the laws of probability, which we have 
proved to be necessarily true of any consistent set 
of degrees of belief. Any definite set of degrees of 
belief which broke them would be inconsistent in the 
sense that it violated the laws of preference 
between options...If anyone's mental condition 
violated these laws, his choice would depend on the 
precise form in which the options were offered him, 
which would be absurd. He could have a book made 
against him by a cunning bettor and would then stand 
to lose in any event. (1988, p.36)

In effect Ramsey proves that, given a certain definition 
of the notion of partial belief (one which amounts roughly 
to defining someone's partial belief in a proposition by 
the odds at which he would bet on it), the laws of 
probability furnish laws for consistent partial belief.
Just as the laws of logic yield laws of consistency for 

full beliefs, and their violation amounts to logical 
inconsistency, the laws of probability yield laws of 
consistency for partial beliefs, and their violation
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amounts to incoherence*
This notion of coherence, like that of logical

inconsistency, is intended purely formally; to violate the 
laws of probability, by holding an incoherent set of 
partial beliefs, is not necessarily to be irrational, but 
it is to contradict oneself*

•••formal logic, mathematics and the calculus of
probabilities, are all concerned simply to ensure 
that our beliefs are not self-contradictory. We put 
before ourselves the standard of consistency and 
construct elaborate rules to ensure its observance* 
(1988, p.42)

At this point matters are often confused by Ramsey's 
allusion to a Dutch book.

Having degrees of belief obeying the laws of
probability implies a further measure of
consistency, namely such a consistency between the 
odds acceptable on different propositions as shall 
prevent a book being made against you. (1988, p.36)

Here it is important to note that Ramsey employs the Dutch 
book argument to illustrate how the probability calculus 
is concerned with consistent partial belief, but does not 
use it to convey anything about the rationality of partial 
belief.
For him, the Dutch book argument merely highlights a 

person's incoherence: if they violate the laws of
probability they also lay themselves open to a Dutch book* 
The fundamental idea behind the notion of incoherence
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concerns the consistency of a person's partial beliefs, as 
manifested by their betting behaviour (actual or 
hypothetical).
Skyrras argues for this same point in a slightly different 

fashion:

It is clear that what is important for Ramsey about 
coherence, and what makes it for him a kind of 
consistency, is that someone who is incoherent is 
willing to bet on the same betting arrangement at 
two different rates, depending on how that 
arrangement is described to him. The remark about 
the cunning bettor is simply a striking corollary to 
this fundamental theorem. (1980, p.119)

With regard to this formulation of Ramsey's basic 
contention, it is worth remarking that two betting 
arrangements which are in fact identical may not obviously 
be so. Indeed their identity may be incredibly difficult 
to detect; it might be virtually undetectable, or 
detectable only by a very few. For example, a 
mathematician (or bookmaker) might be able to calculate 
that a certain complex betting arrangement is identical to 
a much simpler one, whereas the average person might be 
unable to (or it might not be worth their while).
The issues arising from these considerations will be 

examined in more detail in chapter five; the most 
important conclusion to be drawn from them is that they 
tell against the claim that a person holding an incoherent 
set of partial beliefs is necessarily being irrational.

As it is, Ramsey explicitly rejects such a claim,
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although many of his successors, and in particular those 
upholding a personalist theory of probability, keenly 
embrace it.
We mentioned earlier that Ramsey stresses the need to 

separate questions of consistency from those of 
rationality. More specifically, he argues that coherence 
alone is neither necessary nor sufficient for a set of 
beliefs to be rational.
It is not necessary, because it is possible to have a 

rational degree of belief in a mathematical proposition 
which is in fact logically inconsistent with our other 
beliefs.
It is not sufficient, because 'we want our beliefs to be 

consistent not merely with one another but also with the 
facts' (1988, p.42).
Furthermore, coherence may not always prove to be most 

pragmatic: 'it may well be better to be sometimes right
than never right* (1988, p.42).

This brings us to the third main theme in Ramsey's work 
on probability, which concerns his positive account of 
rational belief.

Ramsey distinguishes three senses in which the term 
'reasonable' can be understood, each of which provides a 
different answer to the question of what is meant by 
saying that it is reasonable for a person to have a 
certain degree of belief in a proposition.
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(1) 'It is what I should entertain if I had the opinions 
of the person in question at the time but was otherwise as 
I am now, e.g. not drunk*•

(2) 'It sometimes means that if his mind worked according 
to certain rules, which we may roughly call 'scientific 
method', he would have such a degree of belief'.

(3) 'We can identify reasonable opinion with the opinion 
of an ideal person in similar circumstances*.

(Note: references are taken both from Ramsey's actual
text (1988, p.43), and his earlier draft of one crucial 
paragraph (1988, p.44), which appears as a footnote in the 
text. The numbering adopted is from the earlier draft).

It is the third sense which Ramsey decides to develop. He 
unpacks the notion of the opinion of an ideal person by 
considering what habits it would be best for the human 
mind to possess. (By the term 'habit' Ramsey means simply 
a rule or law of behaviour).
To help clarify this suggestion, it is worth looking at 

his original formulation of the third category.

Thirdly, we may go to the root of why we admire the 
scientist and criticise not primarily an individual 
opinion but a mental habit as being conducive or 
otherwise to the discovery of truth or to 
entertaining such degrees of belief as will be most 
useful. (To include habits of doubt or partial
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belief*) Then we can criticise an opinion according 
to the habit which produced it* (1988, p*44)

The kind of habit that Ramsey is interested in is that of 
forming a belief, or partial belief, on the basis of other 
beliefs. He phrases the question of rationality as 
follows:

Given that a person has a certain habit, such as 
inferring events of type B from events of type A, and 
given that they believe themselves to have encountered an 
instance of type A, we can ask what degree of confidence 
it would be best for them to have that it is also an 
instance of type B*
Ramsey's answer to this is that it is in general best for 

their degree of belief to be equal to the proportion of 
instances of type B which are in fact instances of type A*

Thus given a single opinion, we can only praise or 
blame it on the ground of truth or falsity: given a 
habit of a certain form, we can praise or blame it 
accordingly as the degree of belief it produces is 
near or far from the actual proportion in which the 
habit leads to truth. We can then praise or blame 
opinions derivately from our praise or blame of the 
habits which produce them. (1988, p.45)

Let us discuss a few points which arise from this 
position, which, whilst not presenting insuperable 
difficulties, do serve to show the limitations of an 
account couched solely in terms of frequency of truth.
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Firstly, by shifting the emphasis from individual beliefs 
to the habits upon which they are formed, it becomes 
necessary, in order to assess the rationality of a belief 
on any particular occasion, to select the relevant habit 
employed*

In certain cases this selection may be quite 
straightforward, but in many there will either be no 
obvious candidate for the relevant habit, or too many 
different ones to choose between.
These difficulties parallel two which are presented to 

the frequency theory of probability: the first concerns
the applicability of the frequency analysis to the single 
case, where there is no actual frequency to appeal to; the 
second concerns the selection of one particular frequency 
ratio when there are various possibilities*
It is hardly suprising that these should also trouble 

Ramsey's account, since he maintains that his analysis of 
habit forges a link between the frequency theory of 
probability, and his own interpretation in terms of 
partial belief.

First let us consider the single case example, where a 
probability statement and/or judgment of rationality is 
made in a novel, and perhaps unrepeatable, situation*
How, and on what grounds, does one determine the right 

frequencies to employ in these circumstances?
For example: if we are interested in the probability

that the human race survives a nuclear war, what kinds of
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frequencies should we consider? How could we determine the 
hypothetical frequency that the human race survives?
This particular example might seem rather grand, but the 

relevant point could be made equally well by considering 
something more mundane, such as the probability that a 
particular person will die in their sleep. In such a case, 
and in countless others where probability judgments are 
legitimately made, it is very hard to see which are the 
relevant frequencies, be they actual or hypothetical.

Now this point does seem to present a particular problem 
for frequency theorists, especially those who hold their 
interpretation of probability to be fully comprehensive, 
and maintain that probability statements can only concern 
actual frequencies of occurence.

For Ramsey the objection carries less weight: after all, 
he introduces frequency considerations as a means for 
appraising probability statements, not for defining them.

So, with respect to his theory, where probability is 
defined in terms of coherent partial belief, singular 
probabilities prove, at most, that certain probability 
statements may not be amenable to appraisal in the light 
of frequencies. Moreover, this does not mean that such 
probabilities are not open to any kind of appraisal: for 
one thing, they can be assessed with regard to their 
coherence.

Thus, whilst the existence of singular probabilities may 
demonstrate the restricted applicability for Ramsey*s
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notion of the frequency appraisal of probability 
statements, they do not pose the same threat to his basic 
theory as they do to an exclusively frequentist 
interpretation.

The second point, concerning the selection of one
particular habit/ reference class amongst numerous
alternatives, raises two interrelated questions:

(i) What rules or guidelines are available to the
individual to facilitate the making of this selection?
(ii) How, on the particular theory of probability in
question, are such rules and procedures justified?

The second of these questions forms the basis for our 
discussions in chapter four, and can be seen as the 
theoretical arm of the reference class objection (and, as 
we argue in chapter four, is the main force behind Ayer's 
problem)•

The first, also discussed in chapter four, can be seen 
as a practical, or methodological demand: how does one 
determine the appropriate habit/ reference class in any 
particular situation? Here, of course, it is not necessary 
to provide a precise set of rules for making the 
appropriate selection, but clearly some guidelines are 
needed.

Once again such issues seem to prove less problematic
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for Ramsey than for an out-and-out frequency theorist* And 
this is because Ramsey's theory is founded upon the notion 
of coherent partial belief rather than frequency ratios, 
the latter serving as a means for appraising probability 
statements but not for defining them* Consequently, any 
problem that Ramsey's theory would encounter in the 
selection of the appropriate habit with respect to which a 
probability statement is appraised will at most restrict 
the possibilities for criticism, but will not (as in the 
case of a frequency theory) restrict the scope of the 
interpretation.

For the moment we will leave our discussion of Ramsey, 
although several of the suggestions that he makes will be 
taken up in subsequent chapters* In particular, the notion 
that partial beliefs are appraisable in virtue of the 
results of the events which they forecast, is developed 
and defended in chapter three. Furthermore, in chapter 
four we look at a development of Ramsey's position given 
by Blackburn (1980), including his attempts to resolve 
some of the difficulties mentioned above*

More immediately, in the next chapter Ramsey's account 
will be compared and contrasted with that of de Finetti's, 
whose own theory forms the basis of that chapter*
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Chapter Two 

DE FINETTI'S THEORY OF PROBABILITY.

One of the underlying tenets in de Finetti's philosophy, 
and one which shapes his theory of probability, is a 
certain form of positivism.

We have been taught the necessity of conceiving of 
every notion from a point of view which can be 
called 'operational'. Every notion is only a word 
without meaning so long as it is not known how to 
verify practicallv any statement at all where the 
notion comes up. (1937, p.148)

De Finetti points out that adherence to such a doctrine 
offers two very different approaches to the interpretation 
of the probability calculus: on the one hand, a viewpoint 
which seeks to eliminate all subjective elements in the 
notion of probability, so as to accord it a truly 
'objective' and 'scientific' status; on the other, one 
which considers the subjective elements essential to the 
very notion of probability.

These alternatives lead to two quite disparate 
conceptions of probability:
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According to the one, probability is an element 
which partakes of the physical world and exists 
outside of us; according to the other, it only 
expresses the opinion of an individual and cannot 
have meaning except in relation to him.(1937, p.149)

De Finetti maintains, however, that it would be 
impossible to pursue the 'objective* path fully, and to 
satisfy the basic requirements of positivism, whilst 
providing a clear and comprehensive theory of probability.

We are sometimes led to make a judgment which has a 
purely subjective meaning, and this is perfectly 
legitimate; but if one seeks to replace it afterward 
by something objective, one does not make progress, 
but only error. (1937, p.149)

Indeed for de Finetti the only way of achieving full 
clarity in the analysis of probability is to reduce the 
concept to its subjective roots, examining the reasons 
that lead us to introduce and employ it.

Thus to understand the notion of probability we must 
look at the role it plays in our belief system, rather 
than cast about for some feature of the physical world 
with which to identify it.

Probability does not 'exist* on its own, 
independently of the evaluations we make of it 
mentally or instinctively. As a result, it has no 
meaning to wonder 'what probability is', we should 
instead mediate introspectively upon which cases, 
and in which sense we evaluate it, reason about it, 
and find it a suitable tool, a precious guide, for 
thinking and acting in conditions of uncertainty. 
(1977, p.199)
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So we arrive at de Finetti's provocative slogan: 
'Probability does not exist*.

This is a warning against attempts to 'exteriorise' or 
'materialise' probability, and invites comparison with 
Toulmin's polemic against the usual search for some 
external referent for the term 'probability'.

It is worth noting here that the claim that probability 
does not exist in the external world does not entail the 
further claim that it is a purely subjective concept. From 
the premise that probability is a feature of our belief 
system, a mental construct which facilitates our reasoning 
and decision under uncertainty, it does not necessarily 
follow that something is probable merely because one 
thinks it so. It is quite possible to deny the existence 
of objective probabilities, and yet endorse an objective 
conception of probability (this option is examined by us 
in chapter three).

As it is, de Finetti's theory is subjectivistic on both 
counts: not only does he rule out the existence of
objective probabilities, but for him probability judgments 
merely express an individual's degree of doubt (their 
partial belief). The sole objective constraint placed on 
someone's probability assignments is that they ought to 
conform to the probability calculus. So long as their 
opinions are coherent in this sense, they are immune from 
objective criticism.

In investigating the reasonableness of our own modes
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of thought and behaviour under uncertainty, all we 
require, and all that we are reasonably entitled to, 
is consistency among beliefs, and their reasonable 
relation to any kind of relevant objective 
data.,.This is Probability Theory. (1974, p.x)

For de Finetti, as for Ramsey, the probability calculus
provides us with laws of consistency for partial beliefs.
However, we must be careful to distinguish, as do both de
Finetti and Ramsey, between the logic of the probable, and
judgments of probability.

(The)'Logical Laws of Probability'...are the 
conditions which characterize coherent opinions 
(that is, opinions admissible in their own right) 
and which distinguish them from others that are 
intrinsically contradictory. The choice of one of 
these admissible opinions from among all the others 
is not objective at all and does not enter into the 
logic of the probable. (1937, p.110)

Whilst de Finetti and Ramsey are in basic agreement with 
regard to the 'logic of the probable', and also with 
regard to the measurement of probability assignments 
through betting behaviour, their accounts diverge over 
questions concerning the assessibility of these 
assignments•

De Finetti holds that so long as a person's probability 
judgments are admissible (coherent) they are immune from 
criticism. In contrast Ramsey held that some opinions 
could be criticised, albeit indirectly, by criticising the 
habits from which they derive. These in turn are appraised 
according to the proportions of successes to which they 
lead. For de Finetti such comparison of opinion with
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proportion of success is abhorrent to the very notion of 
probability.

Before examining these more controversial issues, let us 
outline the main features of de Finetti's theory. Our 
account will be based largely on his book ’The Theory of 
Probability' (1974), in conjunction with the earlier work 
’Foresight: Its Logical Laws, Its Subjective Sources*
(1937), and a later paper 'Probability: Beware of
Falsifications' (1977).
As it is, the central ideas remain virtually unchanged 

throughout these works, although the later book (1974) 
offers the most detailed and extensive presentation of his 
position.

We will begin with a look at de Finetti's emphatic 
distinction between 'Prevision' and 'Prediction'.
According to him the act of prediction commonly consists 

in the somewhat futile attempt to pass from a position of 
genuine uncertainty to one of (appropriately qualified) 
certainty.

To make a prediction would mean (using the term in 
the sense we propose) to venture to try to 'guess', 
among the possible alternatives, the one that will 
occur. This is an attempt often made, not only by 
would be magicians and prophets, but also by experts 
and such like who are inclined to precast the future 
in the forge of their fantasies. To make a 
'prediction', therefore, would not entail leaving 
the domain of the logic of certainty, but simply 
including the statements and data which we assume 
ourselves capable of guessing, along with the
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ascertained truths and the collected data. (1974, 
p.70)

Such a leap cannot, de Finetti maintains, be safe
guarded by a suitably chosen qualification, by appending 
to the prediction the words 'Perhaps' or 'I think*• Either 
one is involved in making an outright assertion, in which 
case the qualifier is both impotent and potentially 
misleading, or the qualification actually serves to 
undermine the intended assertion.
In the former case the use of such qualifiers ceases to 

have any authentic meaning, whereas in the latter, if 
contradiction is to be avoided, one must pass from 
'Prediction' to 'Prevision'.

Alternatively - and this is the approach.•.which 
corresponds to the subjectivistic conception of 
probability - the 'perhaps' can be explained as an 
indication, even if crudely qualitative, of a degree 
of subjective probability which, if we wished, could 
be made more precise, and even quantified. (1974, 
p.70)

To make a prediction, therefore, involves asserting, in 
spite of one's lack of certainty about it, that something 
will occur. This keeps us firmly within what de Finetti 
calls 'the logic of certainty': the prediction may turn 
out either true or false.

But, de Finetti insists, to do justice to our true 
feelings when faced with the uncertain, we must pass 
beyond this logic. Rather than settle for a black-and-
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white characterisation of our attitude towards the 
unknown, one which is couched in terms of assertion or 
denial, we introduce a concept that admits of degrees, 
that enables us to quantify our lack of certainty.

Thus we arrive at the act of prevision, and, in 
particular, the concept of probability.

Prevision, in the sense we give to the term and 
approve of (judging it to be something serious, 
well-founded and necessary, in contrast to 
prediction), consists in considering, after careful 
reflection, all the possible alternatives, in order 
to distribute among them, in the way which will 
appear most appropriate, one's own expectations, 
one's own sensations of probability. (1974, p.72)

In essence, then, prevision consists in the distribution 
of our belief in the face of uncertainty, without any 
commitment to the making of predictions. And since de 
Finetti considers prevision to be the only correct way in 
which to understand the notion of probability, his 
distinction between prevision and prediction amounts to a 
rejection of any theory which construes probability in 
terms of guarded, or qualified, assertion (e.g. those 
espoused by Toulmin (1958) and Lucas (1970)).

It is worth noting here that even if one accepts de 
Finetti's argument that probability statements do not 
issue in predictions, in assertions that can turn out true 
or false, one need not accept his further claim that there 
is no sense in which a probability statement can be 
assessed in the light of factual data. One might argue
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that although probability statements do not engender 
predictions about singular outcomes, some commit us to 
predictions concerning a certain frequency of outcomes 
(indeed Ramsey makes a suggestion along these lines, which 
we mention in chapter one).

This is an important issue, and one in which de Finetti 
utilises the prediction/prevision distinction to fuel his 
attack on contrary positions. We will discuss it in more 
detail in chapter three, but for now let us continue with 
our exposition of de Finetti's basic theory.

We have seen that de Finetti holds that probability is 
best interpreted in a subjectivistic fashion, that 
judgments of probability serve only to express an 
individual's degree of doubt in conditions of uncertainty.
In view of his strong positivistic bent it is crucial 

that the procedures which enable measurement of these 
degrees of doubt are clearly articulated. And, indeed, it 
is de Finetti's proposals on these matters which provide 
the cornerstone of his whole theory.

De Finetti, like Ramsey, supposes that our probability 
judgments are measurable via our betting behaviour under 
certain idealized conditions.

the degree of probability attributed by an 
individual to a given event is revealed by the 
conditions under which he would be disposed to bet 
on that event. (1937, p.101)
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In spite of the simplicity of this basic idea, the 
appropriate betting set-up is actually rather complex. 
This is because certain specific conditions have to be 
introduced in order to avoid an individual’s betting 
behaviour being affected by factors other than their 
genuine probability assignment.

In his earlier work (1937), de Finetti describes the 
set-up as follows:

Let us suppose that an individual is obliged to 
evaluate the rate p at which he would be ready to
exchange the possession of an arbitary sum S
(positive or negative) dependent on the occurence of
a given event, for the possession of the sum pS; we 
will say by definition that this number p is the
measure of the degree of probability attributed by 
the individual considered to the event E, or, more 
simply, that p is the probability of E. (1937,
p.102)

In effect, then, the individual is asked to specify a 
value for p, such that he is just willing to stake pS on a 
bet in which he wins S if the event E occurs. (Or, in the 
terminology of de Finetti's later works, p is what the 
individual considers to be the fair price of E for unit 
gain).

There are three important conditions which the betting 
set-up must satisfy:
(1) The sum S, which is in monetary units, must be
relatively small.
(2) S can be either positive or negative.
(3) The precise value of S must be unknown to the
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individual when he specifies p.
As mentioned earlier, these conditions are imposed so as 

to ensure that the individual's choice for p is determined 
solely by the degree of probability that he assigns to the 
occurence of event E.

Taken together, conditions (2) and (3) entail the 
requirement that the individual be ignorant as to whether 
he will be betting for or against the event in question. 
This serves to exclude two factors which might distort the 
results of the measuring process: firstly, it rules out 
the possibility that the individual's own desires as to 
whether or not E occurs effects his choice of betting rate 
p; secondly, and more importantly, it prevents him from 
selecting a betting rate which maximizes his expected 
gain, rather than reflecting his true opinion. For 
example, if he knew that S was to be positive, it would 
obviously pay for him to make his betting rate as low as 
possible.
(This point is neatly illustrated by de Finetti when he 

compares the requirement with the demand 'divide the cake 
into two parts and I will chose the larger'. (1974, p.86f) 

The first condition, that the sum S must be relatively 
small, arises because whilst de Finetti wants all 
transactions to be carried out in monetary units, it is 
also fundamental to his theory that the ellicited betting 
rates (or, what amounts to the same thing, the fair prices 
per unit gain) are additive.
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This latter requirement is indeed crucial to de 
Finetti's scheme, since it comprises one of the two 
conditions necessary and sufficient for coherence, (see 
1974, p.74)

All the customary rules of the theory of probability 
are deduced as simple corollaries of the additive 
necessity of prices. (1977, p.213)

Thus de Finetti maintains that the assumption of 
additivity 'underlies the definition of prevision, and the 
special case of probability'. (1974, p.77)

In discussing additivity in this context, he introduces 
the notion of rigidity: to assume that that prices are
additive is to assume rigidity in the face of risk.

Now in general this assumption of rigidity is invalid; 
many people are risk averse: they would prefer a certain 
gain of X, to a 50% chance of gaining 2X, especially if 
they consider X to be a large amount of money.

One way round this problem, and the approach adopted by 
Ramsey, is to conduct the bets in terms of utility rather 
than money. Given an appropriately defined scale of 
utility the assumption that prices are additive holds 
without question.

In fact, one might say that such a scale is by 
definition the monetary scale deformed in such a way 
as to compensate for the distortions of the case of 
rigidity which are caused by risk aversion. (1974,
P- 79)
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De Finetti is well aware, then, of the theoretical 
attraction in proceeding in terms of utility, and 
developing the notions of probability and utility 
simultaneously (as both Ramsey and Savage do). Despite 
this he retains (at least in the works discussed here) an 
analysis which employs the monetary scale, and which sets 
out a theory of probability prior to a theory of utility.

In order to achieve this he stipulates that in the 
betting set-up the monetary stakes must be kept 
sufficiently small (condition (1)), so that the assumption 
of rigidity (and thus of additivity) holds good, and an 
individual's fair prices are not effected by their being 
risk averse.

The question of what constitutes a 'sufficiently small' 
stake will clearly be relative to the individual whose 
betting rates are to be ellicited, but this need not prove 
too problematic; nor need the objection, voiced by Ramsey, 
that small stakes might render the measuring process 
ineffective due to a 'reluctance to bother with trifles' 
(1931, p.32).

It need just be stipulated that the size of S must be 
neither so small that the agent is disinterested in the 
bet, nor so large that he is intimidated by it.

De Finetti summarises his alternative approach as 
follows:

Essentially, our assumption amounts to accepting as 
practically valid the hypothesis of rigidity with 
respect to risk: in other words, the identity of
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monetary value and utility within the limits of 
'everyday a f f a i r s . u n d e r  the heading of 'everyday 
affairs' one can consider all those transactions 
whose outcome has no relevant effect on the fortune 
of an individual... in the sense that it does not 
give rise to substantial improvements in the 
situation, nor to losses of a serious nature. (1974,
p.82)

De Finetti explains his adherence to such an approach in 
terms of its simplicity.

The main motivation lies in being able to refer in a 
natural way to combinations of bets, or any other 
economic transactions, understood in terms of 
monetary value (which is invariant). If we referred 
ourselves to the scale of utility, a transaction 
leading to a gain of amount S if the event E occurs 
would instead appear as a variety of different 
transactions, depending on the outcome of other 
random transactions. These, in fact, cause 
variations in one's fortune, and therefore in the 
increment of utility resulting from the possible 
additional gain S. (1974, p.81)

So, by conducting bets in small amounts of money (thus 
permitting the rigidity assumption) one can discount the 
effect that fluctuations in an individual's fortune will 
have on his choice of acceptable betting rates (fair 
prices). On the other hand the introduction of a scale of 
utility would complicate matters from a practical point of 
view; it would require that these fluctuations be taken 
into account, and therefore hinder the measuring process.

Given de Finetti's scheme for the measurement of 
prevision, and, in particular, probability, it is
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appropriate to inquire as to the class of events (or 
propositions) that are supposed to be amenable to this 
procedure; to what class can we legitimately ascribe 
probabilities?

De Finetti's answer is unambiguous: so long as the term 
'event* is understood to refer always to a singular fact, 
any event whatsoever can, in principle, be assigned a 
probability.

We intend not to acknowledge any distinction 
according to which it would make sense to speak of 
the probability for some events but not for others. 
(1974, p.84)

Of course, as de Finetti is quick to point out, although 
every event can in principle be assigned a probability, 
only a small subset of these will actually be assigned 
them. It is with regard to this subset that one can 
inquire as to its coherence.

The notion of coherence is fundamental to de Finetti's 
theory and is introduced, and defined, as follows:

Once an individual has evaluated the probabilities 
of certain events, two cases present themselves: 
either it is possible to bet with him in such a way 
as to be assured of gaining, or else this 
possibility does not exist. In the first case one 
clearly should say that the evaluation of the 
probabilities given by the individual contains an 
incoherence, an intrinsic contradiction; in the 
other case we will say that the individual is 
coherent. (1937, p.103)

Or, more concisely:
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A set of your previsions is therefore said to be 
coherent if among the combinations of bets which You 
have committed yourself to accepting there are none 
for which the gains are all uniformly negative. 
(1974, p.87)

On the basis of this definition of coherence de Finetti is 
able to demonstrate that a set of betting rates is 
coherent if and only if it satisfies the axioms of 
probability.

It is precisely this condition of coherence which 
constitutes the sole principle from which one can 
deduce the whole calculus of probability: this
calculus then appears as a set of rules to which the 
subjective evaluation of probability of various 
events by the same individual ought to conform if 
there is not to be a fundamental contradiction among 
them. (1937, p.103)

Thus de Finetti shows that the probability calculus can be 
interpreted as furnishing laws for coherent betting rates, 
and therefore, on the assumption that these rates measure 
partial beliefs, laws for coherent partial belief.

There are two points that de Finetti insists upon with 
regard to the condition of coherence: firstly, that it is 
a normative demand, and secondly, that it is an objective 
one.

On the first count, coherence is normative as opposed to 
descriptive; it is not a condition which is assumed to 
hold true of everyone's actual belief distribution, but, 
rather, one that ought to hold true if they are to avoid 
contradiction.
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On the second count, the condition is intended as an 
objective constraint: its violation leads to a position
which everyone would consider disadvantageous, 
irrespective of their views about the reasonableness of 
the opinions of others.

As far as coherence is concerned, we will again 
underline here in what sense the notion is and roust 
be objective. The conditions of coherence must 
exclude the possibility of certain consequences 
whose unacceptability appears expressible and 
recognizable to everyone, independently of any 
opinions of judgments they may have regarding 
greater or lesser 'reasonableness' in the opinions 
of others. Let this be said in order to make clear 
that such conditions, although normative, are not 
(as some critics seem to think) unjustified 
impositions of a criterion which their promoters 
consider 'reasonable': they merely assert that 'you 
must avoid this if you do not want. •• '(and there 
follows the specification of something which is 
obviously undesirable). (1974, p.85)

De Finetti is making an important point here. The 
condition of coherence is often referred to as a basic 
rationality constraint on our partial beliefs: it would be 
irrational to distribute one's belief so that one is 
vulnerable to a Dutch book.

But de Finetti considers the normative status of the 
coherence condition to be prior to any particular claims 
about rationality. To be coherent is just to avoid certain 
(objectively) undesirable consequences; and whilst this 
might be seen as the paradigm for a minimal rationality 
constraint, de Finetti himself makes no specific claim 
about rationality in this connection.
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This is another respect in which his position seems very 

close to damsey's. For both of them the essential result 

of toe Dutch book argument is that the probability 

calculus provides laws of consistency for partial belief: 

to obey them is to avoid contradiction.

duetner or not such behaviour satisfies some rationality 

constraint depends on one's theory of rationality, and 

tnis is a quite separate question. It is natural, of

course, to suppose that coherence is a basic requirement 

for most, if not all, plausible conceptions of rational 

behaviour, but to suppose such a thing is to go beyond the 

claims tnat de Finetti and damsey make about the role of 

the probability calculus (see chapter five for a further 

discussion of this point).

before leaving questions concerning the measurement and 

coherence of probability judgments, let us try to clarify 

the general philosophical stance whicn lies behind de

Finetti's proposals.

As was mentioned earlier, de Finetti emphasizes the

positivistic drive underlying his analysis. This is

especially germane to his formulation of the measurement 

procedure for probabilities.

In order to give an effective meaning to a notion - 
and not merely an appearance of such in a 
metapnysical-verbalistic sense - an operational 
definition is required. By this we mean a definition 
based on a criterion which allows us to measure
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it...The criterion, the operative part of the
definition which enables us to measure it, consists 
in this case of testing, through the decisions of an 
individual (which are observable), his opinions 
(previsions, probabilities), which are not directly 
observable. (1974, p.76)

Despite de Finetti's insistence on an operational 
definition, I do not think that he means to embrace 
operationalism in its entirety (e.g. as espoused by
Bridgman (1927)). That is, he does not hold, as Bridgman's 
brand of operationalism would require, that the concept of 
probability is synonymous with the set of operations by 
which we measure it. In other words: he does not seek to 
identify the notion of probability with its means of 
measurement; rather, he introduces the idea of an 
operational definition because he holds that for the
concept to be meaningful it must be measurable.

Support for this reading of de Finetti comes from two 
places.

Firstly, he makes a clear distinction between the 
directly observable decisions of an individual, and the 
opinions which are inferable from these decisions. Indeed 
the idealisations built into the measuring process are 
specifically designed to close the gap between an
individual's actual opinions and their manifest betting 
behaviour.

Secondly, de Finetti does not consider his approach to 
measurement (involving small monetary bets), to give rise
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to a different concept of probability to that arrived at 
by Ramsey and Savage (which involves preference rankings). 
But such a conclusion would seem forced upon him were he 
to adhere to the operational decree that 'if we have more 
than one set of operations, we have more than one 
concept,' (Bridgman (1927))

So, whilst de Finetti does take the measurability of 
probability judgments to be a necessary condition for 
their meaningfulness, he does not reduce the concept of 
probability to the means by which it is measurable. He 
does not simply equate probability with fair betting 
rates. Thus his account avoids the charge, levelled by 
Kneale against frequency theories, of 'confounding 
evidence with that for which it is evidence.•.My evidence 
for stating that another man is in pain may be that he 
winces and says he is in pain, but this is not what I mean 
by ray statement.' (1949, p.193)

Observation of the above point helps dispose of certain 
objections to the subjectivist thesis based on too literal 
an interpretation of the proposal that probabilities be 
determined via betting behaviour. In particular, it would 
seem to count against Hesse's argument that whilst the 
betting orientated analysis is suitable in certain 
contexts (e.g. games of chance) it might not be 
appropriate in others (e.g. scientific decision making).

It is not difficult to drive a wedge between the 
conditions under which games of chance are played 
and those under which scientific decisions are made,
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in spite of the natural but somewhat misleading 
equation of scientific decision-making with vgames 
against nature'••.Here we suppose the scientist 
asking himself what is his degree of belief in a 
hypothesis on the basis of evidence by considering 
how much he would bet on its truth. • .Must his 
betting rates at modest stakes faithfully reflect 
his degrees of belief, and even if it is assumed 
that they must and that his degrees of belief are 
reasonable in an intuitive sense, must the rates be 
coherent? The argument from ideal games certainly 
does not prove either of these assumptions. (1974,
p.108)

But neither de Finetti nor Ramsey rest their accounts on 
'arguments from ideal games'. Although the betting set-ups 
they propose are somewhat idealized, this is because the 
prime concern of their analyses is with an individual's 
belief distribution under uncertainty (uncertainty about 
anything: from the outcomes in games of chance to
scientific hypotheses). Moreover, the condition of 
coherence which they invoke is primarily a condition to 
ensure that this belief distribution is free from 
contradiction. To possess an incoherent belief set is to 
lay oneself open to a Dutch book (but not necessarily to 
have a Dutch book made against you). Therefore the fact, 
if it is one, that 'nature is not an ingenious opponent 
who seeks out just those bets which will result in certain 
loss' (1974, p.109) should not detract from the force of 
this condition.

Furthermore, when Hesse states that 'there is no clear 
relation between reasonable expectation of truth and the 
willingness to gamble on financial reward* (1974, p.109)
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she is neglecting the very point in idealizing the betting 
set-up; it is conceived especially so that one's 
willingness to gamble is immaterial to the betting rates 
one chooses (and, after all, in de Finetti's set-up one is 
forced to bet)*

There are, of course, other objections to the 
subjectivist thesis, and some of these will be discussed 
shortly; however, it seems that Hesse's claim that 'there 
is no close analogy between games and games against 
nature' (1974, p*109) does not feature amongst the more 
significant*

Let us now pass onto the next stage in our analysis of 
de Finetti's work, which involves the very significant 
notion of conditional probability, and its relation to 
belief change*

Unlike the axiomatic treatments, de Finetti does not 
consider conditional probability solely as a notion 
definable in terms of unconditional probabilities; indeed 
for him it is the most basic concept in probability 
theory*

Every prevision, and ,in particular, every 
evaluation of probability, is conditional; not only 
on the mentality or psychology of the individual 
involved, at the time in question, but also, and 
especially, on the state of information in which he 
finds himself at that moment. (1974, p.134)
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Thus all probability evaluations are infact conditional on 
the evaluator's state of knowledge; strictly speaking, 
instead of simply referring to the probability judgment 
P(E) one should refer to P(E/Hq ), where Hq denotes 
'everything that is part of that individual's knowledge at 
that instant'. Throughout his writing, however, de Finetti 
omits this reference, maintaining that because of its 
obvious but virtually ineffable nature, it is better to 
understand it implicitly, rather than condense it into a 
symbol such as Hq.

So, all probabilities are conditional in the (trivial) 
sense that they are dependent upon an individual's state 
of knowledge. There is, however, a more significant sense 
in which a probability can be conditional: when it is
conditional on hypothetical information.

In precise terras we shall write P(E/H) for the 
probability 'of the event E conditional on the event 
H'...which is the probability that You attribute to 
E if You think that in addition to Your present 
information i.e. the Hq which we understand 
implicitly, it will become known to you that H is 
true (and nothing else). (1974, p.134)

De Finetti is keen to establish this notion of 
conditional probability in its own right, and, therefore, 
rather than follow the axiomatic treatments, and define it 
solely in terras of unconditional probabilities, he gives 
it an operational definition.
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In the subjectivistic approach, conditional 
probability is defined directly, just like 
unconditional probability. If, for instance, one 
chooses to use the definition based on betting odds, 
P(E/H) represents the odds for a bet on the event E, 
with the provision that the bet is cancelled if H 
does not occur. (1972, p.82)

Thus an individual's conditional probability assignments 
are determined by the appropriate conditional bets they 
would make.

At this point we must attend to a crucial ambiguity in 
the very notion of a conditional probability or
conditional bet, one which de Finetti is well aware of, 
although his brief mention of it suggests that he does not 
consider it too problematic.

The conditional probability P(E/H) might designate 
either:
(i) the probability that an individual assigns to E on the 
assumption that H;
(ii) the probability that he would assign to E once he 
acquires the information that H.
De Finetti characterises the distinction thus:

We have called H the assumed, and also the acquired, 
information; there are two concepts here...The first 
term, 'assumed', is suggestive of P(E/H) as the 
probability that we would regard as fair for a bet 
on E to be made immediately, but to become operative 
only if H occurs; the second, 'acquired', is 
suggestive of a bet made after H has been learned, 
on terms that then appear fair. (1972, p.193)
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In discussing the second reading de Finetti acknowledges
that, in addition to acquiring the data H, there will
invariably be other changes in our state of knowledge, and
these might well alter the probability that one proceeds
to assign to E.

In general, by the time we learn that H has occured, 
we will already have learnt of other circumstances 
which might also influence our judgment. In any 
case, the evidence which establishes that H has 
occured will itself contain, explicitly or 
implicitly, a wealth of further detail, which will 
modify our final state of information, and, most 
likely, our probabilistic judgment. (1974a, p.203)

Because of this de Finetti warns against the presumption 
that the probability which one ascribes to an event E,
conditional on the hypothetical truth of H, will infact
correspond to the probability one ascribes to E once the 
truth of H is learnt. (In other words he warns against the 
conflation of (i) with (ii).) Indeed he goes one step
further than this, and actually maintains that the first
interpretation, in terms of 'assumed* knowledge, is the 
only one 'free of inextricable perplexities*.(1972, p.194) 

This is a particularly interesting admission, because it 
seems, at first sight at least, that de Finetti's use of 
conditional probabilities, in conjunction with Bayes' 
theorem, hinges upon the very equation he warns against. 
Certainly many standard Bayesian analyses utilise it, and 
are sharply criticised for so doing. For example:

Now, in most applications of Bayes* theory the 
predictive interpretation is taken by verbal
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juggling to represent actual posterior belief based 
on acquired information. We are being led astray, 
because we are trying to ascribe a logical status to 
the relationship between beliefs stated before and 
after the observation of information, whereas this 
relationship exists in the realm of belief (i.e. 
prevision) itself. (Goldstein, 1986, p.211)

Is de Finetti's account guilty of a similar charge, or 
does he succeed in side-stepping the issue? Before 
tackling this question, let us see how de Finetti 
introduces the notion of Bayesian conditionalisation, and 
examine some of the more ambitious claims he makes with 
respect to its employment.

Amongst the theorems of the probability calculus is 
Bayes' theorem:

P(H/E) - P(H). P(E/H) / P(E)
Here P(H/E) is often termed the 'final' or 'posterior' 
probability of H, P(H) the 'initial' or 'prior* 
probability, and P(E/H) the likelihood of E given H. With 
this terminology, the theorem is informally expressed as 
follows:
The probability of H given E is directly proportional to 

the product of the initial probability of H and the 
likelihood of E given H.

De Finetti, following in the 'Bayesian' tradition, takes 
Bayes' theorem to provide the model for how our probablity 
assignments ought to change in the light of new 
information.
If one's initial probability assessment for H is P(H),
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and one subsequently learns that E (and nothing else), 
then one’s final probability assessment for H ought to be 
equal to one’s prior assessment of the probability of H 
conditional on E.

Such a change is known, for obvious reasons, as Bayesian 
conditionalisation, and numerous claims are made on its 
behalf.
One of the more extreme of these, and one subscribed to 

by de Finetti, is that subscription to its dictates is the 
only coherent, way to change one’s beliefs (probability 
assignments) in the light of new information.

Bayes' theorem expresses the transformation from the 
initial probability P(H) of the hypothesis H to the 
final probability P(H/E), that is, the behaviour of 
a man who augments or diminishes his credence in a 
hypothesis in response to new facts that affect the 
plausibility of the hypothesis. More exactly, this 
is the behaviour that 'ought to be' followed by a 
reasonable person, if he is to avoid incoherence. 
(1972, p.150)

As with the requirement that our partial beliefs conform 
to the probability calculus, de Finetti holds that one 
ought to change our partial beliefs via Bayes' theorem if 
one is to avoid incoherence. Moreover, because Bayes' 
theorem is itself a theorem of the probability calculus, 
it would appear that anyone failing to change their 
beliefs in accordance with it makes themselves vulnerable 
to a Dutch book, and this is as strong an argument as de 
Finetti needs for the claim that Bayesian
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conditionalisation is the only coherent means of belief 
change.

But, as de Finetti himself mentions, and as is pointed 
out by several of his opponents (and indeed by Ramsey 
(1988, p.35), it is not obvious that one's probability 
assignment for H, having learnt that E, should 
automatically correspond to one's prior assessment of the 
probability of H conditional on E. The requirement of 
coherence for one's probability assignments prior to 
learning that E does not seem to bear on one's probability 
assignments once E is learnt: it would appear that one
could have a coherent probability distribution both before 
and after learning that E, and yet not change it by 
Bayesian conditionalisation.

This line of argument looks unanswerable if conditional 
probabilities are interpreted solely in terms of ratios 
between unconditional probabilities; but recall that de 
Finetti explicitly rejects such an approach, and defines 
conditional probabilities directly, in terms of 
conditional bets. It is these conditional bets that 
introduce a temporal dimension to the condition of 
coherence.

To assign P(H/E) a value of p is to be prepared to bet 
on H at that rate, given that E occurs. If, on the 
occurence of E, you adopt a probability assignment for H 
which is not equal to your prior conditional assignment, a 
Dutch book could be made against you (provided the
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direction of your deviance is known in advance).

The fundamental meaning of P(H/E), the conditional 
probability of H given E, is the probability 
initially attributed to H conditional on the 
possible verification of E. According to a criterion 
of temporal coherency, P(H/E) is also the new 
probability attributed to H after the person has 
observed E (and E alone). (1972, p.150)

There are, of course, numerous objections that can be 
levelled against the Bayesian program , and we will review 
some of the most prominent now.

First let us consider certain objections to de Finetti's 
claim that Bayesian conditionalisation is the only 
coherent means of belief change.

To start with we will look at an objection of Mellor's. 
In his discussion of Bayesianism Mellor attacks the claim 
that a Dutch book argument can be applied to conditional 
probabilities, if defined in terms of conditional bets.

However the Dutch book and other arguments for 
coherence in partial belief are construed and 
applied, the really serious objection is that 
behaviour can perfectly well be coherent without 
being Bayesian. Coherence applies only to a person's 
actual simultaneously proffered betting quotients, 
not to hypothetical or conditional quotients. The 
Dutch book argument for example does not work with 
conditional bets. If a gambler can be taken up on 
old conditional bets whose antecedents have been 
realised, he can be made to lose money whether he 
conditionalises or not. (1971, p.47)
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In essence Mellor argues that if a person*s conditional 
probabilities are identified with their conditional 
betting quotients then a Dutch book can be made against 
them regardless of whether they conform to Bayes* theorem, 
and therefore the coherency requirement for 
conditionalisation collapses.

We have seen that the Dutch book argument to be 
effective requires that the gambler is compelled to 
bet at the quotients he specifies. If it is applied 
to his conditional probabilities on q interpreted as 
conditional betting quotients, he can subsequently 
be taken up on any such quotient whose condition is 
realised. Let two such mutually compatible 
conditions be r and s, where the gambler's partial 
beliefs before learning of their truth were such 
that p(q,r) ft p(q,s). He thus committed himself to 
betting on q at two different quotients should both 
r and s turn out true. Now that they have done so 
his opponent has only to enforce a suitable 
combination of these two bets in order to make a 
Dutch book. It is immaterial how the gambler has 
subsequently changed his unconditional quotients. 
(1971, p.48)

Mellor takes this argument to rule out the possibility of 
applying a Dutch book argument to conditional betting 
quotients, and thus considers it to undermine any criteria 
of temporal coherence.

But it would appear that de Finetti's account need not 
fall to such an objection. One could maintain, on his 
behalf, that Mellor has neglected the fact that, for de 
Finetti at least, all probability assignments are 
conditional on the assigner*s entire state of knowledge 
(the set sometimes designated by Hq).
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Including reference to this set allows the gambler in
Mellor's example to avoid incoherence. His intial 
conditonal probability assessments p(q,r) and p(q,s) are 
both conditional on his knowledge at that time 
HQ(conditional in the 'acquired* sense). However, once he 
learns both that r, and that s, this set will altered
accordingly. The conditional probabilities that he should 
now adopt must take into account this additional
knowledge. For the Bayesian this can be done in two ways: 
either we say that his new probability assignment for q 
should be equal, not to p(q,r) all conditional on Hq, but 
to p(q,r) all conditional on Hq and s, and likewise for 
p(q,s); or we say simply that it should be equal to 
p(q,r&s) all conditional on Hq. For the purpose of
answering Mellor's objection the difference is immaterial. 
Incoherence will only arise if our Bayesian fails to up
date his background knowledge Hq in order to account for 
the acquisition of both r and s, or fails to select the 
appropriate conditional probability to the same end. 
Therefore, rather than be placed in a position whereby he 
must bet on q at two different rates p(q,r) and p(q,s), 
the dictates of conditionalisation require just that he 
bet at one, p(q,r&s).

In effect, then, Mellor's objection fails to count 
against de Finetti because it overlooks the fact that in 
the latter's account all probabilities (both unconditional 
and conditional in the 'assumed' sense) are conditional on
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the individuals state of knowledge at that time. 
Admittedly de Finetti's presentation contributes to this 
oversight, because he consistently omits explicit 
reference to this set, but it is clear that he takes it to 
be a fundamental feature of any probability assignment.

Whilst this particular argument against Bayesian 
conditionalisation seems to fail, there are others which 
also seek to establish that our behaviour can be coherent 
without being Bayesian.

One of the most prominent arguments to this effect 
hinges upon a distinction met earlier, between probability 
conditional on hypothetical data, and that conditional on 
acquired data.

The basic complaint being that the personalist 
justification for Bayesian conditionalisation rests on the 
conflation of these two concepts. This point is clearly 
articulated by Hacking, who christens the identification 
of the two concepts the 'dynamic assumption', and explains 
it thus:

Probfure ](h) = Probf(h/e).
The meaning is as follows. Suppose I know only f. I 
judge that if I knew e as well, I would be confident 
of h to degree p; behaviourally this judgment is 
shown by the conditional bets I would place. Now I 
find out that e is the case. The dynamic assumption 
asserts that now my confidence in h is p, as 
behaviourally shown in a readiness to place 
unconditional bets. (1967, p.314)
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In his discussion Hacking distinguishes between 
probability given facts, and conditional probability, (the 
dynamic assumption being the equation of the two), and 
this distinction seems to correspond exactly to the one de 
Finetti makes between conditional probabilities in which 
the data is acquired, and those in which it is assumed.
Now Hacking argues that the Dutch book argument is not 

entailed by the basis personalist thesis (where the 
coherency requirement applies just to simultaneously 
proffered betting rates); the conditional probabilities in 
Bayes' theorem involve assumed data, and Bayesian 
conditionalisation only provides a model for belief change 
if the dynamic assumption is made. You are not incoherent 
if, on learning that E, you adopt a betting rate for H
which differs from your previous conditional rate for H
given E, so long as you cancel this old rate whilst 
adopting the new one. Thus Hacking concludes:

Neither the Dutch book argument, nor any other in 
the personalist arsenal of proofs of the probability 
axioms, entails the dynamic assumption. Not one
entails Bayesianism. (1967, p.315)

So Hacking's central point is not that the Bayesian 
position is a bad one, but that it cannot be justified 
through a Dutch book argument; Bayesian conditionalisation 
is not a necessary condition for coherence.
Now this appears to be in direct conflict with de

Finetti, and his criteria of temporal coherence. Although
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he acknowledges the distinction uncovered by Hacking's 
introduction of the dynamic assumption, de Finetti clearly 
holds that conditionalisation is a necessary requirement 
for coherence.
Matters are clarified somewhat by attending to the 

following points:

(1) Hacking's statement of the dynamic assumption suggests 
that it is a descriptive, rather than a normative claim. 
He expresses it as a claim about how opinion is actually 
modified in the light of experience, and not how it ought 
to be. But it is important to note that for de Finetti, 
and many other personalists, such an assumption is 
intended as a normative one. Actual cases of non-Bayesian 
behaviour are not seen to undermine it. In any case it 
would seem difficult to justify a descriptive claim about 
our actual belief change via an a priori argument about 
coherence.
This point does not dispense with Hacking's argument, 

because the onus is still on the personalist to show why 
the dynamic assumption is justified as a normative claim. 
This latter requirement is the subject of our second 
point.

(2) Hacking does not take account of the fact that for de 
Finetti conditional probability is not merely a ratio 
between unconditional probabilities, but a concept
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make a bet on H, conditional on E, is to commit oneself to 
a certain betting rate on H if E occurs. On such a 
conception of conditional probability Hacking*s claim that 
a non-conditionalising bettor can avoid incoherence simply 
by cancelling his pre-E betting rates is invalid. A bettor 
who, on learning that E, adopts betting rates on H that 
differ from his rates for H conditional on E is being 
incoherent because he is now committed to betting on H at 
two different rates. (De Finetti does not spell out a 
relevant Dutch book argument, but presumably he thought it 
obvious that someone who is prepared to bet on an event at 
two different rates is thereby incoherent. An actual Dutch 
book argument is presented by Teller (1973) and will be 
considered shortly).

(3) Hacking does consider the case in which a personalist 
insists that all probability is conditional (taking 
Lindley as an example). In such a case, Hacking's 
objection amounts to the contention that the probability 
which a person attributes to H conditional on E and Hq 
before E is learnt may well differ from that which he 
assigns after E is learnt.

It is of no avail to express all rates as 
conditional: then the man's Prob(h/ef) before
learning e differs from his Prob(h/ef) after 
learning e. Why not, he says: the change represents 
how I have learned from e! (1967, p.316)
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But, as we have mentioned in (2), on de Finetti's account 
such a change would entail that the person is committed to 
betting on H at two different rates and is thus 
incoherent.

Here it is important to reiterate the main issue of 
contention between de Finetti and Hacking, It concerns 
whether Bayesian conditionalisation is entailed by the 
requirement of coherence amongst partial beliefs. Whilst 
Hacking seems correct in his view that the dynamic 
assumption is needed, it is no longer true that there is 
no peronalist argument to uphold this assumption (as a 
normative claim). We have already seen that de Finetti's 
notion of conditional probability lends itself to this 
purpose (although there are important conditions attached, 
more about which later).
Now let us pass on to an argument of Teller's (initially 

taken from David Lewis) which purports to provide a Dutch 
Book argument for Bayesian conditionalisation.

Teller sets out to prove that, under certain conditions, 
conditionalisation is the only reasonable means of belief 
change.

One might argue that, under certain well specified 
conditions, only changes of belief by 
conditionalisation are reasonable, that is that if 
any change of belief is reasonable, then such 
reasonable change of belief must be described by
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conditionalisation on some proposition E. (1973,
p.220)

Teller starts his paper with a Dutch Book argument to 
this effect. However, as he states explicitly, this 
argument is only valid under certain specific conditions, 
and when these fail to hold the common objections to 
conditionalisation come to the fore.

One basic condition is that the agent's belief set 
contain the same set of propositions throughout the 
change.

The set of propositions for which the agent 
entertains beliefs is assumed to be fixed. Quite 
clearly, when this assumption is violated, the 
bayesian model does not apply; and the most cogent 
arguments against conditionalization seem to turn on 
cases in which this assumption clearly fails. (1973, 
p.219)

We will not reproduce the proof that Teller offers, but 
the basic idea behind it is that if the agent makes a 
conditional bet, at time tQ, on H given E, and then fails 
to conditionalise on learning that E at time tn , he will 
be committed to betting on H at two different rates. An 
opponent who knows the direction of the agent's deviance 
can take advantage of this situation by buying and selling 
a suitable combination of bets (outlined in Teller's 
proof) included in which is an appropriately small side 
bet on the occurence of E itself. In this way the agent, 
through failure to conditionalise, makes himself
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vulnerable to certain loss.
Teller summarises the Dutch book argument as follows:

If one agrees that any plan for changing belief is 
unreasonable if it makes one vulnerable.••to certain 
loss, the conclusion can be summarised thus: No 
explicitly formulated plan for changing beliefs in 
the face of new evidence is reasonable unless, for 
any iel' for which the plan specifies the beliefs to 
be adopted should occur, the plan calls for
changing beliefs by conditionalization on if E^ 
occurs. (1973, p.223)

Here the set [EjJiej is a set of mutually exclusive and 
jointly exhaustive propositions that specify, in full 
detail, all the alternative courses of experience the 
agent might undergo between tQ and tn . The set is
a subset of the latter set, such that PQ (E^)>0 for iel'; 
in other words, the subset comprising all those 
propositions to which the agent assigns a non-zero 
probability.

There are, therefore certain limitations on the 
applicability of this Dutch Book argument. It only holds 
good if the agent's belief set contains the same set of 
propositions throughout his belief change (from tQ to tn ), 
and if he assigns all potential data E^ a non-zero 
probability. Furthermore, the agent must have an 
explicitly formulated plan for how he intends to change 
his belief when confronted with the potential data: he
must, at time tQ, make all the relevant conditional 
probability assignments.
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Teller maintains that if the above conditions all hold, 
then Bayesian Conditionalization can be shown to be the 
only coherent means of belief change, and that many of the 
objections commonly levelled against it are rendered 
ineffective.

Previous authors (e.g. Hacking) concluded that this 
fact about conditional betting rates could not be 
applied in a Dutch Book type of argument to reach 
conclusions about change of belief. They were 
mistaken because they failed to consider 
applications of the argument to a set of 
propositions meeting the special conditions 
specified above for [EjJiel'* C1973, p.224)

After outlining the Duch book argument, Teller presents 
a characterisation of conditionalization solely in terms 
of qualitative belief change. He shows that belief change 
by Bayesian Conditionalization is equivalent to the 
following assumption:

For any two propositions A and B, each of which 
logically implies E (where E is potential data assigned a 
non-zero probability), if A and B are believed equally 
before the data E is acquired, then they must be believed 
equally once E is learnt.

Teller inquires as to the acceptability, and 
applicability, of this qualitative characterisation of 
conditionalization. Whilst he admits that it does not 
describe reasonable belief change in every situation, he 
clearly considers it to be appropriate in a significant 
class of cases.
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In setting out to justify conditionalization, we 
should first note that conditionalization on a given 
proposition E surely does not always describe 
reasonable change of belief even when the agent 
comes to know that E is true. Clear cut exceptions 
are to be found among cases in which E does not 
cover everything relevant that the agent comes to 
know in the process of changing beliefs and among 
cases in which a degree of belief equal to 1 is 
changed. On the other hand, I doubt that anyone 
wants to deny that conditionalization describes 
reasonable change of belief in any circumstances. 
Surely, in at least some of the highly regimented 
situations studied by statisticians,
conditionalization gives a correct description. 
(1973, p.232)

In order to demonstrate the plausibility of his 
qualitative characterization, Teller discusses a few 
examples in which it seems a reasonable assumption. In 
addition, he considers the following potential objection. 
It involves the following example:

A coin is to be tossed five times. An agent has equal 
strength belief in either of the sequences HTTHT and 
HHTTH. The first toss lands heads, a result logically 
implied by both of the sequences.

Teller maintains, quite plausibly, that if this is all 
that the agent learns then it would be unreasonable for 
him to subsequently alter his belief distribution and 
favour one sequence rather than the other.

Then Teller suggests the following counter-argument:

The case might be one in which initially the agent 
is moderately confident that the coin is either
biased toward heads or toward tails. But he has as
strong a belief that the bias is the one way as the
other. So initially he has the same degree of
confidence that H will occur as that T will occur on 
any given toss, and so, by symmetry considerations,
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Now if H is observed on the first toss it is 
reasonable for the agent to have slightly more 
confidence that the coin is biased toward heads than 
toward tails. And so it might seem he now should 
have more confidence that the sequence should 
conclude with the results HTTH than TTHT because the 
first of these sequences has more heads in it than 
tails. (1973, p.237)

Teller's response to this counter-argument consists in 
pointing out that, along with the line of reasoning which 
prompts the agent to favour the sequence HHTTH, given 
heads on the first toss, there is a separate consideration 
which has the opposite effect. This arises from the 
following conjecture: given that the agent thinks that the 
coin is biased one way or the other, the sequence HTTH 
should be considered less likely than TTHT or HHTH,
because it contains an equal number of heads and tails. 
But this is the required sequence if the resultant 
sequence is to be HHTTH rather than HTTHT.

Teller concludes that the overall effect of these 
opposing tendencies can only be calculated if qualitative 
considerations are introduced, and this, he maintains, 
would beg the question.

Before leaving Teller's account it is worth returning 
to one of the central claims of his paper, namely, that
there does exist a Dutch - Book argument for
conditionalization.

As we have seen, the validity of this Dutch Book
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two of the most important being:
(1) The agent must have an explicitly formulated plan with 
respect to how he intends to change his belief in the 
light of new information.
(2) This plan must cover all the possible experiences 
which the agent might undergo, where these are represented 
by the acquisition of new data E^.

These two conditions are highly idealized; in practice 
it would be impossible for an agent to consider all the 
alternative courses of experience he might encounter, and 
to make all the relevant probability judgments (both 
conditional and unconditional). In addition, situations 
are rarely such that an agent receives information in the 
piecemeal fashion suitable for simple conditionalization; 
as de Finetti himself admits (1974a, p.193), learning that 
E will usually be accompanied by various other items of 
information, and these may well bear on the subsequent 
belief change.

Both these criticisms are of a practical, rather than a 
theoretical, nature. They serve to restrict the 
applicability of conditionalization (and Teller's Dutch 
book argument) rather than to undermine it. As it is, 
further restrictions are introduced if we note that 
Teller's account only applies to a specific kind of belief 
change - that involving simply the acquisition of new 
data. But this is to neglect a whole class of factors
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relevant to the make-up, and the temporal evolution, of an 
individual's belief system; in particular, it neglects 
changes in an individual's theoretical beliefs.
Thus the domain of applicability for conditionalization, 

as justified by Teller's Dutch Book argument, is further 
restricted by the fact that it fails to accommodate those 
changes in belief which cannot be characterized simply in 
terms of the acquisition of some new item of information.

So far we have looked at various objections which seek 
to show that Bayesian Conditionalization cannot be 
justified by a Dutch Book argument, and therefore is not 
entailed by the basic subjectivist thesis. Our conclusion 
thus far is that although the requisite Dutch book 
argument does exist (as outlined by Teller) its 
applicability is quite restricted. This gives rise to the 
question of whether these limitations inhibit the uses 
which de Finetti intends for conditionalization, 
especially with regard to the resolution of inductive 
problems, and an explanation for the convergence of 
opinion over probabilities in scientific theories.

As a preliminary to our examination of these issues, we 
will turn to a related class of objections to 
conditionalization. In common with those considered so 
far, these -attack the claim that Bayesian 
Conditionalization is the only reasonable means of belief 
change. However, rather than dispute whether or not
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conditionalisation is justifiable through a Dutch Book 
argument, they seek to undermine the claim by providing 
examples of belief change which are both reasonable and 
non-Bayesian.

It should be noted that the two critical approaches are 
interconnected. For example, as we shall see shortly, 
certain of the conditions specified in order to ensure a 
Dutch book argument for conditionalization also serve to 
rule out many of its purported counter-examples. But the 
subjectivist must be careful here; if the conditions 
become too restrictive they may protect conditionalization 
at the cost of rendering it practically useless.

Bearing this in mind, let us pass on to some objections 
which Gillies raises against the Bayesian ingredients in 
de Finetti's program.

Gillies attributes his main objection to Hacking, but 
whereas Hacking merely upholds the possibility of 
reasonable belief change which is non-Bayesian, Gillies 
provides us with actual examples in which this seems to be 
the case.

The first example which Gillies offers (1973, p.19) 
bears a strong similarity to an example we discussed 
earlier on, in connection with Teller. It involves a 
situation in which a person knows that a particular coin 
is biased, but does not know in which direction. Prior to 
the first toss he adopts a certain set of conditional
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probability assignments, and these dictate how he should 
alter his probability distribution with the results of 
subsequent tosses.

Gillies then supposes that during the first toss the 
person gives more thought to the situation and decides 
upon a different strategy for his belief change (in this 
particular case, the person revises his opinion about the 
degree to which the coin is biased). In effect, therefore, 
the person adopts a different set of conditional 
probabilities, even though he has not yet obtained any new 
data. And, since it is clear that such a re-evaluation may 
well lead to a more reasonable plan for belief change, it 
seems that we have an example of reasonable belief change 
which is non-Bayesian.

The scope of the objection is obviously not restricted 
to any particular example.

This example can of course be generalized. We can 
imagine someone who, throughout a whole series of 
tosses, continues to rethink the problem and improve 
his original analysis of the situation. As a 
consequence, he might rarely or never change his 
betting quotients according to Bayesian 
conditionalization. Yet I would regard such a person 
as highly rational - more rational indeed than 
someone who remained faithful to his original 
conditional betting quotients. (1973, p.20)

The second example we will mention is presented by Gillies 
in (1988). It involves a person who is required to bet on 
(assign probabilities to) the results of some random 
process.
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To begin with it seems quite reasonable for the person to 
assume that the process consists in independent events. On 
the basis of this assumption, he adopts a particular 
probability distribution with respect to the outcomes of 
the process. However, after observing a large number of 
outcomes, the person decides that the events in the 
process are not independent after all, but involve certain 
dependencies and after-effects. At this point it would 
appear most reasonable for him to give up his initial 
assumption of independence, and adopt a different 
theoretical assumption. But this may well issue in a non- 
Bayesian revision of his initial probability distribution, 
and, in particular, of his conditional probability 
assignments•

In both examples the basic idea is that someone, after 
having decided upon one particular probability 
distribution for a certain problem, might revise some of 
their relevant theoretical beliefs, and thus adopt a 
different distribution. Such a move seems to violate 
Bayesian conditionalization, but, in the examples cited 
(which are readily generalisable), it appears to be the 
most reasonable step to take.

For Gillies these examples serve to undermine the 
dynamic assumption (the assumption that, if at time t a 
person A evaluates the probability of H conditional on E 
as q, he must, on learning E and nothing else at a later 
time u, assign H an unconditional probability equal to q).
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Gillies summarizes his attack on this assumption, and 
thus on the exclusivity of Bayesian belief change, as 
follows:

The fallacy in this line of thought is, in my view, 
the following. In order to work out his or her 
betting quotients at time t, A must make some kind 
of theoretical analysis of the situation with which 
he or she is dealing. Without such an analysis it 
would be humanly impossible to calculate betting 
quotients. Yet between t and u, in the light of 
further thought and the further particular results 
which have appeared, A may well decide that his or 
her original theoretical analysis was wrong, and 
prefer a new analysis, which may not even have 
occurred to him or her at t, and which may give 
betting quotients of quite a different character 
from his or her original ones. (1988, p.29)

At first sight it may appear that both de Finetti and 
Teller have safe-guarded their accounts against Gillies' 
criticism.

In presenting his Dutch Book argument for conditional
ization, Teller lays strong emphasis on the need for the 
conditionalising agent to have an explicitly formulated 
plan that covers all the possible experiences which he 
might encounter. Possession of such a plan would seem to 
entail the adoption, and retention, of a particular 
theoretical analysis (or analyses). Now Gillies' counter
argument involves the possibility of the agent changing 
this analysis, and is therefore excluded by the condition 
that the agent stick to a particular plan of action.

One obvious drawback with this response is that the 
applicability of conditionalization, and its Dutch Book
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justification, becomes more restricted. It would cease to 
apply in those cases where the agent, in addition to 
receiving new data relevant to a certain problem, might 
also progress by theoretical innovation.

The line of response suggested by de Finetti's account 
seems, at first sight, more accommodating. One salient 
feature of his theory is the insistence that all 
probability judgments are conditional on the individual's 
state of mind, this totality being denoted by the symbol 
Hq . Gillies' point about changes in the agent's 
theoretical analysis might be accounted for as a change in 
this reference set. In this manner, someone who rethinks a 
problem and thus changes some of his conditional 
probability assignments need not be taken to violate 
conditionalization; whilst the initial conditional 
probability assignments are relative to Hq , the later ones 
are relative to a somewhat different set, one which 
incorporates his theoretical alterations.

In effect, then, this response amounts to a wide 
reading of de Finetti's claim that all probability is 
conditional on the individual's state of mind; this latter 
set being taken to include their theoretical beliefs and 
conjectures, in addition to items of a more factual 
nature, such as their evidential beliefs.

Extending Hq in this fashion does engender a more 
complex characterization of its contents; de Finetti, 
however, is alive to the difficulties inherent in
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representing the 'mentality or psychology' of the 
individual (1974, p.134), but does not regard them as 
problematic.

Indeed this way of accommodating changes in theoretical 
beliefs would lead onto a new field of inquiry: as well as 
questions concerning the use of conditionalization for 
belief change in the light of new data, one could 
speculate about its use in the light of new theory.

There are, however, some fundamental problems with this 
approach.

Firstly, this approach has the serious shortcoming that 
it greatly reduces the effectiveness of Bayesian 
conditionalisation as a constraint on our beliefs.

On the original version of conditionalisation one can, 
on the receipt of new evdience E, calculate P(H/E) by 
Bayes' theorem. However, on the version adapted to 
incoporate theoretical change, P(H/E) need not have the
value given by Bayes' theorem, but can be given any
arbitary value. This is because P(H/E), on the amended 
account, is in fact P(H/E&Hq), and this could, in 
principle, be altered to any value one likes by the
adoption of an appropriate H^ to replace Hq. Such a move 
would not be ruled out by the new version of
conditionalisation (this point is also made by Salmon 
(1988) and mentioned in our introduction).

Secondly, the conditions necessary for a Dutch Book
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argument would prove very restricting. As with the case of 
conditionalization on the receipt of new empirical data, 
one would have to have a prior plan with respect to how 
one intends to change belief in the light of new 
theoretical analysis. But this seems too demanding to be 
of any use: is it not quite unrealistic to expect a person 
to be prepared, not only for all possible experiences, but 
all the possible theoretical changes too?.

Furthermore, in cases where genuine theoretical 
innovation takes place its seems quite out of place to 
require that the agent be prepared, by way of the relevant 
conditional probability assignments, for all subsequent 
theoretical change.
Theoretical innovation, even in the most common and 

mundane cases, is bound to introduce certain 
considerations which the agent had not thought of 
previously, and therefore one cannot expect him to have 
included them in his prior plan.
Once again the measures necessary to uphold, and to 

justify, Bayesian conditionalization appear to greatly 
diminish its field of applicability. And in those large 
areas where no justification exists, Gillies' examples 
show that Bayesian conditionalization is not a necessary 
condition for reasonable belief change.

In short, Gillies' main objection amounts to a 
'methodological argument against Bayesianism'. The
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principle of conditionalization is faulted because it does 
not allow for progress through theoretical change; it 
requires the adoption and retention of a pre-determined 
theoretical analysis.

A Bayesian will inevitably base his or her initial 
betting quotients on some theoretical scheme (S 
say). If he or she is a strict Bayesian, the initial 
betting quotients will only be changed by Bayesian 
conditionalization (the dynamic assumption) and 
hence the theoretical scheme S will remain 
implicitly accepted. However scientific progress 
might well occur faster by criticising S and perhaps 
replacing it by some new and better theoretical 
scheme S . By tacitly ruling out such a possibility, 
Bayesianism could well act as a brake on scientific 
advance. (1988, p.30)

As we have seen, this appears to be a strong argument 
against de Finetti's claim that all reasonable belief 
change is necessarily Bayesian, and one that cannot be 
circumvented with ease.

For the sake of completeness let us take a brief look at 
another of Gillies' criticisms of the Bayesian program.

To illustrate the objection, Gillies asks us to consider a 
situation in which one person (B) gets another (A) to 
choose a betting quotient on the event that the 1,001st 
toss of a particular coin results in heads (call this 
event H).
On examination of the coin, A selects a betting quotient 
of %. B places a bet of amount S on H at this rate.
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The coin is then tossed 1,000 times and a random sequence 
with a frequency ratio of heads of about % is observed.

Gillies states that if A is now asked to give his 
betting quotient for H, he should choose %. But this would 
allow B to gain from A, regardless of whether H occurs or 
not: B simply bets an amount S against H at this new rate.

Gillies takes this example to show that an agent should 
not be required to make his betting quotients cohere over 
time. If he is, then he is placed in the undesirable 
position of having to retain past probability judgments 
(betting quotients) which subsequent events have shown to 
be inaccurate.

What seems to be the most important factor in Gillies' 
argument here, and one which we discuss further at the 
end chapter three, is the idea that our initial 
probability judgments might, in the light of further 
information, appear inaccurate, and be better replaced by 
different evaluations.

Let us now look at two major uses that de Finetti has for 
his Bayesian model of belief change.

In addition to various technical applications, de 
Finetti seeks to employ the notion of Bayesian 
conditionalisation in order to deal with two philosophical 
issues:



(i) A resolution of the problems involved in inductive 
reasoning;

(ii) An explanation for the wide-spread agreement over 
certain probability values (e.g. in games of chance, and 
within scientific theories) without postulating objective 
probabilities.

The first of these aims is indeed central to the main 
Bayesian thesis: the claim that our inductive behaviour is 
characterisable in terms of conditionalisation. De Finetti 
leaves no doubt as to his belief in the success of this 
program.

Inductive reasoning is nothing other than reckoning 
P(H/E), the probability of H after observation of E, 
in accordance with Bayes' theorem. (1972, p.194)

De Finetti readily agrees with the Humean point that 
from our knowledge of past experiences nothing can be 
logically deduced about the future. But although inductive 
inferences lie outside the domain of the logic of 
certainty, they can, according to him, be accommodated 
within the subjectivistic conception of probability.

Within what 'logical' ambit, then, might it be 
admissible to assert that the 'inductive argument' 
is an argument? From our standpoint the answer is 
straightforward. It is admissible within the ambit 
of probabilistic logic..The vital element in the 
inductive process, and the key to every constructive 
activity of the mind, is then seen to be Bayes*
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theorem. (1974a, p.199)

De Finetti illustrates this claim by considering a basic 
inductive question: Given that we obtain the new
information that E, what are we entitled to say about some 
future event H?
His response is that nothing of certainty can be said. Our 
knowledge of E cannot justify anypredictions with respect 
to H, nor can it justify any particular probability 
judgments about it. We are left to make our own subjective 
probability judgment, and this choice is not (directly) 
constrained by the knowledge that E has occured. The only 
restrictions placed on our probability judgment is that of 
coherence: it ought to cohere with our other probability 
judgments (both conditional and unconditional). However, 
from this solitary condition of coherence, and Bayes' 
theorem, we have a model for how our belief ought to 
change in the light of our knowledge that E. The 
probability that we-ascribe to H, P(H), should correspond 
to our earlier assessment of the probability of H 
conditional on E, P(H/E).

As it stands this characterisation of inductive 
reasoning is rather empty; the requirement of coherence, 
even when extended to include conditional probability 
judgments, appears far too weak to yield any useful 
inductive conclusions. The satisfaction of the conditions
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for coherence amongst one's beliefs, and belief change by 
conditionalisation, will rarely be sufficient to 
distinguish a good inductive inference from a bad one.

Even in the most typical cases of inductive reasoning, 
where one evaluates probabilities for future events in the 
light of the relevant observed frequencies, there seems to 
be nothing in the condition of coherence that requires us 
to select probability values which approximate these past 
frequencies•

De Finetti, however, is well aware of this point; he 
readily admits that his subjectivist theory cannot provide 
a deductive justification for induction.

It is evident that by posing the problem as we have, 
it will be impossible for us to demonstrate the 
validity of the principle of induction, that is to 
say, the principle according to which the 
probability ought to be close to the observed 
frequency...That this principle can only be 
justified in particular cases is not due to an 
insufficiency of the method followed, but 
corresponds logically and necessarily to the 
essential demands of our point of view. Indeed, 
probability being purely subjective, nothing obliges 
us to choose it close to the frequency; all that can 
be shown is that such an evaluation follows in a 
coherent manner from our initial judgment when the 
latter satisfies certain perfectly clear and natural 
conditions. (1937, p.120)

From this passage it is clear that, in spite of his 
conclusion that a deductive justification is impossible, 
de Finetti thinks that the subjectivist theory can account 
for the typical cases of inductive reasoning, and in 
particular those involving the selection of probabilities
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close to the observed freqencies.
To achieve this the notion of exchangeability must be 

introduced; a notion which furnishes the conditions 
necessary for certain inductive judgments to count as 
coherent, and others incoherent.

The concept of exchangeability amounts to the following: 
A class of events, such as the outcomes of a certain kind 

of trial, are judged to be exchangeable if one supposes 
that their respective probabilities are unaffected by the 
order in which they occur.

More precisely, de Finetti expresses the condition of 
exchangeability thus:

The probability of any trial E whatever, conditional 
on the hypothesis A that there have been r 
favourable and s unfavourable results on other 
specific trials, does not depend on the events 
chosen, but simply on r and s. Q.937, p.122)

In de Finetti's account the concept of exchangeable events 
replaces the classical notion of 'independent events with 
fixed but unknown probability', and enables his subjective 
theory to appropriate the classical procedures of 
statistical inference commonly employed by objectivist 
probability theorists.
Amongst the various conclusions attainable through this 

manoeuvre, de Finetti is able to demonstrate that, on the 
assumption of exchangeability, one's probability judgments 
must converge on the observed frequencies if they are to 
remain coherent.
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The...simple condition of ‘symmetry1 in relation to 
our judgments of probability defines exchangeable 
random quantities, and can define, in general, 
exchangeable random elements in any space whatever.
It leads in all cases to the same practical 
conclusion: a rich enough experience leads us always 
to consider as probable future frequencies or 
distributions close to those which have been 
observed. (1937, p.142)

We will not go into the details of de Finetti*s proof of 
the latter result; for our present purposes the relevant 
conclusions are neatly summarised in the following 
passage:

De Finetti shows that the classical limit theorems 
on which many forms of statistical inference depend 
hold just as well for sequences of exchangeable 
events as they do for the sequences of independent, 
equiprobable events to which they have traditionally 
been applied. He shows, for example, that in the 
case of a sequence of exchangeable events, a person, 
whatever be the opinion with which he starts out, 
must, if he is to be coherent in his beliefs, after 
a sufficient amount of observation come to assign a 
probability to the type of event in question which 
is close to its observed relative frequency. (1964, 
p. 13)

De Finetti takes this result to provide a solution to the 
basic inductive question of why we should distribute our 
belief in accordance with past experience; as our 
evidence increases, probability judgments which do not 
correspond to the observed frequencies would, under the 
assumption of exchangeability, be incoherent.

Thus far the assumption of exchangeability has been a 
crucial ingredient in de Finetti's inductive analysis. He
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does not, however, restrict the analysis just to those 
cases where a judgment of exchangeability is appropriate. 

Although the consideration of non-exchangeable sequences 
of events introduces more complexity, de Finetti supposes 
them to be susceptible to a similar analysis.

The influence of order on the evaluation of the 
probabilities.•.does not modify, indeed, the way in 
which the problem is posed and answered according to 
the subjectivistic conception; one will only be led, 
in the general case, to take account of the 
circumstances which in the case of exchangeability 
are (by definition) neglected. One can indeed take 
account not only of the observed frequency, but also 
of regularities or tendencies toward certain 
regularities which the observations can reveal. 
(1937, p.145)

In effect de Finetti suggests that the notion of 
exchangeability can be generalised so as to accommodate 
those cases in which the order of events in a sequence is 
relevant to their probability. Whilst not constituting 
exchangeable events, the regularities present in such 
sequences will guide the evaluation of the relevant 
conditional probability judgments, and will thus, 
according to de Finetti, be amenable to a bayesian 
inductive analysis.

Does de Finetti*s analysis provide a satisfactory solution 
to the traditional problem of induction?

I think not; it merely shifts the problem from that of 
justifying the supposition that past frequencies will hold
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in the future, to that of justifying an assumption of 
exchangeability (or an assumption that the regularities 
which lead to non-exchangeability will continue to hold).

De Finetti*s account tells us that if we assume 
exchangeability, and amass evidence pointing to certain 
frequencies, then we should, if we are to be coherent, 
make our probability judgments approximate these 
frequencies. In short, on the assumption that a sequence 
is exchangeable, coherence constrains our belief 
distribution for the continuation of that sequence.

But coherence does not require that we make the 
assumption of exchangeability in the first place. Indeed, 
any future expectation can be shown to be a coherent one 
if an appropriate assumption is made about the effect (or 
non-effect) of order on the events in question.

The inductive question which remains unanswered is: why 
(on what grounds) should we assume exchangeability (or any 
other particular relation with respect to the relevance of 
order) to hold good for future events?

Let us illustrate this with an example. Suppose that one 
observes a sequence of a thousand spins of a roulette 
wheel, with the number of spins resulting in black being 
approximately equal to those resulting in red, and no 
discernible pattern in the order of these results.

With regard to the 1,001st spin, what justifies the 
judgment that the probability of black is equal to that of 
red?
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De Finetti* s answer here would be that if we assume, as 
seems quite reasonable in this example, that the sequence 
of spins are exchangeable, then coherence requires that 
our probability judgments approximate the observed 
frequencies. In this case the relevant frequencies dictate 
that we assign a probability of % to black and red 
respectively.

But what justifies the assumption of exchangeability 
with respect to the 1,001st spin? Perhaps after the 
1,000th spin the order of events will suddenly become 
relevant. There is nothing in the requirement of coherence 
between beliefs, nor in conditionalisation, which prevents 
us from adopting a different assumption with regard to the 
effect of order on the probability of black (or red). But 
if it is not incoherent to adopt a quite different 
probability to that which would follow from an assumption 
of exchangeability, how does the subjectivist distinguish 
between the two judgments with respect to their inductive 
soundness? Given an appropriate assumption about the 
effect of order on the sequence of spins any probability 
judgment can be rendered coherent; but if this is the 
case, no particular judgment (e.g. one which approximates 
the observed frequencies) can be singled out by the 
criterion of coherence.
In short the problem is that although the assumption of 

exchangeability, coupled with the constraints of 
coherence, do require that probability judgments
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approximate observed frequencies (in the long run), 
coherence alone does not necessitate the assumption of 
exchangeability (or any other assumption in this respect).

So it would appear that within the context of de 
Finetti’s subjectivist theory, the traditional problem of 
induction can be reformulated thus:

On what grounds can we justify an assumption of
exchangeability with regard to the future continuation of 
any sequence?

And, more generally, on what grounds can we justify any 
assumption with respect to the future results of a
sequence, when such an assumption can only be based on its 
past results?

The sequence may qualify as exchangeable, or may be 
describable with recourse to some regularity or tendency, 
but how do we justify the presumption that such an
analysis will continue to hold good in the future, to hold 
for the continuation of the sequence?

But now it seems that the subjectivist account, like all 
those before it, falls to Hume*s sceptical fork: the
requisite assumption of exchangeability can neither be 
justified on a priori grounds, nor on the basis of
empirical fact.

The former route is impossible. As we have seen, 
coherence alone does not require that we assume 
exchangeability: indeed, as de Finetti himself concedes:
*0ne cannot exclude completely a priori the influence of
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the order of events' (1937, p.145)*
But the latter route would seem to engender a

circularity: we cannot justify the assumption of
exchangeability by way of empirical facts, because we have
no guarantee that these will hold good, or prove relevant, 
in the future, and it would be circular simply to assume 
that they will.

Let us move onto the second of de Finetti's claims: that 
the subjectivist theory can account for those sitiuations, 
such as which arise in games of chance and in scientific 
theory, where there is wide-spread agreement over the 
values of certain probabilities.

At first sight such cases would seem to require the 
postulation of objective probabilities, for how else could 
such precise agreement be produced. But, as we saw 
earlier, this is a step which de Finetti is fundamentally 
opposed to. Consequently the onus is on him to give an 
adequate explanation for those cases where opinion
coincides.

It would not be difficult to admit that the
subjectivist explication is the only one applicable 
in the case of practical predictions (sporting 
results, meteorological facts, political events, 
etc.) which are not ordinarily placed in the theory 
of probability, even in its broadest interpretation.
On the other hand it will be more difficult to agree 
that this same explanation actually supplies 
rationale for the more scientific and profound value 
that is attributed to the notion of probability in
certain classical domains, and doubts will be
expressed about the possibility that it offers of 
unifying the various conceptions of probability, 
appropriate to various domains, that until now it
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has been thought necessary to introduce. Our point 
of view remains in all cases the same: to show that 
there are rather profound psychologicals reasons 
which make the exact or approximate agreement 
between the opinions of different individuals very 
natural, but that there are no reasons, rational, 
positive, or metaphysical, that can give this fact 
any meaning beyond that of a simple agreement of 
subjective opinions. (1937, p.152)

Presumably these psychological reasons will hinge upon 
the following assumptions holding good:

(i) The individuals in question are largely coherent in 
their belief.
(ii) They change their belief via bayesian 
conditionalisation.
(iii) A hypothesis of exchangeability (or some suitable 
variant) is appropriate.

Given these three assumptions, de Finetti maintains that 
individuals possessing similar evidence (with respect to 
the observed frequencies) will also make similar 
probability evaluations. This parallels the analysis given 
earlier, in connection with the question of induction, 
but, unlike the latter case, here we are interested in 
actual agreement: not just whether people ought to agree
(although this is relevant), but whether they actually do 
agree. In consequence de Finetti*s assumptions are open to 
question in respect of their descriptive accuracy (e.g. do 
people conditionalise?).
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This suggests an objection along the following lines: 
Throughout his exposition de Finetti insists upon a 
normative status for the requirement of coherence, and for 
Bayesian conditionalisation, whilst allowing that neither 
principle need always be descriptively accurate. This 
emphasis enables his account to avoid criticism in the 
light of experimental findings which suggest that 
probabilistic reasoning is often non-Bayesian. However, 
such findings will be relevant to those cases in which the 
subjectivist seeks to explain actual convergence of 
opinion. Here the agreeing parties must be assumed to 
reason in a bayesian fashion, through the use of 
conditionalisation, otherwise the subjectivist explanation 
will fail.

So, where there is common agreement over probabilities, 
it is incumbent on the subjectivist to show that the 
agreeing parties do reason according to the Bayesian 
model.

We will not pursue this line of objection further, but 
turn instead to Gillies' discussion of de Finetti's 
proposals.

Gillies begins his discussion by contrasting the manner 
in which a subjectivist and an objectivist would analyse a 
situation in which a particular coin exhibits a certain 
bias over a large number of tosses. Both men eventually 
arrive at a probability judgment for heads which
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approximates the observed frequency, but whereas the
objectivist sees this as a statement about the 'true'
probability of heads, and explains the coincidence in
opinion in terms of this objective probability, the
subjectivist gives a reductive account of the situation:

According to de Finetti, all that is happening is 
this. Two men starting with different personal 
degrees of belief are gradually forced by the 
constraints of coherence and exchangeability to 
adopt degrees of . belief which become increasingly 
similar and approximate more and more closely to the 
observed frequency. (1973, p.17)

Gillies identifies two assumptions which are fundamental 
to de Finetti's analysis:

(1) When confronting a problem one must adopt a certain 
prior probability distribution; this is never corrected in 
the light of new experience, but is replaced by the 
appropriate a posteriori distribution.
(2) The transition from a priori to a posteriori 
distribution is carried out by Bayesian conditional
isation.

De Finetti's position is spelled out on the following 
quote:

Whatever be the influence of observation on 
predictions of the future, it never implies and 
never signifies that we correct the primitive 
evaluation of the probability p(En+i) after it has 
been disproved by experience and substitute for it 
another P'(En+i) which conforms to that experience 
and is therefore probably closer to the real
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probability; on the contrary, it manifests itself 
solely in the sense that when experience teaches us 
the result A on the first n trials, our judgment 
will be expressed by the probability p(En+-i/A), i.e. 
that which our original opinion would already 
attribute to the event considered as
conditioned on the outcome A. Nothing of this 
initial opinion is repudiated or corrected: it is
not the function p which has been modified (replaced 
by another p ), but rather the argument En+  ̂ which 
has been replaced by En+^/A, and this is just to 
remain faithful to our original opinion (as 
manifested in the choice of the function p) and 
coherent in our judgment that our predictions vary 
when a change takes place in the known 
circumstances. (1937, p.146)

Gillies then proceeds to question the two assumptions; 
his arguments mainly focus on the second one, that belief 
change must always be via Bayesian conditionalisation. 
Indeed we discussed this issue earlier on, and concluded 
that in spite of de Finetti's claims to the contrary, 
conditionalisation is not the only coherent means of 
belief change.
However, this is not to say that it is not the most 

common means, and this latter conclusion, although weaker, 
would be sufficient to establish de Finetti's claim with 
respect to the convergence of opinion. The fact that 
examples exist in which belief change is both reasonable 
and non-Bayesian does not undermine the argument that 
people tend to agree on certain probability values because 
(for the large part) they conditionalise. In other words: 
for the subjectivist explanation of convergence of opinion 
to hold good, one need not assume that all coherent belief 
change is Bayesian, but just that a sufficient proportion
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of it is.
Thus it would seem that Gillies' main argument against 

assumption (2), (the one he attributes to Hacking), whilst 
perhaps succeeding in undermining the claim that coherent 
belief change must be Bayesian, does not undermine de 
Finetti's further claim to have explained convergences of 
opinion.

There are, however, two other arguments of Gillies' 
which do attack this latter claim directly.

Firstly, Gillies criticises de Finetti's stipulation 
that one must begin with a comprehensive probability 
distribution, including both unconditional and conditional 
judgments.

This is an unrealistic assumption when applied to 
actual betting situations. Consider for example 
gamblers at Monte Carlo. They bet on a spin of the 
wheel. The result is observed, and they then go on 
to make a different set of bets on the next spin, 
etc. No conditional bets are ever made or even 
considered. Yet all accept the 'objective' odds as 
being the correct ones.•.It thus seems that 
objective probabilities can be established quite 
apart from a consideration of conditional bets and 
Bayesian conditionalization. (1973, p.21)

But, can it not be argued, in de Finetti's defence, that 
the subjectivist theory does not require that an 
individual actually engage in any bets whatsoever - just 
that he would make certain probability evaluations (choose 
certain betting quotients) if he were asked to bet under 
certain conditions. It is the bets that the individual
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would make (under specific conditions) that determines his 
belief distribution, and not necessarily those that he 
actually makes; for one thing, people (and especially 
scientists) seldom engage in the detailed betting 
scenarios which the subjectivist introduces as an 
idealisation; for another, an individual's betting 
behaviour in non-idealised situations will often be 
distorted by considerations that are extraneous to their 
true partial beliefs (e.g. financial position, like or 
dislike for gambling etc.).

There are, of course, objections to the subjectivist 
theory based on these latter issues (and these will be 
discussed elsewhere) but they do not seem to focus on the 
issue of the convergence of opinion in particular, but 
rather on more general questions concerning the notion of 
partial belief and its measurement.

There is, however, an objection specifically directed 
against de Finetti's claims with respect to belief change 
(and in particular assumption (1)), which might be thought 
to undermine his argument about convergence.

This stems from Gillies' contention that when confronted 
with new data we do not simply modify our probability 
distribution via conditionalization (replacing our prior 
distribution with the relevant a posteriori one), but that: 
we correct our probability judgments in the light of this 
new data.
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Furthermore, Gillies would maintain that this process of 
correction is best explained by supposing that there exist 
objective probabilities, and that our probability 
judgments are intended as estimates of these 'true' 
values* Convergence of opinion in the light of the 
relevant observed frequencies thus consists in the 
convergence of our probability estimates onto the 
objective probability values.

Now, whereas I would agree with Gillies' claim, in 
opposition to de Finetti, that probability judgments can 
be corrected in the light of new data, I do not think that 
this necessitates the wholesale adoption of the 
objectivist position. In particular, I do not think that 
it requires the postulation of objective probabilities 
existing in the external world.

In short, then, I would argue that one can consistently 
hold both (i) that wide-spread agreement over certain 
probability values does not necessitate the postulation of 
objective probabilities; and (ii) that probability 
judgments can be corrected in the light of experience.

This latter issue is of particular relevance to the 
analysis of any theory of probability; it concerns the 
fundamental question of how our probability judgments are 
related to the observed facts. We have alluded to this 
query already, when contrasting de Finetti's position with 
Ramsey's; now is the time to give it a more detailed 
examination.



At the risk of some repetition, let us begin by spelling 
out de Finetti's position in this respect.

As we saw earlier on, de Finetti insists on a clear 
distinction between prediction and prevision; for him, the 
concept of probability belongs solely to the latter 
activity. Unlike predictions, our probability judgments 
cannot be confirmed or refuted by subsequent experience; 
indeed, the only criterion for assessment concerns their 
coherence.

Previsions are not predictions, and so there is no 
point in comparing the previsions with the results 
in order to discuss whether the former have been 
'confirmed' or 'contradicted', as if it made sense, 
being 'wise after the event', to ask whether they 
were 'right' or 'wrong'. For frequencies, as for 
everything else, it is a question of prevision not 
prediction.(1974, p.207)

So, for de Finetti, our probability judgments are not
something which we can compare (favourably or
unfavourably) with the empirical facts. However, for these
judgments to be of any practical use, there must be some
relationship between them and the observed facts. On de
Finetti's account, this relationship is forged by the use
of Bayes' theorem, and the process of conditionalization.

If, on the basis of observations, and, in 
particular, observed frequencies, one formulates new 
and different previsions for future events, or for 
events whose outcome is unknown, it is not a 
question of a correction. It is simply a question of 
a new evaluation, cohering with the previous one, 
and making use - by means of Bayes' theorem - of the 
new results which enrich one's state of information, 
drawing out of this the evaluations corresponding to 
this new state of information. (1974, p.208)
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In short, then, de Finetti holds that probability 
judgments cannot be corrected in the light of new 
information. Rather, it is a matter of modifying the 
judgments in accordance with bayesian conditionalization.

One consequence of this view is that probability 
judgments, so long as they do not incur any incoherence, 
cannot be critically compared: one cannot say that one
judgment is better than another, but just that they are 
made on different bodies of information.

Another consequence is that when two people assign 
different probabilities to the same hypothesis they need 
not be taken to be in disagreement, so long as they are 
basing their judgments on different bodies of information.

Both these consequences are open to various objections, 
and we will pursue these in later chapters. For now let us 
just mention one.
Does not the former consequence conflict with our basic 

intuition that one probability judgment, precisely because 
it is based on a different body of information, can appear 
to be a better guide to action than another, and that this 
is not merely a subjective assessment? Indeed, why else 
should we prefer the opinion of a well-informed person to 
someone with little or no relevant information?

Matters are complicated somewhat by the fact that there 
is a valid strand in de Finetti's attack on the notion of 
'wisdom after the event'. There is a sense in which it is 
unfair to criticize someone's probability judgment in the
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light of later results; it is akin to demanding that their 
judgments be prophetic.

In spite of this admission, however, there does seem to 
be a sense in which it is possible to critically appraise 
an agent's probability judgments in the light of 
subsequent events. How else are we to distinguish a good 
probability judgment from a bad one, given that neither 
incur any incoherence?

One possible means of resolving this tension is to admit 
two different kinds of critical appraisal for probability 
judgments - one which assesses them in relation to the 
information possessed by the individual making the 
judgment - another which assesses them in the light of 
subsequent events (this corresponds to the ex ante/ex post 
distinction noted in our introduction).

This path will be pursued in greater detail in the next 
chapter; for now we will just give a brief indication of 
the program to be developed, and how it bears on de 
Finetti's position.

One basic aim will be to show that probability judgments 
can be comparatively assessed (both in relation to each 
other, and in relation to the relevant frequencies) 
without postulating objective probabilities to which they 
are supposed to correspond.

Whilst we will agree with de Finetti's contention that a 
probability judgment, even if it concerns a singular 
event, cannot be confirmed (or refuted) by the occurence
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of that event, we will argue that such a judgment might be 
vindicated by repeated (or a certain proportion) of 
successes or failures.

This approach parallels that suggested by Ramsey (and
discussed in chapter one), whereby partial beliefs are 
assessable in terms of the relevant frequencies.

It also ties in with the subjectivists' notion of
calibration, and this too will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter Three

ON INTERPRETATION.

Despite claims to the contrary, none of the familiar 
interpretations of probability seem to provide a 
comprehensive account of our probability statements.
This has led many to suppose that there are a variety of 

different kinds of probability, each corresponding to a 
different interpretation, and that a complete analysis of 
probability must accommodate some, if not all, of these 
possibilities.

In his lecture 'Probability: the one and the many.'
(1975) Cohen characterises such a position as the adoption 
of a 'polycriterial' account of probability.

In recent decades there has been a substantial trend 
of opinion towards some kind of polycriterial 
account of probability. Rival monocriterial theories 
cliaim to refute one another. But a polycriterial 
account supposes this or that monocriterial 
analysis, if internally consistent, to be not wholly 
refuted by the diversity of facts - merely 
restricted in its domain of application. (1975, p.5)



Cohen cites two well-known cases where philosophers have 
adopted some kind of polycriterial approach: Carnap (1950) 
who maintains that the term ‘probability' is indeed 
ambiguous between two distinct concepts - one concerning 
logical relations between propositions, the other relative 
frequencies - and Reichenbach (1934) who argues that 
probability is conceivable both as the truth-value of a 
multi-valued logic, and in terms of relative frequency.

According to Cohen one serious problem for any 
polycriterial account is that it runs the risk of 
undermining the main aim for which a theory of probability 
is constructed in the first place: in striving for
descriptive accuracy it might sacrifice too much 
explanatory power.

But the trouble with a polycriterial account of 
probability is that, when faced with this apparent 
plurality of criteria, it seems content to pursue 
the ideal of step-by-step descriptive adequacy 
rather than that of explanatory simplicity. When 
confronted with the inherent difficulties of the 
problem, it acknowledges the anomalies that face 
this or that monocriterial theory, and seems content 
to be driven by them to postulate a fundamental 
duality or multiplicity rather than a fundamental 
unity. It has apparently to surrender the prime goal 
of theory - unification - and then risks 
degenerating, as difficulties multiply, into mere 
natural history. (1975, p.6)

In the latter part of his paper Cohen suggests how one
might reconcile the quest for a unifying theory with the
apparent plurality of probability criteria, but we will
not consider his own proposal here.
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In sharp contrast to Cohen, Touimin (1958) argues 
against any kind of pluralist solution. He rejects the 
three most pervasive interpretations, namely the logical 
relational theory, the frequency theory, and the 
subjective theory, not in virtue of their incompleteness, 
but because of their invalidity.
Whilst each of these theories contains elements which are 

closely related to the concept of probability, Touimin 
claims that none can be plausibly identified with it. In 
particular, he maintains that although evidential support, 
the proportion of alternatives, and observed frequencies, 
often provide the grounds, or backing, for a probability 
judgment, the actual judgment itself consists in a guarded 
assertion or prediction. (A similar theory is proposed by 
Lucas (1970)).

Although we do not wish to defend this latter position 
(see de Finetti (1974) and Cohen (1975) for criticisms of 
it), we will examine a few of the arguments advanced by 
Touimin in its favour, since they do help to throw light 
on certain issues central to the question of 
interpretation.

According to Touimin, the commonplace attempts at 
determining exactly what it is that probability statements 
express, serve only to confuse our understanding of 
probability. More specifically, he criticises the idea 
that the terra 'probability' must denote, designate, or 
refer to some particular thing. Probability statements, he
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claims, are not about, nor do they express, some special 
class of entity or entities (such as logical relations, 
frequencies, or partial beliefs); they simply concern 'any 
subject on which one can commit oneself, with 
reservations, to an opinion' (1958, p.65).

Furthermore, this misguided search for a tangible 
counterpart to the term 'probability' leads to confusion 
over the question of its objectivity.

...so long as we begin by looking for the 
designation of the term 'probability', we are liable 
to suppose that it is this which must be found if we 
are to preserve the objectivity of probability 
statements. The problem of justifying our 
description of such statements as objective thus 
gets tangled from the start with the vain search for 
the feature of the world we refer to by the word 
'probability'. This is quite unnecessary, for the 
objectivity we actually require is of a very 
different kind. (1958, p.70)

Before looking at the question of objectivity, let us note 
two points at which our views diverge from Touimin's.

Firstly, in contrast to what he claims, it seems that 
people do sometimes make probability statements which are 
effectively concerned with the relation of evidential 
support, or with a relative frequency, or with a partial 
belief. This admission, however, need not prove too 
significant. In such cases, one could always maintain that 
the speakers are simply misapplying the term 
'probability*: rather than talk about probability at all, 
they should talk about that entity which they suppose
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(mistakenly) it to refer to. In spite of Toulmin's great 
faith in our ordinary usage of the term, it would not be 
implausible to suppose that ordinary people, like the 
philosophers he criticizes, are sometimes guilty of 
confusing the probability judgment itself with the grounds 
upon which it might be made or defended.

Secondly, and more significantly, we would want to 
temper Toulmin's criticism of the search for some entity 
in the world, or feature of it, which serves as a referent 
for the term 'probability1.
Whilst I think that it is possible to establish a valid, 

and in a certain sense objective, theory of probability, 
without recourse to the postulation of some special class 
of physical property or entity to which probability 
statements must refer, I would not wish to maintain that 
such a theory will cover all uses of the term, nor that 
the very notion of physical probabilities is nonsensical.

Perhaps it will turn out that the probability statements 
involved in Quantum Physics can only be interpreted in 
this way.

Touimin excludes this, even as a possibility, but here 
he seems to be asserting more than he can argue for.

For my part, as was mentioned in my introduction, I 
would reject the claim that probability statements can 
only be interpreted as refering to probabilistic facts in 
the world, but not the claim that a certain subclass of 
them might be best interpreted in that manner.
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As far as we are concerned the question of whether or 
not there exist irreducibly probabilistic facts is
tangential to our present aim, namely, the construction of 
a satisfactory epistemic theory of probability.

But, it might be asked, can such a theory lay any claim 
to objectivity?
In order to answer this question it is necessary to 
distinguish between two senses in which probability 
statements might be objective.

(1) Objective in the sense of being interpersonal. 
Probability statements which are open to objective forms

of appraisal, and are thus interpersonally comparable.
Probability statements over which people can have a 

genuine disagreement; where one person's judgment can be 
better than another's, and itself open to improvement.

(2) Objective in the sense that their truth or falsity 
depends on their correspondence to mind-independent 
probabilistic facts existing in the physical world.

Our concern in this thesis is with the first category 
alone. We remain silent on the second, apart from echoing 
Toulmin's complaint that over-attention to it leads to 
difficulties with regard to the provision of an epistemic 
conception of probability.

As a preliminary to presenting our own theory of
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epistemic probability, which, to repeat, is not intended 
as an exhaustive account, let us survey two of the main 
candidates for an interpersonal (objective in the first 
sense) interpretation.

Relationalism.

At the risk of over-simplification, let us understand as 
relationalist any theory which interprets probability 
statements as statements about probability relations which 
hold between propositions.

What are the arguments in favour of this kind of 
interpretation?
Keynes and Kneale, two of the main proponents of this 

thesis, appear to reach their conclusion by way of the 
same path of reasoning. Both of them maintain that there 
is no property intrinsic to a proposition which makes it 
probable or improbable. They are faced, therefore, with 
the question of what exactly it is, that is responsible 
for a particular proposition being probable or not. In 
virtue of what can we correctly ascribe a probability to a 
proposition?
Not wanting to surrender to subjectivism, and the view 

that the probability of a proposition is determined merely 
by someone's attitude towards it, they both seek refuge in
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the idea that a proposition is made probable by the 
relation which it bears to another proposition, or set of 
propositions•

Herein lies its objectivity, because a probability 
relation between sets of propositions is supposed to hold 
quite independently of anyone’s opinion.
Later on we will argue that this move is not the only 

alternative open to those who wish to deny both that 
probability is an intrinsic property of propositions (or 
indeed an intrinsic feature of the world), and that it is 
dependent solely upon someone’s attitude towards these 
propositions. Nevertheless, it is the path taken by Keynes 
and Kneale, and leads them to expound the relativist 
thesis•
A further argument in support of this doctrine arises 

from the observation that what one person regards as 
probable, another might regard as improbable, and yet both 
men appear to reach their conclusions in a reasonable 
fashion.

In this case the clutches of subjectivism, and in 
particular the view that one man's opinion is as good as 
another's, is avoided by supposing either that the men 
must be basing their respective judgments on different 
bodies of evidence, and therefore may both be equally 
correct, or that at least one of them has infact 
miscalculated the true strength of his evidence, in which 
case his judgment is not reasonable after all.
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Once again it is being argued that only the supposition 
that our probability judgments are relative to evidence 
can preserve their objectivity. But here, as before, it 
seems that the objectivity in question can be secured 
without recourse to such a conclusion.
Is it always necessary to transpose what appears to be 

genuine disagreement about the probability of a hypothesis 
to, at the most, a disagreement about the degree of 
support which a particular body of evidence gives to that 
hypothesis?
When people attribute different probabilities to the same 

hypothesis, can we not maintain, regardless of whether or 
not they possess the same evidence, that they are in 
genuine disagreement about its probability?

Of course this disagreement might be due to their 
possessing different evidence, or to their placing a 
different emphasis on the same evidence, but, 
nevertheless, could they not be in actual disagreement 
over the probability of the hypothesis itself - in the 
sense that one man's judgment might be objectively better 
or worse than the other's

Without doubt the task of filling out the kind of 
position suggested here, and specifying the means by 
which our probability statements can be objectively 
assessed, is not a simple one. But it does seem as if the 
relationalist's own attempt to avoid the charge of
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suojectivity, by interpreting all probability statements 

in terms of tne relation of evidential support, is no 

easier to fill out, and less in accordance with the 

majority of common usage.

So far we nave considered two arguments for adopting 

relativism, but nave found neither to be compelling. Let 

us now pass on to some arguments w.nicn seek to discredit 

tine relationalist tmesis.

In our first coaster we met several objections, voiced 

by Ramsey (1931), and aimed in particular at Keynes' 

Logical Relational Tneory. .Je will not repeat these here, 

it is sufficient to note that they do appear to raise 

various significant difficulties for the relationalist 

position, especially in the form proposed by Keynes.

The first objection v/nich we will consider here is one 

articulated by Toulmin. This consists in the claim that 

underlying the relationalist tnesis there is an important 

confusion, which arises from a failure to distinguish 

clearly between, on the one hand, the grounds upon which 

probability judgments are made and their reasonableness 

assessed, and, on tne other, the actual probability 

judgments themselves.

The former often consist in statements concerning the 

support tiat some body of evidence gives to a conclusion,
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or the frequency with which one property accompanies 
another, and this explains why probability judgments have 
been interpreted as relations of evidential support, or 
relative frequencies, or both.
But, according to Toulmin, this is simply a mistake.

With support-relations as with frequencies, the 
conclusion we come to about H in the light of the 
evidence at our disposal E, namely, that we are 
entitled to bank so far on H, is no mere repetition 
of the support which E gives to H: it is a moral
drawn from it. (1958, p.81)

The same point is also made by Austin:

Keynes.•.confused asserting on evidence h that p is 
probable with asserting that on evidence h p is 
probable, both of which can be ambiguously expressed 
by 'asserting that p is probable on evidence h', but 
only the former of which asserts that p is (really) 
probable. (1979, p.228)

Once this important distinction is acknowledged, it 
becomes clearer as to why relationalists suppose that 
probability consists in a relation between propositions; 
they are identifying it with the relation of evidential 
support.
For Toulmin this line of reasoning carries with it an 

expose of the relativist thesis.

Once we have distinguished the probability of H from 
the bearing of E on H or the support which E gives 
to H, we can see the saying that 'Probability is 
Relative to Evidence* for the epigram it is. 
Certainly the most reasonable estimate a man can 
make of the probability of some hypothesis depends 
in every case on the evidence at his disposal...but
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equally, it depends on tne same body of evidence 
wnether he can reasonably conclude that a given 
statement is true...if we accept 'Probability is 
Relative to Evidence' as more than an epigram, then 
we are saddled with 'Truth is Relative to Evidence' 
as well...Tne fundamental mistake is to suppose that 
tne evidence in the light of which we estimate the 
likelinood of some view must always be written into 
the estimate we make, instead of being kept in the 
oackground and alluded to on iy implicitly•
(1958, p.81)

The success of this objection would appear to depend a 

lot on more general questions about the way in which we 

unaerstand tne meaning of a concept.

As is pointed out by . benenson (1934) a relationalist 

account of probability seems to tie in with an a n t i 

realist tneory of meaning sucn as dummett's, whereby the 

meaning of a concept is explained in terms of the grounds 

upon which statements involving tnat concept are asserted.

We will not go into the details of such a position here, 

but just note that without furtner a r g u m e n t a t i o n , 

including a critical analysis of tne opposing theories of 

meaning, Toulmin's objection against the relationalist 

appears inconclusive.

The second argument, wnicn we shall mention here only 

briefly, comes much closer to an actual refutation of the 

relationalist thesis, especially when this thesis is 

conjoined with tne almost unanimously held view that 

probability must serve as a guide to action and decision.

Kneale, for example, expresses this latter view most 

empnati c a l l y :
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No analysis of the probability relation can be 
regarded as adequate, i.e. as explaining the 
ordinary usage of the word •probability', unless it 
enables us to understand why it is rational to take 
as a basis for action a proposition which stands in 
that relation to the evidence at our disposal. 
(1949, p.20)

The coupling of this tenet, together with the claim of 
relativity, seems to produce a serious problem: when faced 
with making a decision, or performing an action, the value 
of which depends on the truth of a particular hypothesis, 
how are we to justify the selection of one probability 
relation, from the infinite number we could choose, as the 
best guide to action?

The commonsense answer to this, that we should choose 
the probability value relative to all the available 
evidence, does not seem to be justifiable on a 
relationalist account alone.

This objection was first formulated by Ayer (1963) and 
is discussed at length in our next chapter, along with 
various attempts at solving it. Here let us just state one 
of the conclusions drawn in that chapter, namely, that a 
relational theory of probability, if conceived of as an 
exhaustive account of our probability statements, seems 
unable to explain or justify why it is prudent to base our 
probability judgments on more, rather than less, evidence.
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Our third argument bears certain similarities to the first 
two, but is a distinct one nevertheless.

As we noted earlier on in this section, relationalists 
maintain that our probability statements attain their 
objectivity in virtue of an objective probability relation 
holding between hypothesis and evidence. In effect, this 
is the only thing people can disagree about when they 
assign differing probabilities to the same hypothesis.
One consequence of this viewpoint is that when two people 

possess different bodies of evidence, and as a consequence 
attribute different probabilities to the same hypothesis, 
they are not thereby in disagreement over the probability 
of the hypothesis. If they are to be in genuine 
disagreement at all, it can only be with respect to the 
precise relation which the hypothesis bears to their 
respective bodies of evidence.
But is this not a distortion of the actual use to which 

probability statements are put, both in everyday and 
scientific contexts? It sacrifices the possibility of 
genuine dispute over the actual probability of a 
hypothesis for the simple comparison of the relations 
which the hypothesis bears to different bodies of 
evidence.
The rationale behind this shift is that it is the only 

means of ensuring that our probability judgments are 
objective. But does it not exclude another, and more 
fundamental, way in which probability judgments can be the
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subject of objective dispute?
In addition to the possibility of having an objective 

disagreement over the extent to which a body of evidence 
supports a hypothesis, can there not be objective 
disagreements over whether the hypothesis in question is 
actually likely to happen? Each person, according to their 
evidence, and skill at calculating its strength, may quite 
reasonably propose different estimates for the probability 
of H; is there not a sense in which they are disputing the 
same thing, namely, the probability of H, and their 
estimates of this probability might be good or bad, or 
comparatively better or worse?
For example, when one person X happens to be better 

informed than Y about a certain hypothesis H, and both 
correctly assess the bearing of their respective evidence 
for H, would we not insist that X's ensuing judgment about 
the probability of H is better than Y's? Better in the 
sense that it is a more accurate estimate of whether H is 
true, and a more reliable guide for actions whose value 
depend on the truth of H.

Here we are arguing that in certain circumstances our 
probability judgments do not merely state a relation 
between evidence and hypothesis, but express our estimate 
of whether the hypothesis is likely to be true. Moreover, 
this does not relegate probability judgments to subjective 
assertions of opinion; they are objective in the important 
sense that they admit of critical appraisal and
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comparison.
This is not to deny that our probability statements are 

open to assessment in other, equally objective, ways. For 
example, we can often assess the reasonableness of 
someone's probability statement relative to the evidence 
at his disposal, and examine whether he has correctly 
estimated the support which his evidence gives to a 
particular hypothesis. But it must be insisted that the 
latter cannot replace the former; both have a role to play 
in the critical appraisal of our probability statements.
This issue, and especially the question of how our 

probability judgments are to critically assessed, is of 
particular importance, and will be elaborated on shortly.

For now, let us leave the doctrine of relationalism, 
which, we would argue, cannot give a comprehensive account 
of the 'interpersonal' character (objective in sense (1)) 
of many of our probability statements, and which faces 
various other difficulties (see chapters one and four).

A different tradition for interpreting probability 
statements, whilst still avoiding the postulation of 
probabilistic facts, is supplied by subjectivists such as 
de Finetti and Ramsey. We discussed their respective 
theories in the first two chapters, but shall now return 
to the general question of subjectivism, and, in 
particular, to the question of how interpersonal/objective 
a conception of probability can be developed from this 
perspective.
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Subjectivism,

In previous chapters we have examined the systems 
proposed by two of the progenitors of subjectivism, Ramsey 
and de Finetti. Whilst their accounts diverge on various 
important points they share the fundamental tenet that 
probability can be satisfactorily interpreted in terms of 
degrees of belief.

We will look at two major objections to this 
subjectivist thesis, and in doing so will bring to light a 
few of the more significant differences between Ramsey and 
de Finetti. This will also pave the way for our own 
positive proposals with regard to subjectivism.

To start with let us recall that both Ramsey and de 
Finetti propose definitions of partial belief in terms of 
betting behaviour. Roughly speaking, to have a particular 
degree of belief in a proposition is to be disposed, under 
certain specific conditions, to bet on it at particular 
odds.

Now one extreme form of subjectivism (not in fact 
espoused by either Ramsey or de Finetti) would be to 
identify the probability of a proposition directly with an 
individual’s actual degree of belief in it, and hence with 
the betting quotient upon which they are prepared to bet 
on it.

This proposal looks to be undermined by the fact that
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people’s actual degrees of belief often seem to violate 
the axioms of probability. This empirical result, which 
has been reached through practical experimentation appears 
to weigh heavily against any theory which defines 
probability simply in terms of actual partial belief

Indeed it is generally agreed by all parties, regardless 
of their particular theory of probability, that one 
minimum requirement for a satisfactory interpretation is 
that it demonstrates the applicability of the axioms of 
probability. So we meet the first main objection to 
subjectivism, which can be formulated as a question: How 
does a subjectivist theory justify the application of the 
axioms of probability to an individual's partial beliefs?

The line taken by both Ramsey and de Finetti is to 
contend that the axioms of probability are laws of 
consistency for partial beliefs: to possess a set of
partial beliefs which fails to conform to the probability 
calculus is to be inconsistent.

This claim is demonstrated in an argument commonly known 
as the Dutch Book Argument. We have discussed it in some 
detail in chapters one and two; for now it suffices to 
note that the inconsistency in possessing a set of partial 
beliefs which violate the axioms of probability is 
illustrated by the position in which it would place the 
offending believer: if he was prepared to bet according to 
this set of beliefs, a Dutch book could be made against 
him.
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On this view, therefore, the probability axioms play a 
prescriptive role: if an individual wishes to avoid
vulnerability to a Dutch book his partial beliefs should 
conform to the axioms of probability.

This allows for the fact that people's actual degrees of 
belief may not always so conform; for, after all, people 
are sometimes inconsistent.

The viability of this approach, in the light of our 
first objection, now focusses on the question of why an 
individual should seek to be consistent in the sense 
delineated by the Dutch Book argument.

Ramsey and de Finetti are usually taken to offer a 
response which is tied up with their behavioural 
definition of partial belief in terms of the disposition 
to bet.
Given that one's partial belief in a proposition entails 

a willingness to bet on its truth at certain odds, the 
possession of an inconsistent set of partial beliefs 
entails a willingness to engage in a set of bets, the net 
result of which is a certain loss. The patent 
undesirability of such a position is then supposed to 
explain why one should strive to make one's partial 
beliefs consistent.

One significant counter-argument to such a response, 
concisely articulated by Howson and Urbach (1989), 
proceeds as follows:
To begin with, the behavioural identification of partial
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beliefs with dispositions to bet is flawed because, in 
general, people's betting behaviour does not accurately 
reflect their actual partial beliefs - for one thing, most 
people are not prepared to bet unless they consider the 
bet to be in their favour. In order to circumvent this 
difficulty subjectivists introduce idealised betting 
situations, designed to eliminate distorting factors such 
as a person's willingness to gamble, their risk-aversity, 
and their personal wealth. Under these carefully 
constrained conditions, an agent's betting behaviour is 
thought to accurately represent his actual partial 
beliefs.

But it is now argued that this subjectivist manoeuvre no 
longer enables them to employ the Dutch Book argument to 
justify consistency. From the fact that it is irrational 
for someone in a contrived betting situation to maintain 
partial beliefs (select betting quotients) which violate 
the probability axioms, it does not follow that such 
behaviour is irrational in general (e.g. outside the 
contrived betting scenario). As Howson and Urbach express 
it themselves:

There is now no reason why the presumptive degrees 
of belief should obey the probability calculus. An 
example will make this clear. Suppose that somebody 
were to inflict on you the most hideous torture were 
you to deny that 2+2=5. It would be perfectly 
rational of you in those circumstances to agree that 
2+2=5, but it certainly would not necessarily be 
rational to extend your agreement outside them; 
indeed, there is no reason at all why you should. 
The same holds for the forced-betting situation we 
are being asked to contemplate; it is simply not a
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good reason to give that just because there are 
situations like the one in which penalties are 
attached to a set of inconsistent betting quotients, 
those betting quotients should in general obey 
probabilistic constraints.
(1989, p.73)

In short, then, Howson and Urbach maintain that if the 
subjectivist identification of partial belief with actual 
dispositions to bet is to yield acceptable measurements, 
special conditions must be imposed in the measurement 
process; but these, in turn, severely restrict the scope 
of the Dutch Book argument, and its conclusion that 
violation of the axioms of probability is irrational.

This is a strong argument, and certainly seems to count 
against the typical characterisation of the subjectivist, 
i.e. one who adopts a strictly behavioural conception of 
partial belief, and argues that it is irrational to hold 
an inconsistent set of partial beliefs, because this 
exposes the believer to a Dutch book.

However, although the work of both de Finetti and Ramsey 
does lend itself to this kind of interpretation, it does 
not, I think, do full justice to the subtlety of their 
respective positions (and in particular that advocated by 
de Finetti in his later writings). As a consequence I 
think it debatable whether Howson and Urbach*s argument 
serves to refute their brand of subjectivism.

For one thing, both writers are aware of the 
difficulties inherent in producing an entirely 
satisfactory procedure for measuring partial beliefs,
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(e.g. de Finetti (1974, p.76), Ramsey (1988, p.26)) and 
their accounts are sufficiently flexible so as to avoid 
identifying partial belief with any particular means of 
measurement. Indeed in his later work de Finetti proposes
various alternative approaches to the measurement process,
and despite his behavioural declarations, appears to 
present an account which concerns itself less with how an 
individual actually bets, and more with what he considers 
to be a fair bet.

Secondly, both place the emphasis on the self
contradictory nature of an inconsistent set of partial 
beliefs as opposed to its irrationality (indeed Ramsey is 
careful to distinguish the claim that a set of partial 
beliefs is inconsistent from the claim that it is
irrationally held). The basic idea here being that it is 
because of the very nature of the concept of partial 
belief that a set of them ought to conform to the
probability axioms (and so the consistency under 
discussion is close to logical consistency).

This is not to deny that most cases of inconsistency in 
partial belief are infact irrational; but the question of 
rationality depends on a variety of external factors in 
addition to whether a belief set is inconsistent.

Given this point Howson and Urbach*s objection loses 
some of its bite. The subjectivist need not make the 
implausible claim that, just because it is clearly 
irrational, under certain idealised conditions, to be
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inconsistent in one's partial beliefs, it is always 
irrational to be inconsistent.

However, it is still incumbent on the subjectivist to 
answer the question of why people should strive to make 
their partial beliefs consistent, and Howson and Urbach's 
argument seems to rule out the response that conformity to 
the probability axioms is always a basic rational 
requirement.

Neither Ramsey nor de Finetti give a direct answer to 
this question, but, as mentioned above, I suspect that it 
would centre around their conviction that probability 
concerns the logic of partial belief, and to violate these 
axioms is to be illogical in some way.

Our second main objection to the subjectivist thesis is 
the familiar one that the property of coherence is not 
sufficient to mark out a set of partial beliefs as a good 
one. It would seem that two different belief distributions 
can be equally consistent, and yet one be more preferable 
to the other with respect to its efficacy as a guide to 
action.

Kneale, when criticising a subjecti.vist who simply 
equates probability with sincerely expressed partial 
belief, provides us with a particularly neat formulation 
of this objection:

When a man sees a black cat on his way to a casino
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and says, 'I shall probably win today: give me your 
money to place on your behalf', we decline the 
invitation if we are prudent, even although we 
believe the man to be honest. (1949, p.7)

In addition to his being perfectly sincere, the man in
this example might be perfectly coherent, and yet his 
probability statement would still be deemed unreasonable.

This example seems to be readily generalisable, leading 
to the conclusion that the coherence of a set of partial 
beliefs is not a sufficient condition for it being a 
reasonable guide to action.

As we have seen in chapter one, Ramsey is well aware of
this point, and proceeds to outline a theory of rational
belief which involves frequency-orientated appraisal of 
partial beliefs.

In contrast, de Finetti maintains throughout his 
writings that the requirement of coherence is sufficient 
to account for all our preferences between different 
probability distributions. His defence of this position, 
along with his implementation of the notions of Bayesian 
conditionalisation and exchangeability, are discussed in 
chapter two. Let us just recall one of the conclusions 
reached in that chapter, that the model for belief change 
which de Finetti proposes seems inadequate both as a 
descriptive and as a normative account of belief change.

This shortcoming proves particularly problematic when we 
consider de Finetti's conception of the relationship 
between probability statements and frequencies. As we have
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seen, de Finetti maintains tiiat the only means of 
appraisal for probability statements is in virtue of their 
coherence; they cannot be assessed in the light of 
empirical facts. Given this basic contention, he must 
provide a formal explanation (one founded solely on the 
requirement of coherence) for the interrelation between 
probability statements and observed frequencies.

His analysis of this relationship hinges upon the notion 
of exchangeability, and the use of a Bayesian model for
belief change. But, as we argue in chapter two, the latter 
seems to be of limited applicability, and thus de 
Finetti's argument that the appraisal of probability 
statements with respect to observed frequencies reduces to 
appraisal with respect to coherence remains unconvincing.

However, abandoning de Finetti's conviction that 
coherence is the only form of appraisal for probability 
statements, and that it entails conformity to the relevant 
observed frequencies, does not necessitate abandoning 
subjectivism wholesale. As Ramsey demonstrates, it is
possible to be a subjectivist, and yet consider means of 
appraising probability statements in addition to
coherence, and ,in particular, appraisal in the light of 
the observed frequencies. This issue will be discussed 
shortly, but first let us re-examine one of the basic
assumptions upon which the subjectivist interpretation of 
probability is founded.
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At the core of subjectivism lies the view that 
probability statements concern the partial beliefs of an 
individual.

Although this does not entail the naive thesis that a 
good probability statement simply consists in the sincere 
expression of a partial belief, it does seem to entail the 
supposition that when a speaker makes a probability 
statement he is merely expressing his own partial belief. 
And this, in turn, is thought to be measurable in terms of 
the individual's actual choice of betting quotients in an 
idealised betting set-up.

Now this basic foundation, upon which the rest of the 
subjectivist theory is constructed, appears to neglect the 
simple, but crucial, distinction between the assertion of 
an autobiographical fact, and the expression of an 
attitude.

Toulmin introduces the distinction by considering the 
difference between:

(i) what an utterance actually states;
(ii) what it implies, or gives people to understand.
(1958, p.52)

This difference, he maintains, is particularly relevant 
in the case of probability statements.
As an example, he points out that if a weather forecaster 
says 'It will probably rain tomorrow', what he says is
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something about the weather, and what we can infer about 
his beliefs is only implied.
In general, then, the point is that when people make 

statements about the probability of H, it is H which is 
the real topic of their statements, and not their beliefs 
about H. The latter may be inferred from their probability 
statements, but it is not what they are essentially about.

Saying 'S is probably P' is not saying 'I am fairly 
confident, but less than certain, that S is P'. 
(1958, p.52)
We can, of course, infer things about the- states of 
mind of our fellow-men from all the things they say, 
but it does not follow that all their statements are 
really autobiographical remarks. (1958, p.85)

In a similar context Van Fraassen also makes this point. 
Whilst discussing the activity of making personal 
probability judgments, he formulates the distinction thus:

How shall we understand this activity? We can 
perceive it in two ways, not perhaps mutually 
exclusive: as expressing attitudes or as asserting
autobiographical facts. To bring out the difference, 
think of the somewhat parallel case of promising. 
Yesterday I said, *1 promise to give you a horse.' 
But I did not give you anything, and today you 
accuse me of the heinous immorality of breaking a 
promise. No, I reply, I am not guilty of that at 
all, but only of the much lesser offence of lying. 
All that happened was that yesterday I stated 
falsely that I was promising to give you a horse.

It is easy to see what is wrong with this story. 
In saying, 'I promise I must (normally?) be
taken to be doing something more than implying or 
stating an autobiographical fact. In just the same 
way, if I say, 'It seems likely to me that...', I 
may be implying or stating a fact about my own 
attitude or judgment; but I am first and foremost 
doing something else: expressing that attitude or
judgment. (1983, p.296)
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This distinction, between expressing a partial belief, and 
asserting the fact that one actually has such a partial 
belief, is particularly useful for our own purposes. It 
helps us lay the foundation for a theory of probability 
which is in the subjectivist tradition, in so far as 
probability is taken to concern partial belief, but which 
manages to avoid several of the defects which beset other 
subjectivist approaches.

Interpreting probability judgments first and foremost as 
the expression of an attitude towards what will happen, 
rather than merely the reporting of an autobiographical 
fact, facilitates the construction of a theory which is 
interpersonal in the sense that:

(i) It does justice to the fact that when people make 
probability judgments they usually intend to do more than 
describe their own personal opinion: they intend to say 
something about the world, about what is likely to happen.

(ii) It enables probability judgments to be 
interpersonally assessed with respect to their efficacy as 
guides to action.

If probability statements consisted solely in the 
reporting of partial beliefs, then their appraisal would, 
at the most, amount to the questions of whether they are 
sincerely and accurately reported, and whether they are 
coherent. But taken as expressions of partial belief the
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clai.TiS t:\ey make, and thus tne possibilities for 

appraisal, would appear to go beyond this. For one thing, 

t ley might be open to assessment in the light of future 

events.

Bearing these points in mind, let us now outline our own 

proposals for a partial belief orientated interpretation 

of probability.

As a first approximation we propose that, for a large 

suoset of probability discourse, when someone states that 

h is probable to a certain degree, they are making a 

recommendation about the degree to which II should be 

expected. They are recommending that one has a certain 

degree of belief in H.

Althougn tnis introduces the basic notion of a partial 

belief, it is not a purely subjective interpretation. It 

is not the thesis that when someone asserts that H is 

probable, tney are merely asserting wnat degree of 

confidence they happen to have in II. This may be implied 

by what they assert, and it is quite reasonable for us, if 

we trust them, to infer that tney do have that degree of 

confidence in M. But what they are talking about is H; the 

function of their assertion t lat ii is probable is to tell 

us tnat we should expect 11, to recommend a certain degree 

of confidence in it.

This is a non-subjective claim in so far as it is not a
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claim about anyone's actual state of mind, nor does its 
validity depend on whether or not anyone actually 
possesses the degree of confidence recommended. It is 
possible, though unlikely, for someone to maintain that H 
is probable, and thus recommend that we expect H, without 
actually expecting H themselves.

So far we have introduced our interpretation in a very 
informal manner; to make it stand up as a plausible 
alternative we must give it a more precise formulation.

This task is greatly helped by the employment of certain 
ideas and arguments provided by Howson and Urbach (1989), 
who put forward a position which is similar to ours in 
several important respects.

To flesh out our suggested interpretation, then, let us 
begin with two basic questions:

(1) How is the notion of partial belief to be interpreted 
and measured?

(2) Why should 'recommended' partial beliefs conform to 
the probability calculus.

Although our account is rooted in the subjectivist 
tradition, and the thesis- that probability concerns 
partial belief, the manner in which we unpack the notion 
of partial belief, and therefore the kind of answers we
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give to the above questions, differs from the typical 
subjectivist response.

To start with, we do not wish to interpret the concept 
of partial belief in a purely behavioural fashion. That 
is, we do not hold that a person’s partial belief simply 
consists in their willingness to bet at certain odds, 
albeit under specially constrained conditions.

Rather, we follow Howson and Urbach in maintaining that 
to have a partial belief in H is to make a particular kind
of judgment, a judgment of what one considers to be a fair
betting quotient for H.

Howson and Urbach (1939, p.56) define a fair betting
quotient for hypothesis H as one which the agent considers 
to confer neither advantage nor disadvantage to anyone who 
bets on H at this rate (with the assumption that the truth 
value of H is decidable).

Given this definition, a wedge is driven between the
typical subjectivist equation of partial belief with the 
disposition to bet. Instead of explicating the concept of 
partial belief in terms of an individual's actual betting 
behaviour, it is explicated in terms of their judgments 
concerning what they consider to be a fair bet.

As Howson and Urbach themselves maintain:

We ought to emphasise that believing certain odds 
fair does not in any way imply that you will 
actually accept bets at those or even greater odds.
To believe odds to be fair is to make an 
intellectual judgment, not, except possibly in 
special conditions which will vary from individual 
to individual, to possess a disposition to accept
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particular bets when they are offered. To stake 
money on the occurence of an uncertain event is in 
effect to buy the option of receiving a larger sum 
if that event does occur and nothing if it does not.
The odds you believe fair determine the price you 
think fair for that option; but having a belief that 
a price is fair does not commit you to buying the 
good. You may not be able to afford the price; or 
you may simply not want the product at all.
(1989, p.57)

On this view, then, to have a partial belief of degree q 
in H is to judge that q is a fair betting quotient for H.

Defining partial belief in this (non-behavioural) way 
allows the subjectivist to avoid a whole class of 
objections based on the difficulties inherent in detailing 
a betting set-up which successfully measures an 
individual's actual partial belief. Because it is the 
agent's judgment about what is a fair betting quotient 
that is important, and not necessarily the quotient at 
which they are actually prepared to bet, considerations 
such as the agent's financial circumstances, or their 
attitude towards risk, etc. prove irrelevant.

It might be objected here that the latter issues, though 
side-stepped by the proposed definition of partial belief, 
will return when it comes to measuring these partial 
beliefs. How, afterall, do Howson and Urbach intend a 
person's 'intellectual judgment' about fair odds to be 
measured in practise?

However,. I do not think that this question presents a 
serious problem. Underlying the recognition that the 
concept of partial belief need not be cashed out simply in
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terms of actual betting behaviour is the recognition that 
the concept need not be identified with its mode of 
measurement. Measurement procedures for partial beliefs 
will vary according to circumstance and context, as will 
their effectiveness and accuracy; but these factors in no 
way detract from the plausibility of the proposal that we 
interpret a person*s partial belief as a judgment about 
what they consider a fair betting quotient.

Let us turn now to the second question: why should a set 
of partial beliefs, thus defined, obey the probability
axioms?

Once again, in furnishing a response to this question we 
will draw heavily from the account of Howson and Urbach 
(who, in turn, attribute their main argument to Skyrms 
(1977)).
As it is, the definition of partial belief in terms of 

(subjectively) assessed fair betting quotients allows the 
requisite conclusion to be attained with relative ease.

Firstly, the definition of a partial belief must be 
extended to cover the case of a set of partial beliefs.

By definition, to judge a betting quotient as fair is to 
judge that it would confer neither advantage nor 
disadvantage to anyone betting at such a quotient. From 
this stipulation it follows that to judge a set of betting 
quotients as fair is to judge that collectively they would 
confer neither advantage nor disadvantage to anyone
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betting (simultaneously) on such quotients.
Secondly, we must recall the so-called Dutch Book 

Theorem, proved by both Ramsey (1931) and de Finetti 
(1937), to the effect that if someone’s betting quotients 
fail to conform to the probability calculus, then they lay 
themselves open to a Dutch book.

Now to have a set of betting quotients which make one 
vulnerable to a Dutch book is clearly to be in a 
disadvantaged position. More generally:

if someone can, on the basis of an examination of 
the odds alone, be assured of a positive net gain or 
loss from simultaneous bets at those odds, then the 
net advantage in betting at those odds cannot be 
zero. (1939, p.59).

Therefore, applying the Dutch Book Theorem to the notion 
of fair betting quotients, we reach the conclusion that 
conformity to the axioms of probability (coherence) is a 
necessary condition for a set of betting quotients to be 
judged fair.

The relevant proof which underlies this argument is 
given by Howson and Urbach (1989, pp.56-65); they 
summarise the overall argument thus:

We used the Dutch Book Argument to show that a set 
of betting quotients which failed to satisfy the 
probability calculus could not all be fair. We then 
justified invoking the constraints imposed by the 
probability calulus on degrees of belief by 
identifying the latter as subjectively fair betting 
quotients. (1989, p.71)

So herein lies an answer to the question posed earlier, of
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why someone*s partial beliefs should conform to the 
probability calculus. To do otherwise is simply to be 
inconsistent: Given that partial belief is defined as a 
judgment about fair betting quotients, it is contradictory 
to hold a set of partial beliefs (to judge as fair a set 
of betting quotients) which are incoherent, because such a 
set is certain to be unfair.

As Howson and Urbach themselves maintain:

As we have shown. •• there is an implicit 
contradiction in having degrees of belief - in 
maintaining that qua betting quotients those numbers 
determine fair odds - such that bets at the 
associated odds are demonstrably unfair.
(1989, p.67)

Although the details of this argument differ 
substantially from those given by either de Finetti or 
Ramsey, I think that its basic thrust - that partial 
beliefs should obey the probability calculus on pain of 
self-contradiction - is implicit in both of their works.

This point is often obscured by the emphasis which de 
Finetti and Ramsey place on the actual meaurement of our 
partial beliefs. But, whilst their avowed behaviouralism 
may well undercut the force of their arguments, it seems 
that these, along with the argument outlined above, share 
the fundamental insight that the probability axioms are 
axioms of consistency for appropriately defined partial 
beliefs.
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Let us return now to our original, informal, proposal 
concerning the interpretation of probability. Initially we 
suggested that the activity of making a probability 
statement be seen as the recommending of a partial belief. 
In the light of our foregoing discussion, and, in 
particular, the proposals of Howson and Urbach, we can 
give this earlier suggestion a more definite formulation.

The basic idea is that a probability statement can be 
interpreted as a recommendation concerning what is a fair 
betting quotient. To state that H is probable to degree q 
is to recommend q as a fair betting quotient for anyone 
betting on H.

This formulation seems to capture all the important 
features of our informal proposal. To recommend a betting 
quotient as fair is not necessarily to express one's own 
willingness to bet at that quotient, but is to make a 
judgment about what one considers to be a fair betting 
quotient, and to recommend this as a fair quotient for 
other bettors.

In this way the making of a probability statement goes 
beyond the mere assertion of a fact about one's own 
psychological state, or disposition to bet; it is to 
advance a judgment about the degree to which one should 
expect something, and this is quantified by the betting 
quotients that are recommended as fair.

As we have seen, this approach appears to give a sound 
rationale for why one's partial beliefs should obey the
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axioms of probability. An incoherent set of betting 
quotients cannot all be fair, and therefore to recommend a 
set of betting quotients as fair is, on pain of 
inconsistency, to recommend a set which conforms to the 
probability calculus.

In addition, interpreting a probability statement as a 
judgment about what one considers to be a fair betting 
quotient, rather than a statement of the betting quotient 
which one would actually be disposed to bet at on, 
introduces further possibilities for its appraisal.

At this point it might be objected that there is a 
conflict between our claim that a probability statement 
can be understood as expressing our degree of expectation, 
and the claim (borrowed from Howson and Urbach) that they 
involve our judgment about what we consider to be a fair 
betting quotient.

Why, it might be argued, should interpreting a 
probabiliy statement as the recommendation of a fair 
betting quotient entail interpreting it as a claim about 
what is likely to happen.

This objection, however, seems to lose its bite once it 
is made clear that neither ourselves, nor Howson and 
Urbach, wish to identify a person's judgment that a 
betting quotient is fair with the judgment that it does 
not enable a Dutch book to be made against its holder. 
Whilst the latter seems a necessary condition for the
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former, (if it is to be judged fair it should not render 
its holder vulnerable to a Dutch book) it is not a 
sufficient one. The fact that one judges that a particular 
betting quotient does make one susceptible to a Dutch book 
does not entail that one judges it to be fair. There are 
other reasons, in particular those concerning our degree 
of belief about what will actually happen, which will 
affect our judgment with respect to its fairness.

So here is the connection between a judgment about a 
fair betting quotient and a judgment concerning what is 
likely to happen, what a person considers to be a fair 
betting quotient will depend on what they think is likely 
to happen, on their degree of expectation concerning the 
hypothesis in question. The fact that it will also depend 
on whether they think it coheres with other betting 
quotients does not detract from its basic role as an 
indicator for one's degree of expectation.

That Howson and Urbach would consent to this view, and 
not simply identify the notion of a fair betting quotient 
with that which avoids a Dutch book, is borne out by the 
following three points:
(1) They stress that the betting quotient which you 
consider fair, which you consider to confer neither 
advantage nor disadvantage to anyone betting at that rate, 
are 'subjectively' fair odds, and there is no guarantee 
that any odds are in fact actually fair. Thus such 
'subjective' judgments cannot just concern the question of
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whether or not a Dutch book is possible, since this will 
be, in most cases, a purely objective affair.
(2) They themselves hold that for a certain class of 
hypotheses betting quotients are made 'objectively* fair 
by physical probabilities existing in the world.

Odds are fair when they are determined by the real 
physical probabilities of the events concerned, 
where those probabilities exist. We believe that, 
with certain qualifications, this claim is true. 
(1989, p.67)

(3) They also maintain, like us, that a person*s 
subjective judgment about a fair betting quotient depends 
on the degree to which they expect the hypothesis in 
question to be true.

Let us... suppose that the odds you take to be fair 
on H is a single ratio. This number will reflect the 
extent to which you believe it likely that H will 
turn out to be true, or what we shall call your 
degree of belief in H. (1989, p.57)

On our approach, then, a probability statement is supposed 
to do more than make a claim about one's own psychological 
state, it is supposed to make a claim about what is likely 
to happen. Thus, rather than follow de Finetti and 
maintain that probability statements are only appraisable 
with respect to (i) their coherence, and (ii) whether they 
are sincerely and accurately expressed, it makes sense to 
inquire as to whether they prove to be good guides to 
action; to compare them with what actually happens.
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Before pursuing this issue further, let us introduce and 
discuss certain concepts which are of particular 
significance to the whole question of the appraisal of 
probability statements.

Scoring Rules.

The basic idea behind scoring rules is very simple: one's 
probability assessment for a particular event is 'scored' 
retrospectively according to whether or not the event 
occurs.

The scoring rule proposed by de Finetti (1974) and
Lindley (1985), and first formulated by Brier (1950), is a 
quadratic one:
If a person evaluates the probability of event E as p, 

then they score (p-1)^ if E occurs, p^ if not.
The score is thus regarded as a kind of penalty; the

closer one's own evaluation p approximates the actual 
result ( 1 if E occurs, 0 if not), the lower one's score.

From this simple notion a wide variety of results are 
supposed to follow.

To start with we will look at the role scoring rules
play in de Finetti* s system, and the claims he makes on
their behalf.
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De Finetti introduces the notion of scoring rules into 
his later works (1972), (1974), (1977).

In his 'Theory of Probability' (1974, p.83) he presents 
two alternative approaches to the interpretation of 
probability: one based on scoring rules, the other on the 
notion of a fair price (which we discuss in chapter two).

De Finetti maintains that either approach, together with 
their corresponding conditions of coherence, can serve as 
the foundation for a comprehensive theory of probability. 
Moreover, he shows that the two approaches yield 
(effectively) equivalent definitions of probability.

His definition in terms of scoring rules proceeds as 
follows:
The probability of X corresponds to the value which you 

would choose given that you will suffer a penalty 
proportional to the square of the deviation between this 
chosen value and the actual value of X. (If X is a 
singular event the actual value will be 1 if it occurs, 0 
if not).

Together with this definition de Finetti states the
requisite conditions of coherence:

Coherence. It is assumed that You do not have a 
preference for a given penalty if You have the 
option of another one which is certainly smaller. 
Your set of previsions is therefore said to be 
coherent if there is no other possible choice which 
would certainly lead to a uniform reduction in your 
penalty. (1974, p.88)
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This coherence condition furnishes an argument, 
paralleling the usual Dutch Book Argument, for why our 
probability evaluations should conform to the axioms of
probability.

There is a definite advantage in obeying the 
conditions of coherence: to do otherwise is to 
arrange to suffer one part of the loss with 
certainty. (1974, p.191)

In other words: if you wish to minimize your expected
penalty score you should make your probability evaluations
coherent.

An important point to note here is that, as with de 
Finetti's and Ramsey*s basic use of the Dutch Book 
Argument with respect to betting, the above argument does 
not state that incoherence is to be avoided because it is 
irrational. Even though this is a natural conclusion to 
draw from the argument, it is an additional claim, and one 
whose general validity will depend on one's theory of 
rationality.

For de Finetti the fundamental claim, in terms of the 
scoring rule method, is that coherence is a necessary 
condition for the minimization of your expected score. 
This leaves open the question as to whether it is always 
most rational to try and minimize your score in this 
respect (this point is discussed in chapter five).
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Let us examine some further claims made by de Finetti 
with respect to the Scoring Rule method.

One of the more explicit statements of De Finetti's
position is given in his paper 'Does it make sense to
speak of 'Good Probability Appraisers'?' (1972, pp.19-23)
In this paper de Finetti discusses some practical

experiments in which scoring rules are introduced to
appraise people's probability evaluations. For him the
basic incentive behind their use is to encourage a person
to be sincere and accurate in his probability evaluation;
to correctly report his actual degree of confidence. The
idea being that with repeated employment of such a method
the person will produce more accurate evaluations (more
accurate in the sense that they correspond better to the
person's actual degrees of confidence).

The scoring rule is constructed according to the 
basic idea that the resulting device should oblige 
each participant to express his true feelings, 
because any departure from his own personal 
probability results in a diminution of his own 
average score as he sees it. (1972, p.20)

In short, then, if one seeks to minimize one's expected
score one should express one's probabilities as honestly
as possible.
More precisely:

It is preferable to express one's own evaluations 
sincerely and accurately, and that otherwise one 
suffers a loss, equal, in prevision (in one's own 
evaluation), to the square of the distance between
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one's own true evaluation and the one expressed. 
(1974, p.191)

In addition, de Finetti maintains that the scoring rule 
approach provides a simpler and more direct method for the 
measurement of an individual's probability evaluations, 
one unencumbered by several of the difficulties present in 
other subjectivist systems (e.g. those of Ramsey and 
Savage).

The. use of such a device seems to be a great 
improvement for psychological experiments on human 
behaviour in probability evaluation, in as much as 
it unifies the advantages of both the verbalistic 
and the behavioural outlooks (Savage, 1954) and 
avoids the usual shortcomings of both. It gives, in 
fact, a direct behavioural meaning to the familiar 
expression of a belief in terms of a numerical 
probability, without introducing questions about 
preferences in hypothetical conditions or between 
complicated and remotely related alternatives. 
Moreover, this method leads automatically to an 
overall comparison between the outcomes of different 
personal evaluations concerned with the same 
totality of events. The accummulated loss (that is, 
the sum of all penalties incurred in the individual 
forecasts) is indeed a thoroughly concrete measure 
of success. (1972, p.20)

This last claim, that 'the sum of all penalties incurred 
in individual forecasts is indeed a thoroughly concrete 
measure of success' leads us onto the question of whether 
scoring rules provide more than just a check on sincerity 
and coherence.

As de Finetti points out, the possibility that scoring 
rules might provide a 'measure of success' for probability
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evaluations which goes beyond the latter criteria, by
allowing these evaluations to be compared with the
occurence of the events evaluated, raises new questions
for objectivists and subjectivists alike.

The objectivists, who reject the notion of personal 
probability because of the lack of verifiable 
consequences of any evaluation of it, are faced with 
the question of admitting the value of such a 
‘measure of success' as an element sufficient to 
soften their forejudgment• The subjectivists, who 
maintain that a probability evaluation, being but a 
measure of someone's beliefs, is not susceptible of 
being proved or disproved by the facts, are faced 
with the problem of accepting some significance of 
the same measure of success as a measure of the 
'goodness of the evaluation'. (1972, p.21)

It does seem, however, that de Finetti underestimates 
the potential for the scoring rule method to enable
measurement of the 'goodness of evaluations', and hence
underestimates the extent to which this throws into
question a significant part of his own theory.

In particular, his strongly held belief that probability 
evaluations cannot be corrected or improved in the light 
of subsequent experience would appear to be severely 
threatened. Once we admit that probability evaluations can 
turn out successful or unsuccessful, or even just that 
one can prove to be more successful than another, via the 
penalty score which they yield, do we not open the door to 
the possibility of appraisal through 'wisdom after the
event', a notion which de Finetti finds quite abhorrent?

Whilst he might be able to retain the view that 'no fact 
can prove or disprove a belief' (1972, p.21), it seems
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plausible to argue that a certain collection of facts 
(e.g. a particular frequency of success) may well favour 
one probability evaluation over another.

Here it is useful to introduce a distinction between 
appraisals based on expectations formed prior to the 
knowledge of an event or sequence of events, and 
appraisals made in the light of such knowledge.

This distinction is characterised by Winkler (1986, 
p.266) as that between ex ante and ex post notions of 
goodness with respect to probability appraisers.

Winkler himself believes that both notions have 
important roles to play in the appraisal of probability 
evaluations, but in view of de Finetti's position in 
(1972), and his arguments against 'wisdom after the event' 
(1974), it seems clear that de Finetti would reject 
outright the worth of any ex post appraisal. After all, 
his theory demands just that our probability evaluations 
be coherent, and that we express them sincerely. How, on 
this view, can success or failure in the light of 
subequent events arise at all?

In the case of ex ante appraisal it seems that de 
Finetti accepts the possibility of such a form of 
appraisal but does not grant it any objective or 
interpersonal significance. He contends that although it 
is quite legitimate to take account of the success of 
one's past judgments prior to making future ones, this
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itself is a subjective matter; the importance that one
attaches to past success or failure depends on one’s
personal judgment.

It is quite possible and reasonable, I think, that I 
should take into account, for example, the fact that 
my own opinions in the past were unsuccessful on the 
average owing to an excessive trust in the chances 
of a particular football team. This could lead me to 
modify the evaluation I had spontaneously adopted.
Or the fact that a given person obtained a very 
favourable score could incline me to put my future 
beliefs in better agreement with his. But, as with 
any other experience, these modifications would not 
be governed by a mechanical rule; it is, in each 
case, my personal judgment that is responsible for 
giving a weight to the facts (for instance, 
according to my feelings about the success of the 
other person being due to his skill and competence 
or merely to a meaningless chance). (1972, p.21)

Now, whilst it may be true that it is one's personal 
judgment which determines what weight one actually gives 
to the available facts, this does not mean that there 
cannot be a non-personal sense in which one probability 
evaluation proves more successful than another, and it is 
this quality which the scoring rules might be thought to 
measure. This latter conclusion will be argued for later 
on in the chapter; for now let us leave de Finetti, and 
take a look at how Lindley employs the notion of scoring 
rules.

In his book 'Making Decisions' (1985, pp.23-27) Lindley 
introduces scoring rules in response to the need for 
measuring how 'good' a probability assessment is. He 
maintains that scoring rules serve to measure two separate
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properties:
(i) Your ability to express your uncertainty numerically;
(ii) The extent of your relevant knowledge,

Lindley focusses most of his attention on the first of 
these properties; however, as we shall see later on, the 
second is also of particular interest.

Like de Finetti, Lindley thinks that the scoring rule 
method can be employed so as to provide a subjectivist 
justification for the axioms of probability. Indeed in a 
separate paper (1982) Lindley offers a proof for the claim 
that if you select a set of evaluations which will 
minimize your expected penalty score then this set will be 
coherent, or equivalent to a coherent set. He summarizes 
the proof as follows:

Let a person express his uncertainty about an event 
E, conditional upon an event F, by a number x and 
let him be given, as a result, a score which depends 
on x and the truth or falsity of E when F is true.
It is shown that if the scores are additive for 
different events and if the person chooses 
admissible values only, then there exists a known 
transform of the values x to values which are 
probabilities...Only probability is a sensible 
description of uncertainty. (1982)

Various questions have been raised as to the exact 
conclusions which can be drawn from this proof (e.g. 
Smith(1982), Howson and Urbach (1989)). Here, however, let 
us just note that, as with de Finetti, Lindley believes 
that the Scoring Rule approach is sufficient for the 
establishment of a comprehensive theory of probability.
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The essence of the argument being that if we define and 
measure probabilities in terms of scoring rules, then 
coherence is entailed by the simple requirement that one 
seeks to minimize one's expected penalty score.

Although scoring rules can be applied to elicit scores 
for individual probability evaluations, they are most 
valuably applied to groups of probability evaluations 
(e.g. where an experiment or forecasting situation is 
repeated many times).

A scoring rule does not so much improve the 
assessment of a single probability but rather
provides one with general experience in the 
assessment problem that should be of value in any
special case. The example of training by experience 
that is usually quoted is that of meteorologists 
repeatedly assessing the probability of rain
tomorrow'. The hope is that they will be better
assessors as a result of experience with scoring
rules. (Lindley 1985, p.162)

This brings us into the domain of repeatable probability 
evaluations. Here it is common for the subjectivist to try 
and incorporate certain features of a frequency-orientated 
analysis, without adopting a frequentist interpretation of 
probability. This usually amounts in an attempt to show 
that 'subjective' probabilities can be (or ought to be) 
sensitive to the observed frequencies, without the need to 
postulate 'objective-' probabilities. (See de Finetti's 
approach to this problem in chapter two).

Lindley uses scoring rules for this purpose, by arguing
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that, in those situations where the appropriate relative 
frequencies exist, the quadratic scoring rule dictates 
that we make our probability evaluations accord with these 
values. The basic argument being that in order to minimize 
your expected penalty score your evaluations should 
correspond to the relevant frequencies.

Let us illustrate Lindley*s line of reasoning (1985, 
p.26) with a generalized example (which is in fact an 
adaptation of his argument on p.162):
A repeatable trial has two possible outcomes, E and not-E. 
We assume that the trial yields stable long-run 
frequencies, where the relative frequency for E is q.
The trial is repeated n times. Suppose that your 
assessment of the probability for E on each trial is p. 
Applying the quadratic scoring rule, you can expect to 
score (p-1)2 on nq occassions, p2 on n(l-q) occassions. 

Thus your overall expected score ES is:
= (p-1)2 . nq + p2 . n(l-q)
= n (p2q-2pq+q+p2-p2q)
= n (p2-2pq+q)
= n ( (p-q)2 + q(l-q) )

This is a penalty score, so you wish to keep it to a 
minimum. Now your choice of p does not effect the second 
term q(l-q); it does, however, effect the first term (p- 
q) . This will be at a minimum when p=q, i.e. when your 
evaluation p corresponds to the relative frequency q.

Lindley holds this argument to be applicable in any
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situation where an appropriate relative frequency exists. 
The basic claim being that if you are to minimize your 
penalty score you should, where possible, make your 
probability evaluations correspond to the relevant
relative frequencies.

It is worth mentioning here that, as with de Finetti,
Lindley seems only to be interested in ex ante forms of
appraisal (this would seem to follow from his strictures 
against the validity of wisdom after the event (1985,
p.191); however, as we snail see later, he does not make 
this very clear when discussing an argument of Dawid's 
about ex post appraisal).

Although Lindley does not refer to it as such, the form 
of appraisal he is arguing for is commonly known as 
’calibration* (ex ante), and is introduced by some 
subjectivists in order to give an additional dimension to 
the appraisal of probability evaluations. As the above 
example suggests, the property of calibration is readily 
elucidated through the scoring rule method. Indeed it has 
been shown (e.g. DeGroot and Fienberg, 1982) that the 
quadratic scoring rule (the Brier Score) is separable into 
two components, one measuring a forecaster’s calibration, 
the other their refinement. Let us take a closer look at 
each of these concepts in turn.
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Calibration.

Formally, a judge is calibrated if, over the long 
run, for all propositions assigned a given 
probability, the proportion that is true equals the 
probability assigned. Judges1 calibration can be 
empirically evaluated by observing their probability 
assessments, verifying the associated propositions, 
and then observing the proportion true in each 
response category. (Lichenstein, Fischoff & 
Phillips, 1977)

Thus the concept of calibration bears strong 
similarities to the approach suggested by Ramsey (1931) 
for the appraisal of probability judgments, whereby the 
probability values stated in these judgments are compared 
with the relevant proportion of truths to which they lead.

The notion of calibration, however, introduces a more 
precise and quantitative means for such appraisal.

To illustrate, let us follow DeGroot and Fienberg's
presentation (1983), and consider a weather forecaster who
evaluates the probability of rain on any particular day.

The concept of calibration pertains to the agreement 
between a forecaster's predictions and the actual 
observed relative frequency of rain. Roughly 
speaking, a forecaster is said to be well calibrated 
if among those days for which his prediction is x, 
the long-run relative frequency of rain is also x. 
(1983, p.13)

So a forecaster is well calibrated if his probability 
evaluations correspond exactly to the relevant relative
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frequencies, bore precisely, if v(x) denotes the frequency

with which a probability assessment x is made:

For any particular weather forecaster, we let p(x) 
denote tne relative frequency, or conditional 
probability, of rain anong all those days on which 
the forecaster*s prediction was x. If the 
forecaster's probability x is to be directly 
interpretable in terms of tne actual cnances of 
rain, then p(x) snould be close to x. In accordance 
■with tnis notion, a forecaster is said to well 
calibrated if p(x) = x for every value of x such 
tnat v(x)>0. (1933, p.13)

ilere again it is important to note tne ex ante/ex post 

distinction.

In an ex ante sense, calibration involves the 
consideration of expected relative frequencies. If I 
expect rain to occur on 10 percent of tne days for 
which a weatner forecaster says the probaoility of 
rain is 0.10, on 20 percent of the days for which 
the probability is 0.20, and so on, tnen I view tne 
forecaster as being perfectly calibrated ex ante. Ex 
post calibration involves actual relative 
frequencies. After a forecaster provides a series of 
probabilities for different events and the events 
are observed to occur or not occur, it is possible 
to look at the set of events for which the 
probability was, say, 0.20. For perfect ex post 
calibration, tne relative frequency of occurence in 
this set should be 0.20. (Winkler, 1986, p.267)

Now it has been argued by some writers tnat so long as a

forecaster is coherent he can expect to be well-calibrated

in an ex post sense.

Pratt (1962) and Dawid (1932) have developed 
theorems which show tnat if a forecaster nas a joint 
probability distribution foe all the random 
meteorological vectors M , M , ...,
that ae will observe over an infinite sequence of 
days, and if inis prediction eacn day is the 
appropriate conditional probability of rain given 
all the past observations, then according to nis 
joint probability distributuion, there is
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probability 1 that he must be well calibrated over 
the infinite sequence of days. In effect, these 
results (see also Lad, 1982) show that simply being 
coherent in the sense of de Finetti (1937) is 
tantamount to assigning subjective probability 1 to 
the prospect of being well calibrated over the 
infinite sequence. (1983, p.14)

The central idea behind Dawid's argument (1982) is that 
if a sequential forecaster has continuous feedback with 
respect to the results of his forecasts, and if his 
probability distribution (both unconditional and 
conditional) is coherent, then in the long-run he can 
expect to be well-calibrated ex post.

In this article, we investigate the forecaster's view of 
his own calibration, and show, in particular, that if he 
is coherent then he expects to be well calibrated.
(Dawid 1982, p.606)

However, rather than see this as a positive result for 
subjectivism, Dawid thinks that it has problematic 
consequences. He maintains that whilst most probability 
forecasters are not in fact well calibrated, the attempt 
to recalibrate involves incoherence. He arrives at this 
conclusion in the following manner:

Suppose you have made a large number of probability 
forecasts, based on an initial judgment that the forecast 
events are exchangeable, and each have probability w.

You discover, however, that your forecasts are poorly
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calibrated: the proportion of those events (which you
forecast with probability w) that actually occur is p, and 
this is not equal to w.

So, if you are to improve your assessment, the next such 
event to which you would have assigned a probability of w, 
you should assign a probability of p.

But, Dawid argues that although this manoeuvre looks 
perfectly reasonable, it is in fact incoherent.

While this seems very sensible, its coherence is 
suspect.. How can you simultaneously assign two 
different probabilities to one event? The obvious 
answer is that they must be conditional on different 
information: w is prior, and p posterior, to the
calibration experience. Such a response, however, 
will not do when the initial probability assessments 
are sequential, since the calibration experience is 
then also prior to w...If you wish to recalibrate 
sequential forecasts, you are being incoherent. 
(1982, p.608)

In short, then, Dawid argues that a poorly calibrated 
forecaster cannot recalibrate without courting 
incoherence, because recalibration would commit him to two 
different probability assessments based on identical 
evidence.

On the face of it this appears to be a particularly 
damaging argument against the general Bayesian program, 
which is, after all, built upon the very requirement of 
coherence.

The problem is that most people do seem to be poorly 
calibrated, * In practice, however, it is rare for
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probability forecasts to be well calibrated* (1982, 
p.608); but how can they hope to correct this, and also 
obey the fundamental Bayesian requirement of coherence, if 
it is true that recalibration entails incoherence?

One uncompromising response, and one which might be 
taken by the likes of de Finetti, is simply to reiterate 
the point that the notion of ex post appraisal does not 
belong to the Bayesian programme in the first place. As de 
Finetti stresses repeatedly, probability evaluations are 
not open to appraisal in the light of subsequent events, 
and thus any theorem concerning one’s expectation about 
calibration in this respect should be of no interest, and 
should not be seen to pose any problem.

This would, however, be rather a hardlined response, 
especially since several Bayesians appear to sanction the 
possibility of ex post appraisal. Indeed Lindley, despite 
his arguments against it (1985, p.191) nevertheless enters 
the debate about Dawid*s theorem, without arguing that 
such ex post appraisal is invalid.

Moreover, as will be argued later, it does seem that the 
two forms of appraisal (ex ante and ex post), though 
obviously distinct notions, are closely interrelated, so 
that it is difficult, and, perhaps, implausible, to 
maintain that one form is valid but the other not.

There are various- other, less extreme, responses which 
the Bayesian can give to Dawid*s argument, and several of 
these are articulated by Lindley and Kadane in their
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comments on his paper (1982, pp610-612).
One possible line of response is to contend that in most

cases of recalibration incoherence can be avoided because
the two probability assessments (p and w in Dawid's
example) are conditional on different states of knowledge,
even though both include the calibration experience.

It is helpful here to recall de Finetti's claim that all
probability assessments are conditional, both on the
information possessed by the assessor, and on his mental
state at that time.

Every evaluation of probability, is conditional; not 
only on the mentality or psychology of the 
individual involved, at the time in question, but 
also, and especially, on the state of information in 
which he finds himself at that moment. (1974, p.134)

De Finetti suggests that this totality be denoted by Hq , 
where this represents 'everything that is part of that 
individual's knowledge at that instant'.

Taking this point into consideration, it would appear 
that recalibration can be purged of its incoherence:
The forecaster makes his initial (poorly calibrated) 

probability assessment of w, and this is conditional upon, 
a particular knowledge state which includes the
relevant calibration data.
On discovering that he is miscalibrated (perhaps he had 

not calculated his calibration performance correctly, or 
was unaware of its relevance, or simply ignored it), he 
can coherently recalibrate so long as this new probability
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assessment is conditional on a new knowledge state M2.
Now most cases in which a person is poorly calibrated 

despite possessing the relevant calibration data, and then 
recalibrates, will be amenable to this sort of resolution. 
There will usually be certain additional factors, such as 
the person*s sudden awareness that they are miscalibrated, 
or the discovery of how to accommodate the calibration 
data, which entail that their earlier miscalibrated 
assessment is indeed conditional on a different knowledge 
set to that of the later, well calibrated assessment.

There is, then, plenty of room for manoeuvre left to the 
Bayesian who wishes to maintain coherent recalibration; 
however, the line of response proposed above suffers from 
certain defects.

To start with, whilst it is relatively easy to specify 
the empirical evidence upon which probability assessments 
are conditional, it is less clear how to specify the more 
theoretical aspects in a person’s knowledge set (for a 
discussion of this see chapter three, and also Hacking 
(1967).

Moreover, if we accept that probability assessments are 
conditional upon a host of factors in addition to the 
evidence possessed by the individual, then the force of 
the Bayesian program, and in particular the constraints 
imposed by Bayesian conditionalisation, is greatly 
diminished.

As we argue in our chapter on de Finetti, allowing
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probability assessments to be conditional on factors such 
as an agent’s theoretical beliefs and assumptions would 
render Bayesian conditionalisation ineffective as a 
constraint upon belief change.

So, although the extension of set HQ might enable cases 
of recalibration to avoid incoherence, this step can 
severely detract from the potence of the Bayesian model 
for belief change.

A second line of response to Dawid's argument, proposed 
by Kadane, concerns its over-idealisation, and the 
excessive demands it makes on the bayesian forecaster. The 
basic contention being that Dawid's theorem - that a 
coherent forecaster expects to be well calibrated - is 
only applicable to a forecaster with powers far beyond 
that of any human forecaster.

Fully to elicit S is to anticipate the possibility 
of all future new data and new discoveries, to 
anticipate when they will be published, and then to 
state how influential such data and discoveries 
would be to me. Such elicitation is beyond human 
possibility as a practical matter. (1982, p.610)
(’S' is the forecaster's subjective probability 
distribution)

As it is, Dawid acknowledges this point in his rejoinder
to the comments of Kadane and Lindley.

As both discussants point out, it is beyond the 
bounds of practicality and human ability to carry 
out the full program of probability assessment that 
I have demanded of my Bayesian forecaster. It is 
daunting enough to have to consider the whole 
variety of possible states of information that might
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be available to on some future day, let alone how 
one would react to this when forecasting for the 
following day. (1982, p.612)

Despite his admission that this point weakens the 
conclusions of his argument, Dawid does not consider them 
undermined completely.

For my part I think that the above point, whilst 
severely restricting the applicability of Dawid*s theorem, 
also serves as a telling objection to the Bayesian 
program. It highlights the general inapplicability of this 
program as a model for belief change, because of the 
extreme and unrealistic demands it makes on the 
forecas ter.

Ironically, then, both these responses to Dawid’s 
argument appear to expose shortcomings in the Bayesian 
program itself, regardless of whether they succeed in 
rebutting his claim that recalibration always entails 
incoherence. In any case, at the end of his paper Dawid 
airs an alternative to the typical Bayesian program, and, 
in particular, its conception of belief change via 
conditionalisation. Replacing the notion of an individual 
forecaster with that of a Constructed statistical system 
that outputs probabilities on being fed with appropriate 
data':

Any- such system is applied only tentatively, while 
it seems to be working: as soon as it is clear that 
there is a conflict between predictions and reality, 
such as clear evidence of miscalibration, the system 
will be modified or discarded. Becuse the system was
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never regarded as infallible, this causes no 
difficulty. (1982, p.609)

Dawid compares this with an idea of Box’s (1980):
Box (1980) has put forward a similar view of 
scientific inference as the construction of 
successive Bayesian models of the world, each being 
subject to empirical test...and replaced when it no 
longer seems to describe reality. (1982, p.609)

Although Dawid considers this suggestion to be preferable 
to the typical Bayesian approach, he still maintains that 
it is ’intrinsically incoherent'. Here I suppose that it 
is a system's 'dynamic' coherence that is in question - 
its coherence with its past probability distributions 
(both unconditional and conditional). But, as we argue in 
chapter two, and again elsewhere in this chapter, it is 
questionable whether the Bayesian can sustain this notion 
of dynamic coherence, and with it the requirement that 
belief change must be in accordance with Bayesian 
conditionalisation. Later on in this chapter we will argue 
that a position similar to the one suggested by Dawid 
above, presents a more plausible conception of how we 
alter our probabilities in the light of experience.

Let us return now to the question of the significance of 
Dawid's theorem.

His theorem amounts to the claim that an ideal Bayesian 
forecaster expects to be well calibrated ex post , but, as 
we have seen, no human forecaster can satisfy the demands
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made on such a forecaster, and so the theorem loses its
practical relevance. Moreover, as Dawid himself points
out, once it is allowed that a forecaster can be
miscalibrated, the theorem fails to hold in any case.

Even if you do recalibrate, and eventually achieve a 
satisfactory empirical calibration curve, it does 
not follow that the property of the Theorem.•.will 
hold for arbitary admissible selections. (1982,
p.603)

Finally, let us mention two reasons given by DeGroot 
(1983, p.14) for why a forecaster might not, in practice, 
be well calibrated.
The first consists in the observation that Dawid's 

theorem involves calibration over an infinite number of 
days, whereas we can, of course, only be concerned with a 
finite number. This point can, perhaps, be subsumed under 
the category of practical inapplicability which we discuss 
above.
The second is a more general objection, and one which 
DeGroot considers more important: 'there is no inherent
reason why his predictions should bear any relation 
whatsoever to the actual occurence of rain' (1983, p.14).

The force of this point hinges upon how we are to 
understand the notion of an 'inherent reason'. If, as I 
think is most natural in this context, we take it to 
concern logical reasons, then DeGroot's point amounts to 
the Humean claim that there is no logical link between the 
forecaster's prediction and the actual outcome of the
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predicted event. And since the notion of coherence is 
considered (at least by de Finetti and Ramsey) to be akin 
to a logical constraint, this point would appear to count 
against the claim that one should expect good calibration 
to follow from coherence alone.

Our overall conclusion, in the light of Dawid's paper, 
is that his theorem, to the effect that a coherent
forecaster expects to be well-calibrated in an ex post 
sense, is not readily applicable to a normal human 
forecaster.

This conclusion need not, however, be too damaging to 
the basic subjectivist position. Even if a coherent human 
forecaster cannot always expect to be well-calibrated, 
they are encouraged to aim at this property by the Scoring 
Rule method of appraisal, and the general principle that a 
forecaster should seek to minimise his penalty score.

Moreover, although it is possible for coherent
forecasters to be poorly calibrated, they can still be 
critically compared with respect to their calibration 
performance, and a better calibrated forecaster praised
because he minimises his penalty score to a greater
extent.

In effect, then, the suggestion is that the property of 
good ex post calibration be seen as a means of appraisal 
for probability assessments in addition to that of 
coherence.
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We will pursue this issue in more detail later, when 
presenting our own views on the appraisal of probability 
assessments, but first let us look at a few more points 
with regard to the notion of calibration itself.

When considering a forecaster's calibration, it is 
important to be aware of the context within which his
calibration is assessed. There are two factors crucial to 
any judgment concerning calibration:
(i) Specification of the actual probability values to
which the judgment applies.
(ii) Specification of the class of events over which the 
judgment ranges.

The first consideration is quite straightforward: when a 
forecaster is judged to be well calibrated it is usually 
assumed that he is well calibrated with respect to all the 
probability values which he actually employs in his
forecasts. But, of course, this is unlikely to be case in
practice; whilst forecasters might be well calibrated for 
certain probability values, they may well be poorly 
calibrated for others. For example, a very cautious 
forecaster is likely to be well calibrated for the extreme 
probability values (assignments equal to 1 or 0), but may 
well be badly calibrated for other values.

Given this point it would seem helpful to state, when a 
forecaster is assessed with respect to his calibration, 
what probability values this judgment applies to. When no
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such reference is given, it is assumed that the judgment 
is intended to cover all the probability values which the 
forecaster has had occasion to employ.

The second consideration is slightly more complex. When 
a forecaster is assessed with respect to their 
calibration, it is important to specify the relevant class 
of events to which this judgment applies. This is because 
whilst a forecaster might be well calibrated in one 
particular field, and relative to a particular set of 
events, he might not be relative to others. For example, 
a well calibrated weather forecaster may be poorly 
calibrated with regard to football match forecasting.

This point is mentioned by Van Fraassen during his 
discussion of whether calibration serves as a minimal 
criterion for the rationality for probability statements.

Suppose that I first state my probability for rain 
as 1/6 and then you ask me about one thousand tosses 
of a fair die for the probability of ace and I say 
1/6 each time. On the total set of 1001 questions, 
my personal probability will probably be quite well 
calibrated, but that reveals nothing about the 
reasonableness of my initial judgment about rain. To 
see the problem in acute form, let this first 
judgment be replaced by two: adding to it alo the 
judgment that the probability of there being no rain 
equals 1/6 as well. Calibration on the total set of 
1002 propositions will be quite good, whereas there 
is something drastically wrong with my probabilities 
for the first two. (1983, p.304)

The obvious response to this, and the one which Van 
Fraassen himself advocates, is that the judgment of 
calibration should apply to a certain subset of events 
which are similar in the relevant respects.
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So the possibility of ever better calibration which 
we require, must be on extensions of the initial set 
of propositions which are in a relevant sense like 
the original ones. (1983, p.305)

Although it would be difficult to give a precise 
definition of what constitutes a 'relevantly similar' kind 
of event it should not be too hard to decide this in any 
particular context.
In short, the subset of events to which a judgment of 

calibration applies will usually be determined by the 
probability questions under consideration.

At this point the objection might be raised that once 
the notion of calibration is introuced, and in particular 
the stipulation that it applies to certain similar subsets 
of events, our subjective probability evaluations begin to 
look merely like estimates of relative frequencies.

To this objection, which is most likely to be wielded by 
a frequency theorist, I, have the following points to make:

(i) To say that certain probability statements are 
appraisable via ex post calibration, and hence with 
reference to actual frequencies, is not to say that they 
are statements about these frequencies.

We have maintained that probability statements often 
serve to express partial beliefs about what will happen, 
thus (as Toulmin argues) if they are about anything, they



are about these future events.
(ii) Appraisal via calibration is just one of several 
forms of assessment (refinement and coherence are 
others). But how would these other forms be catered for if 
our probability evaluations were seen solely as estimates 
of relative frequencies?
(iii) Just as one might argue that introducing the notion 
of calibration into our theory takes us a step in the 
direction of frequentism, equally one mignt argue that it 
takes us closer to making a frequency taeory redundant.

Van Fraassen, a committed frequentist, acknowledges the
possibility of this alternative conclusion.

An unsympathetic reader may at this point ask why we 
should bother with the frequency interpretation at 
all. Certainly I am much more anxious that 
contemplation of 'objective' probabilities should 
not lead to a belief in propensities - anxious, that 
is, to maintain an empiricist view of probabilistic 
scientific theories - then I am to deny 'subjective' 
probability a status sui generis. (1983, p.311)

(iv) Following on from the latter point, I would wish to 
echo Van Fraassen's subsequent conclusion - that the 
relevance of the notion of calibration to the appraisal of 
probability statements helps show there to be an intimate 
link between the subjectivist and the frequentist
theories.

But there is a philosophical question: why is the 
same name 'probability' appropriate for both? The 
wonder can preumably be removed only by a plausible 
explanation which entails either that the question 
is mistaken, and there is no connection at all, or 
else that there is a very intimate connection. Since 
the question can perhaps best be focussed on the
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special fact that the same axiomatic theory proves 
to be wonderfully useful in the explication of both 
uses of "probability*, we should especially ask why 
that should be, I hope to have shown that the 
frequency interpretation can remove this wonder by 
exhibiting an intimate connection that implies that 
the same, familiar axioms should cover both uses. 
(1983, p.312)

The suggestion that there is an intimate connection 
between the subjectivist and frequentist approach is 
already present in the work of Ramsey (1983, -p. 40).

Moreover, admissibility of tnis kind of dualism would 
cause no discomfort to a theory such as ours, which, as
mentioned earlier in the chapter, is not intended as a 
comprehensive, monocriterial theory that excludes all 
others.

As the applicability of the concept of calibration
serves to demonstrate, there is room in a probabilistic
analysis for insights from both camps, be they 
"subjectivist" or *objectivist* . In this chapter our aim 
is to develop things from the subjectivist side, but in so 
doing we do not seek to refute an "o'ojectivist' theory
such as Van Fraassen*s.

Refinement

Whilst perfect calibration is obviously a desirable 
property, it alone is not a sufficient condition for good 
forecasting.
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Indeed it has been pointed out that a forecaster can be

perfectly calibrated, and yet make forecasts which are

virtually useless.

As Murphy and Winkler (1977) and Dawid (1981) have
pointed out, even if a forecaster's honest
subjective probabilities make him well calibrated,
his predictions are not necessarily accurate in all 
respects and they are not necessarily of much use to 
anyone.

For example, suppose that it is known that the 
overall relative frequency of rain is u. In
metereology, u is sometimes called the 
climatological probability. Then a forecaster whose 
prediction is u on each day will be calibrated in 
the long run, but his predictions are obviously 
useless. At the other extreme, a forecas ter whose 
prediction each day is either x=l or x=0, and who is 
always correct, is also well calibrated and displays 
perfect foresight. (1983, p.14)

In response to this factor DeGroot introduces the concept

of refinement.

l'he concept of refinement pertains to how spread out 
or now sharp a forecaster's predictions are. Roughly 
speaking, the more concentrated the probability 
function v(x) is near the values x=l and x=0, the 
more refined the forecaster is. (1983, p.13)

Aitnough introduced as a means of comparing well 

caliDrated forecasters, the notion of refinement is also 

applicable in cases where forecasters are less than 

perfectly calibrated.

i3oth criterion are quantifiable through the Brier Score, 

which, as we nave seen, can be separated into two distinct 

components, one measuring a forecaster's calibration, the 

other their refinement (See DeGroot (1983, p.18).

here a certain tension may well arise between the aim of
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being well calibrated, and that of being most refined. 

Ohilst one's penalty score is reduced by good calibration, 

and this will often be acnieved by probability assessments 

which lie between 1 and 0, it also pays to proffer an 

assessment wnich is as close as possible to the actual 

outcome (whicn, in tne case of singular events, will be 

either 1 or 0).

Van Fraassen compares this situation to that encountered 

in the general appraisal of scientific theories, and 

suggests that tne dual criteria of informativeness and 

truth (or some such surrogate) parallel those of 

refinement and calibration.

having introduced the notions of calibration and

refinement, Van Fraassen articulates the parallel as

follows:

It is of course very typical to see this combination 
of two criteria, of just that sort. Of a 
traditional, non-statistical theory, philosophers of 
every persuasion demand (in their various 
terminologies) both informativeness and truth, in 
certain respects. The two aims are in desparate
tension, for tne more informative we make our 
theories (the more audacious we are, the bolder our 
conjectures) the less sure we can be that they are 
true, the greater the chance they will be false (in 
the intended respect). Calibration here plays the
conceptual role tnat truth, or empirical adeouacy, 
plays in the other contexts of discussion. (1983, 
p.300)

It should be noted nere that Van Fraassen is speaking 

from tne position of a frequency theorist (for whom all 

probability statements are 'really only about actual
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frequencies of occurence1 (1983, p.295)). Accordingly he 
is bound to put a significant emphasis on the criterion of 
calibration, as shown by his casting of it in the role of 
truth. From a subjectivist point of view the situation is 
more complex, calibration being just one of several 
criteria available for the appraisal of probability 
assessments, and not necessarily deserving the accordance 
of a special status. Indeed, as we have seen already, a 
forecaster who is more refined will sometimes prove more 
successful than one who is better calibrated.

The subtle interplay between the two criteria is further 
illustrated, on the other nand, by noting how the demands 
issued by the requirement of refinement are tempered by 
those of good calibration.

Although the refinement of a forecast is characterised 
in terms of its proximity to 1 or 0, calibration 
considerations prevent it from endorsing; (i) an over
confidence in one's judgments, and (ii) the strategy of 
only making probability assignments equal to 1 or 0, 
rather than that of graduated prediction. (in the 
terminology of de Finetti, it should not encourage the 
activity of prediction over prevision).

with regard to (i), whilst the potential gain (reduction 
in penalty score) in making a probability assignment which 
approximates the actual outcome increases the more refined 
the assignment is, the potential loss is likewise 
increased. Thus, although it pays not to be over cautious
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and avoid an extreme value wnich accurately represents 
your true degree of confidence, it also pays not to De
over-confident and assign a more extreme value than your 
degree of confidence merits.

The second (closely related) point, tnat refinement 
should not be permitted to dictate a strategy of 
prediction over prevision, nas been argued for by both 
Lindley and de Finetti. In (1985, p.26) Lindley maintains 
that a strategy of unbridled refinement is expected to be 
less profitable than one wnicn makes the appropriate 
probabilistic judgments. Lindley illustrates this argument 
with an example which involves the forecasting of 
repeated rolls of a fair die. He shows that, according to 
the quadratic scoring rule method, a strategy which 
assigns just probabilities of 1 or 0 to each successive 
roll is expected to be less profitable than one which
assigns well-calibrated probabilities. Inis result is, in 
effect, just one particular consequence of Lindley's more 
general contention that, if a forecaster is to minimise 
his expected loss, he should make his probability
assessments correspond to the relevant long-run 
frequencies.

The proof for this result, however, only holds under 
certain specific conditions. In the example which Lindley 
considers, there are reliable long-run frequencies 
available to the forecaster, and it is his long term 
performance which is the subject of appraisal. Moreover,
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the events to be forecast are assumed to be exchangeable, 
and concern a homogenous group of like events. Without 
these conditions, it is doubtful whether Lindley's proof 
holds good. As it is, we have already met a patent 
counter-example: Recall the weather forecaster who always 
makes his probability assessments for rain correspond to 
the climatological probability. Would we not expect a 
wiser forecaster, who varies his assessments according to 
the time of year, to prove more successful, even if he 
might end up less than perfectly calibrated?

Despite these considerations, it seems intuitively clear 
that strategies which seek just to maximize refinement, 
and disregard the intermediate probabilities, are not the 
most reasonable ones to adopt.

Before leaving the concepts of calibration and 
refinement, it is worthwhile noting the treatment of these 
provided by Winkler in his paper 'On "good probability 
appraisers'" (1986). Although his account does not deviate 
in substance from that of DeGroot and Fienberg (1983), it 
gives us a slightly different perspective, in particular 
because of his attention to the ex ante/ex post 
distinction.

Winkler's paper is stimulated by de Finetti's 'Does it 
make sense to speak of "good probability appraisers'" 
(1972), which we discussed earlier. Winkler answers this 
question in the affirmative, and specifies three types of
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goodness: coherence, calibration an i expertise. It is the 

latter two concepts wnicn ne considers in detail, 

"expertise" nere playing a similar role to the notion of 

refinement in Dedroot's account.

having presented tie notion of strictly proper scoring 

rules (tnose whicn 'encourage nonesty on the part of the 

probabiLity appraiser' (196 >, p. 268)) , -/inkier goes on to 

discuss tneir relation to tne concepts of calibration and 

expertise. Let us ta<e calibration first.

from tie definition of proper scoring rules, tney 
encourage ex ante calibration in the sense that a 
probability appraiser snould provide probability 
forecasts in such a manner as to expect to be 
calibrated. In an ex post sense, tney reward 
calibration in terms of higher average scores. 
(1986, p.276)

As we mentioned earlier, winder puts special emphasis on

tne ex ante/ex post distinction - a distinction well

illustrated by the fact tnat ax ante calibration concerns

an appraiser's expected score, whereas ex post calibration

concerns tneir actual average score.

Just as ex ante calibration maxinizes a probability 
appraiser's expected score, ex post calibration 
maximizes the actual long-run average score from a 
strictly proper scoring rule. That is, if a 
probability appraiser feels tnat on a large number n 
of occassions E has the same cnance of occuring and 
consequently reports the same probability value r on 
those occassions, then tne average score over tnose 
occassions is maximized if tne value tnat was is 
-equal to x/n, the relative frequency of occurrence 
of tne event in question. (1986, p.270)



Corresponding to DeGroot’s concept of refinement, binder 

introduces the notion of expertise.

A third notion of goodness, wnicn I snail call 
expertise, relates to tie degree to wnicn tne 
probability appraiser can approach perfect 
forecasts. The ideal probability appraiser would 
always give probabilities of zero or one and would 
always be correct. Tiis is tne extreme degree of 
expertise Decause tne probability appraiser is able 
to remove all uncertainty. (19So, p.267)

Paralleling our earlier point that good refinement must 

be balanced against considerations of calibration, windier 

notes that expertise is li rewise constrained.

It is important to note tnat expertise is more tnan 
using extreme probabilities. Otherwise forecasters 
could fake expertise by using extreme probabilities 
without sacrificing calibration. (198), p.267)

As with calibration, binder demons tra tes tnat proper 

scoring rules promote both ex ante and ex post expertise.

The results in section 4 indicate that ex ante, 
proper scoring rules encourage sharpness of 
probabiliy forecasts; and ex post, they reward 
sharpness via higher average scores. Thus, if 
expertise is thought of in terms of sharpness, tnen 
a probability appraiser who wants to achieve high 
scores snould try to oe calibrated whilst providing 
probability forecasts tnat are as s.iarp as possible. 
Some incentive is therefore provided for the 
acquisition of expertise. (193d , p.277)
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Having discussed Scoria.; dales, and in particular the 

notions of calibration and refinement, we are better 

poised to consider tne general question of the appraisal 

of probability evaluations.

As we nave seen, de finetti insists that probability 

statements can only be appraised in two ways:

(1) .Jit a respect to tneir c one re nee;

(2) 'dith respect to ,-nether they are sincerely and 

accurately expressed.

he have argued in tais, and in other chapters, tnat de 

finetti's stance is not entirely satisfactory. One 

particular reason being nis failure to give a convincing 

account of tie relation between probability assessments 

and observed frequencies, a failure due largely to the 

inadequacy of tne Bayesian model for belief change.

At heart our objection is to de finetti*s account of how 

we s lould alter our probability assessments in the light 

of experience - we oeject to nis view that tnese 

assessments are not correctable in the face of experience, 

out must be modified by tne process of conditionalisation.

In addition to arguments concerning the general 

inapplicability of tne Bayesian model, there is a more 

philosophical rationale for rejecting de Finetti*s 

viewpoint.

Tnis stems from our conception of partial belief as an 

expression of a quantified attitude about the world, about 

what will happen, as opposed to de finetti*s conception of
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it as a report of an individual1s psychological state.

On tae latter view, tne criteria for tne appraisal or 

coherent probability assessments does seem restricted to 

the question of sincerity and accuracy of expression; but 

on tne former view, it seems natural to inquire as to 

whether tnesa assessments are vindicated by subsequent 

experience.

It is tnis notion of vindication wnicn would appear to 

provide an extra dimension to tne appraisal of probability 

assessments, iioreover, tne Scoring Rule netnod, and in 

particular tne notion of ex post calibration, supply the 

means for quantifying this basic idea.

Informally tne criterion of vindication is ensued out as 

follows: a forecaster's probability assessments are scored 

retrospectively, according to tie outcomes of the events 

forecast, and this penalty score serves to measure the 

extent to wnicn tne assessments are vindicated: the lower 

tne score, tne better vindicated the forecaster.

So, ratner tian follow de Finetti and see scoring rules 

solely as a means of measuring the sincerity, or 

introspective accuracy, of a probability assessment, we 

wish also to employ tnem as a measure of its success in 

tne lignt of experience: tne degree to wnicn a forecast is 

vindicated.

Given this use of scoring rules, there are certain 

points to note.

Firstly, it is illuminating to compare and contrast our
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position with tnat of Lindley's (as expressed in (1985)).

Although iie endorses tne use of scoring rules to 

appraise probability evaluations in an ex ante sense 

(before tne results of tne forecast events are known), 

Lindley does not follow our extension to ex post appraisal 

(appraisal in tne light of these results).

Line ce Finetti, Lindley does not accept that 

probability evaluations are open to appraisal through 

ninasignt; in particular, ne maintains that it is quite 

wrong to criticise an evaluation on tne basis of 

information m i e n  was not available to tne evaluator. 

(lvf>5, p. 191)

moreover, ne maintains, along with de Finetti, tnat 

ultimately tne only means for appraising probabilities is 

vita respect to tneir coherence.

But how, one might ask, does tnis claim square with nis 

use of scoring rules to justify ex ante calibration?

does not tne latter form of appraisal take us beyond the 

mere requirement of conerence?

Inis leads onto a further point of contention: even if 

Lindley can justify the implementation of ex ante 

appraisal witiin tne bounds of his particular brand of 

subjectivisiii, can ne still exclude the possibility of ex 

post appraisal?

what I nave in mind mere is tne tiiought that the notions 

of ex ante and ex post appraisal are intertwined, so tnat 

it is difficult to accept one as a valid fom of appraisal
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without accepting tne other. re lack tie tine to argue for 

this point in any great detail, out let me give an 

indication of my line of reasoning.

To start with, it is clear tnat tie results of past ex 

post calibration help determine ex ante calibration for 

our future evolutions.

goth Dawin ((1932, p.609), and in private correspond

ence) and winder (1935) are quite clear on to is point.

Of course, ex post calibration from past data 
provides information about ex ante calioration for 
future probability forecasts, (dinkier, 1936. p.267)

de, ,iowevar, would want to claim so-met ting stronger: 

tnat tie main reason for seeding good calibration ex ante 

is tne supposition tnat it will lead to good calibration 

ex post.

fo ennorse tne validity of ex ante appraisal, wiilst 

denying it to ex post appraisal, appears tc undermine tne 

major rationale for ex ante appraisal - namely, that our 

probability evaluations be more accurate indicators of 

wnat is going to happen.

Moreover, although the ex ante/ex post distinction is 

important (it is ex ante appraisal which is relevant from 

a 1 motivational viewpoint1 (Winkler (1936, p.270)) both 

forms of appraisal are based on the principle that our 

probability evaluations be compared, via scoring rules, 

with the outcomes (actual or expected) of the events
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rorecast *

Taas it is difficult to see now one can rule that ex 

ante appraisal is acceptable whereas ex post appraisal is 

not.

fnis brings us to our second point. We said above that 

one important factor in tne making of good ex ante 

probaoili ty judgments is to take account of ex post 

appraisals of tie relevant probability judgments made in 

tne past.

Despite tne intuitive appeal of tnis strategy, and its 

widespread acceptance in botn a descriptive and a 

normative role, it is open to a basic inductive query.

How can we justify tne use of past successes (via ex 

post appraisal) to guide our future projections? How can 

we be sure tnat wnat ms happened in the past will be a 

good guide for the future?

Here it snould be noted that it is not only the wortn of 

ex post appraisal tnat can be questioned, but that of ex 

ante appraisal also. Wnat guarantee have we tnat someone 

who is well calibrated in an ex ante sense will fare any 

better in tneir forecasts than someone who is poorly 

calibrated?

Clearly a variety of inductive queries can be raised 

against tne notions of appraisal both ex ante and ex post.

However, as we stated in our introduction, we do not 

nope to provide any solution to these problems, nor do we
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We nave to accept tnat certain forms of appraising 

probability judgments can oe rational, even tiougn tney 

cannot be justified in tne manner tnat dune demanded.

To relate this conclusion to our present context, we 

would admit tnat d o th tne use of 'good' ex post data for 

ex ante forecasts, and our reliance on 'good’ ex ante 

forecasts (e.g. tnose which are well calibrated and 

refined), involve certain inductive presupoos i t ions . hut 

in ooth cases we would maintain tnat tne approach adopted 

is a rationa1 one.

This brings us to our third, and final point. As was 

noted, earlier on, the notion of vindication is most 

fruitfully applied in cases wnere there are repeated 

forecasts of a similar kind: an isolated probability

judgment may not be particularly amenable to tne question 

of vindication, viereas a set of like judgments lends 

itself well to sucn appraisal.

This consideration raises an important question: low

large must a set of forecasts be before tneir penalty 

score (vindication) becomes a useful criterion for 

appraisal?

It is difficult to give a precise response to this 

general question, Decause a lot will depend on the context 

in wnicn tne forecasts are made. It does not seem, 

nowever, to be too problematic an issue: we need not
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specify one particular point at which vindication suddenly 

becomes relevant, out see its influence as increasing 

gradually as tne number of scored forecasts increases. 

After just a few cases, not much can be inferred from a 

poor score, out as tne cases multiply so tne relevance of 

a forecaster's score, and tneir appraisal with respect to 

vindication, increases accordingly.

1 lis po.i it leads onto tne general question of how such 

appraisal is to ha incorporated Dy the forecaster for his 

future probability judgments. we nave rejected the 

sayesian tmesis that all belief change must proceed via 

Bayesian conditiona1isation ; indeed we would maintain that 

only a minority of cases simply involve 

conditionalisation. In tne main, when a forecaster 

modifies nis probability distribution he does so by 

correction in tne light of new data and/or theoretical 

innovation. His earlier probability assessments are 

replaced oy new ones -wnicn, in so far as they are 

different, will fail to cohere with the earlier ones. 

(Inus we reject the notion of a 'dynamic' Dutch book 

argument, and tne requirement that probability 

distributions must cohere over time). In this respect we 

can compare our position with Blackburn, who, in the 

course of arguing that tne Bayesian program does not 

provide a soulution to tne problem of induction, also 

cnastises its concept of belief change.

It appears, then, that hypotheses about chances
which carry implications for future distributions of
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confidence are not automatically tne outcome of 
conditionalising cnanges of opinion. Induction is 
needed, as indeed we might nave expected, 
purtnermore, we can escape tne unrealisitic element 
of seeing learning from experience in terms of 
conditionaiising, namely tne nebulous nature of the 
prior distributions of confidence needed. It is 
usually much more natural to see our experience as 
putting us in mind of some nypotnesis about chance, 
ratner than merely modifying the degree of 
confidence witn whicn we used to no Id one. The 
rational man does not nave to spring fully-armed 
from tne womb, with an infantile probability 
distribution across all the hypotheses which 
experience teacnes nim to believe. (1930, p.138)

The concept of belief cnange tnat .we favour, whereby a

forecaster corrects nis probability assessments witn tne

acquisition of new data, including lata about tne success

of nis past judgments, is akin to tnat suggested by Oawid.

It seems to me tnat tne subjectivist forecster is 
obliged to treat his own subjective distribution il
ia tne same tentative .manner as ne would an external 
statistical forecasting system...Any sucn system is 
applied only tentatively, wnile it seems to be 
working; as soon as it is clear tnat tnere is a 
conflict between its predictions and reality, such 
as clear evidence of miscalibration, the system will 
be modified or discarded. (1982, p.809)

Adopting such a model for belief change need not, however, 

entail the adoption of strict rules according to which 

probability statements are accepted or rejected tout 

court. In many cases it will oe sufficient for the Scoring 

rule metnod to yield comparative assessments: one

probability statement being preferred to another because 

it leads to a lower penalty score.

But, even if tne appraisal is solely comparative, there
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is still the tricky question of at wnat point one 

probability statement, or set of statements, snould be 

replaced by another: how poorly vindicated does a

statement nave to be before it is abandoned?

Inis is an important issue, and leads into quite a 

contentious area of debate, but we do not have the space 

to pursue it here. Our conclusion at this juncture is just 

tnat it is possible to maintain an interpretation of 

probability in terms on partial belief witnout naving to 

embrace tne entire dayesian program; in particular, one 

need not adopt its model for belief cnange. Moreover, the 

appraisal of these partial beliefs need not be restricted 

to tne question of coherence, but can be extended so that 

tney are criticisable in the light of empirical results. 

Tne Scoring dule method, and tne notion of vindication, 

seems a good starting point for the development of such an 

alternative program.
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Chapter Four.

idE TRI !CI?L£ Ob’ TOTAL EVIDENCE.

In ’Two notes on Frooability' (1963) Ayer voices an

objection co,n.,ion to bo to tne Logical Relational Theory 

(LRf) and tne Frequency Theory. Indeed the objection which 

ha articulates seer,is to militate against any theory of 

probability tnat relativises probability statements to 

some set of propositions, or some reference class.

Tne main question tnat I will be concerned with in this 

chapter is wnetner tnis objection is sustainable against 

all attempts to interpret probability in terms of partial 

belief.

To start witn let us looic at Ayer's attack on the LRT. On 

tnis theory, to assert tnat a proposition is probable, is 

to assert tnat a certain logical relation nolds between 

tnat proposition and some other set of propositions. This 

latter set is commonly taken to constitute tne evidence 

relevant to the hypothesis in question.

From tnis conception of probability it follows tnat any 

particular hypothesis may nave a multitude of different



probabilities according to the many different sets of 

propositions that might constitute the second argument in 

the probability relation.

Ayer's objection concerns the grounds upon whicn one

selects one out of all the possible probability arguments 

as being the probability of the hypothesis.

This need not be seen as the search for a unique non

relational probability (althougn Ayer sometimes suggests 

that this is what he seeks); rather it is the demand for 

criterion upon which a unique probability-relation can be 

chosen as the best one to act on.

The force of this demand lies in the rarely disputed

tenet that whatever interpretation we give to probability,

it must serve the role ascribed to it by butler, as a

guide to practical action.

Tied up with this condition is the idea that probabilty 

concerns the degree to which one ought to believe things.

Early proponents of the LRT claimed that the probability 

relation holding between a hypothesis and a body of 

evidence gives a unique probability to the hypothesis, and 

tnat this corresponds to the degree of belief tnat it is 

reasonable to have in the hypothesis.

Seen in this context, Ayer's problem concerns the 

rationale for selecting one of the probability relations 

as providing the correct degree of rational belief to have 

in the hypothesis.

Moreover, his objection does not question the actual
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cnoice of probability judgment, but whether the LRT can 

justify any sucn cnoice. The former issue is not itself 

exempt from scrutiny, but it is generally agreed that some 

version of the principle of total evidence (TE) should be 

implemented. Carnap defines this principle as follows:

lie requirement of total evidence: in the
application of inductive logic to a given knowledge 
situation, tne total evidence available must be 
taken as a basis for determining the degree of 
confirmation. (19o2, p.211)

Inere is a certain ambiguity in the phrase ’available 

evidence1 whicn reflects tne fact tnat the principle of 

TE, and Ayer's attack on it, contain two separate claims.

It might refer to:

(1) tne evidence actually possessed by the individual 

maxing tne probability judgment. The rule would then be 

that one snould take all one's evidence into account.(This 

is wnat Carnap had in mind).

(2) tne evidence tnat could be acquired by the individual. 

The rule would then be tnat one should gather as much new

evidence as possible.

Tnese two rules, that one should utilize all the evidence 

at one's disposal, and that one should acquire new

evidence w lere possible, are seldom disputed, although it
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is obvious that in actual fact neither are fully 

realizable. To attain more realism, it is often stated 

that they represent ideals towards which one must strive.

Here, it should be noted that the rules still appear too 

idealistic, because they fail to acknowledge tne cost of 

properly utilizing one's actual evidence, and of gathering 

new evidence.

Tnese considerations introduce a new dimension into 

questions about the employment and justification of the 

rules, and will be discussed later on in the chapter.

For now, let us ignore these factors, and concentrate on 

Ayer's paper.

Ayer presents his objection in a way that seems, quite 

unnecessarily, to beg the question against the 

relationalist. He considers a man who is trying to decide 

whether to bet on a particular horse. The man possesses a 

variety of different pieces of evidence E^...En and 

corresponding to each subset of these there is a different 

probability argument concerning the hypothesis H that the 

horse will win.

For Ayer, this person acts rationally if he tries to 

'bring his degree of belief in the horse's victory into 

exact accordance with the objective probabilities.' (1963, 

p.190).

He claims that whilst it is obvious that the man should 

choose the probability argument containing the totality of
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relevant evidence, the LRT cannot account for this choice. 

As far as it is concerned, all the probability arguments 

are, if correct, logical truths, and there is therefore 

nothing to choose between them.

Ayer states that 'what one wants to say is tnat (tnis) 

probability, since it is the only one that is estimated on 

the basis of all the relevant evidence, provides the best 

appraisal of what is actually likely to happ e n . 1 (1963, 

p.190).

But here Ayer is supposing that a relational probability 

serves just as an estimate of the objective probability 

tnat the horse wins, and this is to assume in advance that 

the LRT does not provide a complete analysis of 

probability.

Proponents of LRT need not construe a relational 

probability of II, given E, as an estimate of the objective 

probability that H, but as an appraisal of whether H is 

actually going to happen.

This bias against the LRT does not, however, detract from 

the main force of Ayer's objection. Even if the 

relationalist is not required to justify the selection of 

one probability relation as the closest estimate of an 

objective non-relational probability, he must justify it 

as the best probability relation upon which to act.

Ayer considers various responses which the relationalist 

might make to this demand.
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(1) A Pragmatic Response: although one cannot distinguish 

between relational probabilities on purely logical 

grounds, one could employ tne principle of f£ as a 

methodological rule which enables us to pic; out a unique 

body of evidence in any particular knowledge situation. 

This is Carnap's position in 'The Logical Foundations of 

Probabili ty'.

Ayer agrees witn Carnap's claim tnat tiis principle 

accords with common-sense, but doubts whether tne LRf can 

provide a suitable justification for it. For Ayer, all 

that a practical justification can amount to is tne claim 

tnat oy going on tne total evidence you are more likely to 

be rignt. but since the LRT analyses 'you are more likely 

to be right' as 'the proposition that you are right is 

confirmed by such and such evidence' ne thinks that their 

attempt at a pragmatic justification is bound to fail of 

circulari ty.

(2) A 1 ) efinitional Response: One might include the 

principle of TE as part of tne definition of probability. 

Tnus, to assert tnat hypothesis H is probable to a certain 

degree is to assert tnat it is confirmed to that degree by 

the total available evidence (Set E).

But what propositions should comprise Set F?

Ayer argues that:

(i) if it is taken to consist in only those propositions 

Known by tne person making the probability judgment, then
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the original problem remains. For nothing in such a theory 

of probability tells us way it is better to gather 

additional information about the hypothesis. No reason is 

provided for the common-sense view that one person's 

probability judgment might be better than anotaer's, or 

itself open to improvement, in virtue of it being made in 

the light of new evidence.

(ii) if Set E is extended to to include propositions which 

the person might come to know, there is the problem of 

deciding wnat limits to place on tne scope of sucn a set. 

There will often be facts that are practically 

inaccessible to him, or those whose cost of discovery is 

too high. How can we form a general rule whicn determines, 

in every possible situation, what is to constitute 

potentially availaole evidence? But in tne absence of sucn 

a rule, there can be no satisfactory definition of

probability of this type.

Furthermore, if one ignores practical constraints on the

accessibility of evidence, and allow Set E to include all

true propositions, then any probability judgment about H 

will take the value of 1 or 0, according to whether H is 

true or false.

On tne face of it Ayer's argument looks fatal to any 

account which holds tnat the LRT provides a complete 

analysis of probability. Taken on its own, tne theory 

seems unable to explain why it is better to make one's
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probability judgments on the oasis of more, rather than 

less, evidence.

As there are few proponents of L IT nowadays, attempts to 

resolve Ayer's problem are rare. A recent exception is 

provided by Benenson; in his book 'Probability, 

Objectivity, and Evidence' (1934) he not only defends the 

LAT, but also claims that it is tne only theory v/hich can 

give a completely adequate account of our conception of 

probability.

In tne course of his exposition benenson discusses

Ayer's objection, but gives it a somewhat different 

interpretation to the one offered here.

According to Benenson, Ayer's objection is founded upon

a confusion over what is to be expected of a relational

account of probability (exemplified by Ayer's supposition 

that a relational probability serves as an estimate of 

some non-relational one).

Once tnis confusion is sorted, benenson thinks tnat the 

only valid strand left in Ayer's attack consists in a 

reformulation of Hume's inductive scepticism.

Let us take a closer look at Benenson's line of 

reasoning here.

To start with, he maintains, like us, that Ayer's 

problem concerns the question of whether tne LTT can

provide some kind of justification for the requirement of 

total evidence (IE).
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(Ayer) claims that the tneory and its methodology 
are incapable of explaining our principle of using a 
single probability value for tne purpose of action. 
His objection is not that we would somehow oe 
mistaken in considering the total evidence available 
when trying to determine a single value of 
probability - indeed he regards this as 'prudent1 - 
nor tnat there can be no distinction between a 
theory of tne meaning of probability statements and 
a methodological theory explaining now we use such 
statements for specific purposes - indeed ne seems 
in places to accept tnis - but, rather, tnat tne 
requirement of total evidence as a methodological 
precept can be given no justification in terns of 
trie LRl's explanation of the meaning of probability 
statements. (1984, p.39)

Benenson argues that if this objection is to present a

valid attack on the LRT it should be seen as the demand

for an explantion as to way tne employment of TE leads to

'concrete gains'.

■Jhat Ayer seems to be getting at...is tnat tne LRT 
cannot explain what subsequent gains accrue to the 
persom who adopts the requirement of total evidence 
as his maxirn for determining the unique 
probabilities required for the purpose of action. 
(1984, p.40)

Given this interpretation it would seem that Ayer's

objection indeed raises a problem of justification akin to

that posed by Hume: the principle of TE cannot be

justified demonstrably - it cannot be shown that it is

certain to yield concrete gains; but neither can it be

justified Dy reference to prooable success, since, on the

LRT, this would be circular.

As far as I can see, there could be no way of 
demonstrating that a particular maxim of action was 
certain to lead to concrete gains when future events 
unveil themselves: the future is uncertain, ana any
practical precept can fail to succeed in its
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intended ;)urPose because of the actual developments.
We are, tne, forced to justify practical maxims by 
reference to their probable success, but this can 
nardly oe expected of a maxim which is claimed to be 
constitutive of w.iat 'probable success1 is, and tnat 
is just what the requirement of total evidence is 
for tne LR theorist. (19S4, p.40)

How, although tne argument employed by Ayer does 

resemble hums's inductive scepticism in certain respects, 

I do not agree witn Benenson's conclusion tnat it 'simply 

turns out to be a rewording of tne fundamental problem 

proposed by Hune for justifying induction' (1984, p.41).

Ayer's objection Is not concerned with the question of 

wnetner we can justify the principle of IE by reference to 

past success - he takes such an assumption for granted - 

but whether tne LRT can explain t.ie worth in using such a 

principle, given its conception of probability as a 

logical relation, dis objection concerns tne reasons which 

tne LRT can provide for its use of tiie principle, not 

whether one can justify it in tne light of past evidence.

Having said this, there are certain aspects of Ayer's 

argument which are very similar to certain strands in 

Hume's own argument with respect to induction.

Ayer's point that the LRT cannot justify tne principle 

of TE in virtue of its probable success, because this 

would be circular, is akin to Hume's point that we cannot 

justify our inductive inferences by reference to past 

success, because this would be to assume wnat we seek to 

justify.
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But although tne form of argument is similar, tne 

conclusions at wnich they aim are quite different.

This point can be illustrated in tne following manner: 

Suppose that a relationalist relaxes nis belief tnat the 

LRT is unique, that it is tne only correct conception of 

probability, and allows that for a certain class of 

probability statements a non-relational interpretation is 

applicable, Moreover, let us suppose tnat it is in this 

latter sense tnat he interprets the notion of 'probable 

success' in his justification for the principle of TE.

On such a supposition, the circularity wnicn Ayer 

objects to would be removed, but inductive scepticism 

would not: one can still asic way we snoulc expect these

non-relational probabilities to be a reliable guide for 

the future.

That Ayer intends his attack on the LRT to concern its

relational conception of probabiliy, and does not mean to

invoke any form of inductive scepticism, is apparent from

the concluding passage of nis paper.

It seems clear that an appeal to evidence is needed 
to justify tne belief tnat such and such an event is 
more or less likely to happen; and also that it is 
rational in such cases to take all the evidence at 
our disposal into account, the ground for this 
being, I suppose, that the experience has shown us 
that our forecasts are more often right when this is 
done tnan when it is not. It does not follow, 
however, that statements of probability, in tnis 
sense, are statements about the relations of 
hypotheses to their evidence; and I do* not think 
that they are. (1963, p.198)
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So it would seem that Ayer is not questioning our

reliance on evidence, nor doubting the commonsense view

that the more evidence we nave with respect to a

hypothesis the oetter. ivnat he doubts is whether the LRT, 

taxen as tne unique interpretation of probability, can 

explain why one probability relation should be prefered to 

anotner, or whether it alone can justify our employment of 

tie principle of TE.

Never timeless, although we dissent from Benenson's

overall treatment of Ayer's objection, elsewhere in nis 

book me does attempt to answer an objection to the LRT 

which is very similar to our own reading of Ayer's 

problem.

In order to assess tne viability of benenson's proposals, 

we must take a look at how he develops time LRT.

In nis defence of tne LRT, Benenson emphasises the need 

to distinguish between questions which concern the meaning 

of our probability statements, and those which concern 

their application.

tne conditions which fix the meaning of a concept - 
the conditions by which we can in principle 
recognize the truth of ordinary statements involving 
that concept - must not be confused with the 
conditions under which we can on specific occasions, 
at different times, actually recognize the trutn of 
particular ordinary statements involving the 
concept. (1934, p.219)
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For Benenson, the only correct interpretation of 

probability is in terms of logical relations adding 

between nypotneses and bodies of evidence. Tnis 

constitutes the meaning of the concept, and is a quite 

separate issue from tne application of this concept on 

particular occasions.

In addition to tnis distinction between tne tneory 

proper, and tne methodology of its application, benenson 

introduces two more distinctions, do tn of wnicn play a 

crucial role in nis exposition.

One of these is borrowed from matnematics, and involves 

tne distinction oetween:

(1) propositions decidable in principle - tnose decidable 

by a procedure wnicn terminates after some finite time, 

but where tnere is no specific limit to wnen this happens.

(2) propositions decidable in practice - those decidable 

within a time-span which is reasonably convenient for 

human activities.

Tnis distinction nears a straightforward relationship to 

the earlier one. Tne tneoretical side of the LRT concerns 

the decidability in principle of statements of 

probability, tne methodological side concerns tneir 

decidability in practice.

The third main distinction that Benenson makes is between 

two different kinds o-f evidence:

(i) Specificatory evidence - evidence of the material 

properties relevant to the outcome of a certain event.
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(ii) Statistical evidence - evidence of observed 

frequencies of tne phenomenon in question.

oenenson acknowledges that one major problem in tne 

metaodolgy of probability is the determination of a single 

probability for tne purposes of practical action. Like 

Carnap, ne introduces a principle of total evidence for 

tnis tast;, but wnereas Carnap's principle is restricted to 

tne totality of propositions known by the person making 

the judgment, Benenson allows it a far wider range, 

extending tne. set to include propositions that could be 

known.

how, we nave already mentioned Ayer's objections to a 

definition of probability as the relation holding between 

a hypothesis and a set comprising all the available 

evidence. One of the most significant of these concerns 

the difficulty in formulating a general rule for 

determining what constitutes tne total available evidence 

on any particular occasion.

However, it might be argued that if we observe Benenson's 

distinction Detween theory and methodology, and note that 

tne principle of IE Delongs to the latter, this objection 

is not so fatal.

In so far as tne methodology of probability is concerned, 

tne basic idea is that when we seek a unique probability 

for the purposes of action, we should choose that 

probability relation which holds between the hypothesis in 

which we are interested, and tne total available evidence.
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Let us see how Benenson fills out tne notion of available 

evidence, since a significant part of nis analysis rests 

on it.

i3enenson divides his discussion of available evidence 

into two parts, corresponding to his distinction between 

the two types of evidence.

(l) The Specificatory Evidence.

lie defines tne total available specif icatory evidence as 

f o H o w s :

The available evidence is tne evidence ascertainable 
by a certain de terminate (and finite) set of 
procedures and the actual enumeration of tnese 
procedures w7ill fix a definite meaning for 'the 
available evidence' as it pertains to any particular 
field of study at a given time. (1934, p.33)

with respect to tnis specificatory evidence, tne totality 

available in principle coincides with tnat available in 

practice. This follows from Benenson's further 

characterization of probability statements decidable in 

principle as those:

(a) decidable by existent technology, and (b) decidable by 

tnis tecanology within relatively short periods of time.

One minor point to be made here is that, contrary to what 

Benenson suggests, not all specificatory evidence is tne 

result of simply implementing some procedure and then 

waiting for the result. For example, there are cases in 

wnicn evidence for a particular hypotnesis is arrived at
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d/ chance (pernaps wailst a separate hypothesis is being

invest igated).

A more significant objection to Benenson's character

ization of the available evidence is that it would appear 

to be too demanding for practical use. Even though the 

existent procedures for obtaining evidence must, by 

Benenson's own definition, yield results in relatively 

short periods of time, there will usually be too many 

potentially relevant experiments, observations and 

calculations for obtaining all the evidence avavilable in 

practice. In most practical affairs, and in scientific 

inquiry, limits are placed on the amount and extent of 

evidence wnicn can be gathered prior to making or 

employing probability statements.

Thus it would appear that a methodology which requires 

tnat one be in possession of all the practically available 

evidence is not actually that pragmatic. And yet Benenson 

frequently insists tnat for practical purposes, and in 

particular for scientific itself, probability statements 

are to be made on the totality of evidence that could, in 

practice, be obtained by existent procedures.

In fact Benenson is aware of this shortcoming. Whilst he 

maintains that for tne purposes of science it is proper to 

assess probability statements on this totality (this is 

wnat guarantees tneir objectivity), he allows that in 

certain contexts tne relevant body of available evidence 

falls short of this extreme. These exceptional cases
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include probabilities arising in games of cnance, and

indeed most events which are gambled on, as well as 

circumstances in wnich tne immediate use of probability 

statements is required.

For benenson these instances do not provide 

counterexamples to his tnesis; they merely illustrate the 

context-dependence of what constitutes the available 

evidence, and nence, according to his relationalism, tne

context-dependent nature of probability statements. 

Moreover he takes these cases to exhibit the whole

spectrum of our conception of probability, from the

objective (taose based on the total available evidence), 

to the subjective (those based on tne known evidence).

With such a myriad of circumstances in wnich we 
either need or desire to act on tne basis of 
probability judgments, it would be unreasonable to 
expect one unambiguous guide for action; in other 
words, any precept governing our actions in the face 
of imperfect knowledge will have to be sufficiently 
pliable to allow diverse application to very 
different circumstances. Since the precept of using 
tne total available evidence is our guide to action 
in such circumstances, we must expect in actual 
practice a multiplicity, or family, of related 
criteria for what constitutes tne available 
evidence, rather than a single clear criterion. 
(1984, p.96)

(2) Tne Statistical Evidence.

benenson claims that if one wishes to make a probability 

judgment within a certain period of time, and thus needs 

to invoke the principle of TEA, the relevant body of 

available statistical evidence is:
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...the total amount it is possible in practice for 
tne entire human race as a whole to ascertain within 
that time-span. (1934, p.208)

Clearly tnis is a vast amount of potential evidence, and 

far exceeds the amount that anyone will actually gather 

w.icn making a probability judgment. So, as in the case of 

the available specificatory evidence, Benenson*s 

metnodology seems criticizable in virtue of its practical 

impotence. Once again Benenson acknowledges this 

limitation. He readily admits tnat no person, or group of 

people, will actually carry out such a large number of 

experiments.

But, rather tnan narrow the scope of the available 

evidence to tne known statistical evidence, Benenson 

proposes tnat this problem can be overcome by implementing

statistical methods of sampling.

Granted tnat tne probability value relative to the 
total statistical evidence objectively available 
would constitute a unique, preferential, value for 
tiie purpose of action, but that such a body of 
evidence is so large that no-one would seriously 
attempt to gather it, we might reasonably settle for 
some metnod of choosing small statistical samples 
which would lead to probability values quite similar 
to tnose we would obtain if we were to go to the 
(very great) trouble of ascertaining such 
statistical evidence. (1984, p.210)

One feature of this approach is that even if the 

statistical methods can be satisfactorily implemented, 

there is no guarantee that the resultant probability
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values will oe a good approximation to tne probability we 

seek to estimate (tnat relative to all the available 

statistical evidence). At best, all that can be said is 

tnat the inferred value will probably approximate the

actual probability value.

3ut now tnere is tne question of what body of evidence

tnis second-order probability statement is relative to.

fne cnoice wnich benenson*s theory seems to demand is the

total available evidence, the very same totality our 

ignorance of wnicn leads us to employ statistical sampling 

in the first place.

Despite initial appearances, benenson maintains that 

there is no regress here.

...tne standard statistical method for estimating 
probabilities from small samples, as interpreted
within tne LrtT, provide a means for determining tne 
probability of a sample approximating the results in 
an entire population, relative to information on the 
results in that entire population. If we regard the 
total number of experiments which can be performed 
given existing technology - the results of which I 
have called tne total statistical evidence available 
- as a parent population from which any small sample 
we actually observe is drawn, these methods provide 
just wnat we need at present: a means for
determining the second-order probability of 
probability values relative to tne evidence of a 
small sample being a good approximation of the 
values relative to tne total available statistical
evidence, where this second order of probability is 
itself relative to the total available statistical
evidence. (1984, p.211)

Trie crucial point here is that it does not matter that the 

probability of our correctly estimating the best
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probability value to act upon is itself relative to a body 

of evidence which we do not possess. The original problem 

to be solved was determining a probability value to act 

on, and this can be achieved even though we might be 

ignorant of how likely we are to light upon the best one.

however, tnere is another difficulty with Benenson's

argument, which also threatens a troublesome regress.

Tnis concerns the conditions under which a sample is 

selected, in order for statistical methods to be 

legitimately applied to it.

One of tne most fundamental requirements for the

implementation of statistical sampling methods is that the 

sample be randomly selected from the parent population.

In order to pass from the actual statistical evidence for 

a hypothesis, to the total available statistical evidence, 

we mus t assume that our sample has been selected at 

random.

But is such an assumption plausible? This seems

particularly questionable given the kind of occasions 

where Benenson's account requires tne use of sampling.

Predominantly these will be cases in which we have 

gathered a certain amount of statistical evidence, but by 

no means all that is available. But how likely is it that 

tnis evidence has oeen gathered in a manner satisfying the 

requirements of randomness?

In general, would it not appear to be rather difficult to 

determine, or to ensure, that our actual body of
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statistical evidence constitutes a random sample of tne 

available totality?

It must be admitted tnat tnis is a general difficulty, 

and not peculiar to Benenson's account. However, its 

poignancy is increased if we note that randomness is 

usually defined in terms of probability.

A typical definition goes as follows:

A simple random sampie is one selected by a process 
wnicn gives every possible sample (of that size from 
tnat population) the sane chance of selection. 
(Stuart, 1976, p.11)

dow is Benenson to interpret tne notion of probability in 

this kind of definition? To square witn his LRT it must be 

a relational probability: the equiprobability of selecting 

any equally sized sample must be relative to some 

particular body of evidence. But if tnis is to be the 

total available evidence (as is required by Benenson's 

tneory), how are we to know that tne assumption of 

randomness is acceptable, and tnat we can legitimately 

apply statistical sampling methods, since this is a 

totality tnat we do not possess.

Unless iienenson can give a plausible account of how his 

theory of probability accomodates the notion of randomness 

used in statistical reasoning, it seems doubtful that he 

can justify the step from our actual statistical evidence, 

to the available statistical evidence. But without this
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step, nis position with respect to statistical evidence 

seems no better than Carnap's.

A common problem then, for both types of available 

evidence, is that Benenson's methodology seems to be of 

limited practical use. When one has to act on the basis of 

a probability judgment, one will never be able to carry 

out all tne (practically) possible experiments needed to 

comply with Benenson's version of the principle of TE. 

Still, it could be maintained that even if Benenson does 

not provide us with a comprenensive practical methodology, 

nis distinction between, on the one hand, the theoretical 

interpretation of probability, and on the other, the 

methodology of its application, does serve to answer 

Ayer's original problem.

There are two distinct objections which might be raised 

against this latter claim.

(1) One can question the legitimacy of Benenson's sharp 

distinction between the meaning of statements of 

probability, and the use to which we put them.

(2) One can question whether this distinction, once 

accepted, yields a satisfactory answer to Ayer's problem.

We will not explore the first point in too much detail, 

mainly because, as will be argued shortly, we think that
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tne central strand in Ayer's objection remains regardless 

of whatnar tne distinction holds good.

It is worth mentioning, nov/ever, that this distinction 

between tne meaning of a concept, and the manner in which 

it is employed in particular circumstances, does not seem 

to oe quite as clear cut as Benenson suggests.

For one thing, tnere certainly does appear to be a 

strong interplay between the two: tne uses to which we put 

probability statements ielp inform our understanding of 

their meaning, and, contrawise, tne way in wnich we 

understand them will effect tne manner in wnicn we employ 

tna.n.

This is not to say tnat we cannot, for tne purpose of 

analysis, separate out toe more theoretical features of a 

concept from tne more practical. but for a complete 

understanding of tie concept it seems tnat an appreciation 

of ootn is necessary; and it may not be possible to 

identify one particular problem, sucn as tne question of 

justifying the principle of TE, as being concerned solely 

with tne practical side, witn no bearing on the question 

of how the concept is interpreted.

It might be argued that a lot depends on what kind of 

general theory of meaning one adopts, and Benenson is 

quite explicit about his alignment with Dummett's anti

realist theory of meaning; however, like Benenson, I 

believe that a satisfactory interpretation of probability 

should oe able to stand on its own, without the
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presumptions of a particular theory of meaning for its 

main support.

Thus the viability of Benenson’s distinction between the 

theory of probability proper, and the methodology of its 

application, should be assessable with respect to its 

plausibility within a probabilistic context.

And, as we mentioned above, in such a context there does 

appear to be a strong interconnection between the way in 

which we interpret probability statements and the uses to 

which we put them.

Moreover, even if it is possible to separate out a 

theory of meaning from the methodology, one still nas to 

tackle the problem of applying this theoretical mechanism 

to real life situations, and then the practical problems 

which one hoped to sidestep by way of the distinction will 

surely reappear, albeit under a different category.

This brings us onto the second objection, which 

questioned whether Benenson's distinction can actually 

provide some solution to Ayer's problem.

In order to examine this question properly, it is 

important to separate two strands in Ayer's original 

argument.

On the one hand, there is his claim that the selection of 

a unique probability relation, by means of the principle 

of TE, cannot be sanctioned by defining the probability of 

a hypothesis in terms of the relation it bears to the
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total available evidence. Inis being so because there is 

no general rule which could serve to pick out one 

particular set as the total available evidence on any 

particular occasion.

On the otner hand, there is his claim that the LRT, taken 

as a unique interpretation of probability, cannot 

explicate wny it is better to make probability judgments 

on tne basis of more, ratner than less, evidence: it alone 

cannot justify tne principle of TE.

Now, whereas it seems that Benenson does provide some 

answer to the first claim, I do not think that it 

furnishes an answer to the second.

Let us take the first point first.

As we nave seen, benenson distinguishes between the 

theoretical interpretation of probability, and the 

methodology of its application. For him, the principle of 

TE belongs to the latter category, whilst issues 

concerning the definition of the concept of probability 

belong to tne former.

Consequently, tne fact that, on applying the principle of 

TE, there is no general rule for specifying the relevant 

body of available evidence, does not count against the 

definition of probability as a logical relation.

The context-dependence of tne available evidence entails 

tnat the selection of a unique probability, for the 

purposes of action, will depend on the circumstances at 

nand. But this consequence would only prove problematic
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for someone who also sought to define probability in terms 

of the methodology of its application, an approach which 

Benenson explicitly rejects.

Thus, if we accept Benenson's distinction, this strand 

in Ayer's argument would appear to be rebuffed.

The second of Ayer's claims, and indeed the one which 

dominates his paper, is less easily dealt with.

Even if it is granted that what constitutes the total 

available evidence may vary from situation to situation, 

the LRT does not provide a reason for why it is better to 

augment one's evidence. If all that happens in the

gathering of evidence is that one acquires a new logical 

relation between hypothesis and evidence, why is it

prudent to seek new evidence?

The kind of reply suggested by Benenson's account, that 

one should try to get closer to the total available 

evidence, seems to be inadequate. Even if one can give a

satisfactory account of what constitutes the available 

evidence, it remains to be shown why, on the LRT, it is

best to base one's probability judgments on this totality.

Perhaps it is most fitting to let Ayer himself have the 

final word on this matter.

...if we are presented only with a stock of
necessary facts to the effect that certain
statements, or groups of statements, bear logical
relations to each other in virtue solely of their 
meaning, I do not see what reason there could be for 
differentiating between the items of this stock as 
bases of action. I am not clear even what could be 
meant, within the terms of this theory, by saying
that one of them was a better basis for action than
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another. It is true that one may select a subclass 
of these necessary propositions and decide to call 
its members statements of probability; but in so 
doing one will beg the question. For the use of the 
word 'probability', in this connection, itself 
implies tnat it is most rational to act on the basis 
of tie propositions which have thus been selected: 
and tnis has not been proved. (1963, p.197)

Tnus it would appear that the question still remains as 

to v/ny it is better to make one's probability judgments on 

tne basis of more, ratner tnan less, evidence.

Given Ayer's arguments it does look as if the LRT, by

itself, cannot give a satisfactory response to this

question, but tnis is not to say that one could not be 

ootaineri by supplementing it in some way.

Prominent amongst the possible approaches to this task 

are two which seem to occupy the different extremes of the 

objective-subjective probability spectrum.

(1) A frequency theory based solution.

(2) A solution based on the principle of the maximization

of expected utility.

Let us ta^e (1) first. It should be remembered that 

Carnap (1962) nimself held a dualistic conception of 

probability, both as rational partial belief and as 

relative frequency, and one suggestive possibility is to
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utilize both notions in order to counter Ayer's objection.

Tne problem is that of justifying the selection of one 

particular probability relation from amongst tne infinite 

number of logically possible ones.

One approach would be to hold that a selection might be 

justified by appeal to the frequency of success tnat it 

does, or would, lead to. Thus the relational probability 

judgment could be seen as an estimate of some relative 

f requency.

Now one obvious difficulty witn this suggestion is tnat 

of determining which relative frequency to consider; how 

do we cnoose one reference class as being the right one?

In the second part of his paper Ayer questions whether a 

frequency theory of probability can avoid tnis problem.

Whilst his argument would appear to tell against a 

simplistic frequency theory, could a more elaborate one be 

constucted, pernaps in conjunction witn some tneory of 

rational belief?

Such an anaysis is proposed by Blackburn in his article 

'Opinions and Chances' (1980), which is supposed to be a 

development of Ramsey's work.

Blackburn is concerned with what he calls a 

'projectivist' account of probability, on whicn 

probability statements do not correspond to probabilistic 

facts in the world, but involve tne projection of our 

degrees of confidence onto the world.

He is keen to stress that this need not amount to mere
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subjectivism, and fills out a more ’objectified' account 

in which projected degrees of confidence are open to 

critical assessment.

Along witn Ramsey he maintains that degrees of confidence 

are rationally assessable according to the habit which 

produces them; tne most rational habit of belief formation 

is one tnat yields a degree of confidence equal in 

strength to the proportion of successes to which the habit 

leads, or would lead.

As mentioned earlier, there are several immediate 

difficulties which this kind of position must overcome. 

Some of these are discussed in chapter one, where a more 

detailed examination is given to Ramsey's theory of 

rational belief. For our present purposes we need only 

concentrate on one, which concerns tne determination of 

tne rignt relative frequency upon which to judge a 

probability statement.

Tnis nas proved a perennial objection to any attempt at 

applying tne frequency analysis of probability to single 

case judgments, and also underlies Ayer's basic criticism 

of the frequency theory.

Blackburn's position is of interest because he claims 

tnat a projectivist treatment of probability judgments 

provides a solution to this problem.

ile asks us to consider a situation in which someone has 

evidence tnat tne frequency of Bs amongst As approximates 

to p, and will continue to do so in the future. He
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maintains that if this person has a degree of confidence 

equal to p tnat the next B he observes will be an A, ne 

satisfies Ramsey's criterion for rationality of belief.

...a man with the degree of confidence p nas tne 
habit of singular belief which meets Ramsey's 
standard: he has a degree of confidence
proportionate to the number of times ne is right. 
(1980, p.190)

(Incidentally, this is not strictly correct, because tne 

man might have a degree of confidence equal to p, but 

might not nave derived this from a praisewortny habit of 

belief formation; perhaps he just happened to nit upon the 

rignt figure by means of a defective habit. In such a case 

he would not satisfy Ramsey's standard.)

For Blackburn too the circumstances are insufficient for 

an automatic endorsement of the person's probability 

j udgment.

Consider that we may be able effectively to divide 
tne As into two classes, and rigntly predict a nigh 
ratio of Bs among the CAs and a low ratio among the 
otners. I shall call tnis effecting a partition of 
tne As. If this were done we would be in a better 
position tnan him in this very straightforward 
sense. Using our knowledge we can gamble witn him 
and consistently win, by buying bets at a rate 
corresponding to p on CAs being 3, and selling on 
not-CAs. (1930, p.190)

Blackburn allows that the chance of an A being B can still 

be said to be equal to p, but maintains tnat if the remark 

is to be of practical use tne context must be one in which
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the participants themselves cannot easily partition the 

subject matter. If they can, then their belief 

distribution would be open to improvement, and thus open 

to criticism.

Here, then, is an argument for the rationality of 

selecting the narrowest reference class when using 

relative frequencies to make single case probability

j udgments.

Ine pragmatic motive for seeking the narrowest 
reference class is (that) a degree of confidence 
based solely on the wider statistic leaves its 
possessor in an inferior position vis-a-vis someone 
who can partition the class...and attach different 
degrees of confidence to singular judgments 
depending upon the sub-class in which the subject is 
found. (1980, p.192)

So, according to i31ackburn, it would be irrational for 

someone to employ a probability judgment which they could 

easily improve upon, by the effecting of a partition.

Tnis conclusion is, however, qualified in an important 

sense. As blackburn acknowledges, the worth of finding a 

narrower reference class is contingent upon whether a more 

accurate probability judgment is expected to result from 

it, and on the expected value of tnis increased accuracy. 

It would obviously be irrational for someone to pay more 

for statistical information tnan the amount he stands to 

gain by a successful prediction. The person making the 

probability judgment must balance the cost of gathering 

(potentially) relevant evidence with the expected gain in
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lead.

Tnis qualification also proves significant wien we 

consider whether Blackburn's analysis serves to answer 

Ayer's demands.

The basic idea is that it is best to select a probability 

statement which cannot eas ily be improved by partitioning.

Before attempting to generalize this principle, a few 

points of detail must be clarified.

Firstly, what is the precise import of the term 'easily' 

in this context? Is it meant to refer to the ease of 

performing the calculations necessary for establishing a 

partition, or the ease of gathering new data to that 

effect, or both?

And does it concern just the effort and cost required to 

effect a partition, or does it also depend on other, 

perhaps unquant ifiable, factors?

If a realistic principle is to result it seems best to 

construe the term as covering the cost of effecting a 

partition, where the 'cost' might include expenditure of 

mental effort, physical effort, money, time etc.

Moreover, if the principle is to be of practical use, it 

is the impact of these factors, as perceived by the 

individual making tne selection, which must be taken into 

account, and not necessarily their actual impact.

Tnis leads on to our second point, which demands whether
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the possibility of improvement is relativized to tne

individual, or whether there is a normative conception of 

what can or cannot easily be partitioned. Certainly tne 

former seems to be the less troublesome alternative, but 

will at mo st yield a person-relative selection. Is this 

sufficient to answer Ayer?

Could one not object that the provision of a standard by 

wnich an individual can determine the best probability 

judgment for him to make, would not solve the problem of 

justifying why such a selection is the right one. Each

person, according to their ability and knowledge with 

respect to the partitioning of the relevant subject 

matter, may have a different probability judgment wnicn it 

is best for them to make.

But this objection, which is voiced by Ayer himself in a 

different connection, only holds if we sanction the demand 

for a unique probability judgment as the rignt one to make 

in a given situation. If we give up this search for the

best probability judgment that can be made, and settle for

comparisons between them, then the objection loses its

bite. Tne important question is no longer: which is the

most rational probability relation to select (which is the

best reference class to base one's probability judgment

on?), but: is this probability relation a more rational

one to select than that?

And for Blackburn the latter question is answered 

pragmatically: tne choice is made according to tne
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judgment tnat yields, or would yield, the highest 

proportion of success.

This shift of emphasis, from the search for a uniquely 

correct probability judgment, to their comparative 

assessment, is fundamental to Blackburn's analysis.

A projectivist need have no use for trutn, about tne 
chance of a single event, as the limit of the degree 
of confidence to which progressive omniscience would 
tend. He does need a proper account of fallibility, 
enabling him to admit tnat a particular estimate of 
cnance mignt in principle oe improved... This means 
tnat along with a judgement ne nas tne concept of a 
standpoint yielding a possibly improved judgement.
It does not mean tnat he needs the concept of a 
standpoint from which all other judgement is seen to 
be wrong. (1980, p.193)

If this approach is to provide a satisfactory counter to 

Ayer's problem, care .must be taken to avoid circularity. 

In the above passage, Blackburn stresses the need for the 

concept of a standpoint which yields a possibly improved 

judgment. Now, whilst it is easy to articulate a theory 

which maintains that the acquisition of new evidence, or 

the more efficient processing of one's actual evidence, 

could possibly improve one's probability judgments, it is 

more difficult to defend one which says sornetning 

stronger, and thus assists us in deciding whether to 

gather more evidence, or analyse further what we already 

have, or act on our present evidence.

Since we cannot, by the very nature of the suoject, 

guarantee that our judgments improve with increased
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information, it is tempting to say that the suggested 

procedure renders success 'more likely'. But, on pain of 

circularity, an alternative account must be given of this 

locution. Blackburn fills it out in terms of frequency of 

success; it should be noted, however, that the context 

within which he discusses the improvement of probability 

judgments involves fixed and constant relative 

frequencies. One obvious question with this method of 

justification is whether it holds good without tne 

presupposition that the frequencies remain stable.

But this looks like a scantily-clad form of inductive 

scepticism. It is a question wnicn Blackburn does not 

profess to answer, and one which it is not essential to 

answer in order to give an adequate response to Ayer.

It would seem, then, that Blackburn has articulated a 

position which permits the comparability of probability 

judgments, without recourse to the supposition that there 

are intrinsic probabilities in the world, to which 

probability judgments are supposed to approximate. 

Probability judgments are evaluated according to the 

nabits that produce them, and these are in turn evaluated 

according to the proportion of truths that they do, or 

would, lead us to believe in.

On the assumption tnat the appropriate frequencies exist, 

tnis account provides some justification for the tenet 

tnat increased evidence enhances a probability judgment;
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which to fo l . t i  a judgment, because tnis will increase the 

ratio of successes to failures.

Tnis is, of course, only part of an answer to Ayer. 

Except in special circumstances, there rareiy exist 

precise frequencies from whicn to determine or assess tne 

exact probability statement one is interested in. whilst 

it is clearly disadvantageous to oe in a position wnere 

tne subject matter one is making a judgment about could be 

partitioned oy someone else to yield a more profitable 

judgment, and it is tnus oetter to try to effect tnis 

partition oneself, t r i e  only situations wnicn admit of sucn 

analysis are tnose wnere tnere exist relevant and 

accessible frequencies.

But on many occasions in wnich orobability judgments are 

made, or needed, neituer condition nolds, and Blackburn's 

analysis ceases to apply.

Before leaving Blacxourn, it is worth mentioning that his 

shift of emphasis from the search for the best probability 

judgment possible, to the search for an improved one, 

suggests one way in wnicn the principle of TE itself may 

be improved.

This concerns its inclusion of possible, as well as 

actual, evidence. Ayer contends that such an extension, 

although rendering the principle less subjective, 

introduces new problems, for one, unless the class of
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would require all probability judgments to oe eitner 1 or 

0, according to whether the hypothesis in question is true 

or false.

But, ratner tnan casting the principle as a rule for 

determining the best possible body of evidence upon which 

to make a probability judgment, it could oe seen as a rule 

for comparing different bodies of evidence in tnis 

respect.

In this way, one can consider tne possibility of 

improving one’s probability judgment by augmenting one's 

evidence set, without needing to consider tne best 

possible improvement.

Let us move on to the second proposed solution, which 

involves the principle of the maximization of expected 

utility (SEU).

This response is put forward by Good in his paper 'On tne 

Principle of Total Evidence' (1983, p.178-130).

Although we characterized Good's 'subjectivist' position 

as being diametrically opposed to a more 'objectivist' 

frequency approach, it actually snares certain features of 

.Blackburn's account.

(A note of clarification is in order here: Blackburn's

position is categorized as 'objective' because of the 

external constraints he introduces in the assessment of
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probability statements. A nore detailed discussion of 

objectivity in probability is given in cnapter tnree).

It is nardly suprising tnat tnere snould be seme common 

ground between tneir respective accounts, since both Good 

and Blackburn see themselves as extending tne work of 

damsey.

Good's paper is expressly intended to answer Ayer, but 

tne first point we must be clear on is wnetner, and now, 

Ayer's argument applies to a subjective theory sucu as 

Good's.

A subjective theory which neld tnat probability 

statements merely expressed a person's actual partial 

beliefs would not be vulnerable to Ayer's argument, 

because on tnis interpretation probabilities are relative 

to an individual's state of mind, but not directly to any 

body of evidence. There would be no problem in selecting 

one particular probability for decision or action, since 

tne probability of the relevant hypothesis is simply tne 

actual degree of belief one has in it.

But Good's theory is not purely subjective in this way. 

He defines probability as tne logic of partial belief: it

concerns tne consistency of sets of partial beliefs witn 

tne axioms of probability.

On nis account probability is both relative to the 

individual, and to the information possessed by tnat 

individual.



In the formal part of his theory, the basic for n for 

probability statements is P(H/E).

This is interpreted as the degree of belief that you 

should have in H, on the assumption that £, if your belief 

set is to be consistent with tne axioms of probability.

Strictly speaking, the notation should include a 

reference to the person in question, because different 

people, wnilst sharing the same evidence, may nave 

different, but equally consistent, degrees of belief in 

the same hypothesis.

Furthermore, on Good's theory the consistency of 

someone's partial beliefs is not constrained by any 

objective probability relations nolding between H and £. 

(He allows that sucn logical probabilities mignt exist, 

but nis theory does not require them).

In so far as tne theory which Good propounds is 

relational, it is open to the same criticism that Ayer 

levels against the LRT.

In short, the objection is that if the probability of a 

Hypothesis is relative to what a person knows, then there 

is no way of justifying the commonsense oelief that 

additional evidence can improve one's probability 

j udgment.

In addition, there is a related objection peculiar to 

Good's theory: if probability is concerned solely with the 

consistency of our partial beliefs, wny snould we bother 

to seek new evidence? Is it not enough that our set is
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consistent?

As it is, Good attempts to answer notn tnese cnarges. Tne 

crucial factor in eacn case is tne implementation of his 

'principle of rationality': tne recommendation to maximise 

expected utility (SEU).

For Good, as for Ramsey, questions of rationality are 

distinct from questions of whether our partial beliefs 

conform to tne probability calculus, fie latter informs us 

of the consistency of our uartial beliefs, but it is the 

principle of rationality wnicn dictates our future 

decisions and actions, including tnat of deciding whether 

to gatner additional evidence witn respect to a 

nypothes is.

Good readily acknowledges Ayer's problem, but maintains 

tnat it is resolvable by way of tne principle of SEU. The 

proof wnicn ne gives in support of tnis claim in nis paper 

'On tne Principle of Total Evidence' (1983) is quite 

condensed and presupposes familiarity with various 

concepts in Bayesian decision making.

In order to get a better understanding of tnis proof, and 

to appreciate the presuppositions wnicn it involves, we 

will not expound Good's own version, but follow one 

supplied by Lindley in 'Making Decisions' (1935).

Although the same result is argued for in both cases, the 

account given by Lindley is more expansive, and allows us 

to view tne basic presuppositions from a clearer 

perspective.
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Firstly, Lindley proposes tne following procedure for 

making decisions:

(i) List tne possible decisions (di...dm)

(ii) List the uncertain events (-^...h )

(iii) Assign probabilities to tne latter (x? ( )  . . .P(hn))

(iv) Assign utilities U(d^, H ) to the consequences

(v) Choose tnat decision witn the naximu.n expected 

utility; where the expected utility (expectstion) of a

Secondly, Lindley considers tne case of 'perfect' 

information (perfect in tne sense tnat there is no doubt 

about its reliability).

Suppose that we are going to obtain one item of perfect 

information, which will consist in tne information that 

one of the uncertain events actually occurs.

If it is rij , then one selects t ie decision wnicii

yields the greatest utility on tne occurence of d •.

Tne 'expected utility with perfect information1 is then 

obtained by multiplying tnis maximal utility by the 

corresponding probability of dj, and summing over all tne 

products thus obtained for each different possible event

(di> Hj)

decision d- is equal to ,Z_,u-^. o_,(eouation (l)).L ■ i

Tnis is expressed by equation (2):
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Tne difference between (2) and tne maximum value of (1) 

is called tne 'expected value of perfect information'.

Tnirdly, Lindley moves to tne case of partial information.

here tne sane metnod is employed as in the case of

perfect information, and one must consider every form

wnicn tne partial information might take.

Let tne new data oe Lt , (wnere :c=l...r).

io oe of any use, tf K must be relevant to the uncertain

events d^...Hn, and it is supposed tnat the likelinood of

£, witn respect to eacn tL is known. (Tnis is denoted by K J

now, one fundamental principle of bayesianism is that the 

decision maker snould mociify nis probaoi I i t ies according 

to bayes' theorem, wnereby:

Once the decision i,laker has calculated tne new 

probabilities which the data IT, zives to the uncertain“ iC 3
events, nis best procedure is again the maximisation of 

expected utility, wnicn is given by equation (3):

As in tne case of perfect information, the decision maker 

does not know what form tne new information will take (it 

could be any of E^...Er). however, since he knows the 

probabilities for tne uncertain events, and tne 

lixelinoods of tne possible data 'with respect to these 

events, he can use the tneorem of tne extension of the

max
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conversation to get tne probability of tne new data.

P ( E k ) -  X J P (E i. / i I J ) .  P < H j )

The decision maker knows wnat to do if tne partial 

information ne obtains is E-K, (ne uses equation (3)), and 

ne knows P(Ej^); consequently what he can expect to obtain 

is calculated by multiplying (3) by P(E-.,) and summing over 

the various possible forms which tne data mignt taxe. 

his expectation is tnus:

2 k  •’•axi2 juij P(Hj/Ek) . P(Ek)
Utilising Gayes1 theorem, tnis becomes:

m a x j ^ ^ j U ^ j  iJ ( h ^ / d j  ) . P ( h j )
Tnis is equation (4), and is tne expected utility wnicn

will result from tne partial information.

Tne original value was max^ 21 u^j P(Hj), and tne

difference between them is tne ’expected value of partial 

information 1 .

At this point: it mignt oe worthwhile looking at an example 

in wnich these formulae may be applied.

Consider a situation in which one is to bet on tine

outcome of a particular throw of an unbiased die.

One is given the choice between:

a^: betting £3 on a 6, at odds of 5 to 1 against

d2 : betting £5 on not-3 at odds of 5 to 1 on.

Let L!-̂ = the die lands-G; H2 = the die does not land 6

F(HP = 1/5; P(H2) = 5/6;

As it stands, tne expected utility (t£U) of eitder
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decision is equal to zero.

rU(d1) = uu(g2) = 0 

now consider toe offer of a single item of partial

information, wnicn tells us whether the outcome of the

tnrow is even or odd.

= the die lands on an even number

Z; = tne die lands on an odd number

do.; nuco would it oe worth paying for such a piece of

information? U.iat is its expected value?

i'o start witn we must calculate the EU which would result

from tne partial information; this is given by equation

(4):

‘naxi5-juij d(h],/ lj) . P(.Oj) 
we know tnat p(Ex/.lx) = 1; P(£9 /Hx) = 0;

P(E1/d2) = 2/5; p(E2/d2) = 3/5;
To calculate tne latter part of (4), we must calculate the

EU for any decision dx and any result E^. 

eu(fii, Ej.) = 2 j uij P(E-K/Hj) . P(iij)
ElKcp, Et) = ua .P(El/H1).P(Hl+u12.P(E1/H2).P(H2) = 5/2. 

EU(ci2, Ex) = -1/2 

EUCd-p E2) = -5/2 

EU(d2 , E2) = 1/2

Tnis can be summarised in the following table:

E;, E2 

dx 5/2 -5/2 

d2 -i/2 1/2

Eor eacn possible EK, we select tne largest value of the
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Eli, and add these together to determine the numerical 

value for equation (4).

i\ous, 1 Ed with partial information1 = 5/2 + 1/2 = 3 

Recall tnat tne EU without this information was equal to 

zero, tnerefore the 'expected value of partial 

information1 in tnis case = £3 - £0 = £3.

It is worth paying £3 for information about whether the 

die lands even or odd. (In tnis example we assume a linear

proportionality between money and utility).

As a check on the plausibility of this result, let us 

attempt to solve the example in a slightly different, and 

pernaps more intuitive, manner. (One facilitated by the 

simplicity of tne example, especially with respect to the 

probabilities involved).

One mignt argue as follows:

There is a 50% chance that we are informed that the die 

lands even; if this happens we can choose between:

(i) a 1/3 chance of winning £25, and a 2/3 chance of 

losing £5.

(ii) a 2/3 chance of winning £1, and a 1/3 chance of 

losing £5.

Tnere is a 50% chance that we are informed that the die 

lands odd; if this happens we are certain to win £1 (by 

betting on not-6).

If the information tells us that the die lands even, our 

maximum expectation is given by choosing (i); it will be
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equal to (1/3 x 25) + (2/3 x -5) = £5.

If it tells us that the die lands odd, we are certain of 

winning £1.

Intuitively, our overall expectation, on receipt of the 

partial information, = (1/2 x £5) + (1/2 x £1) = £3.

Now that we have seen how Lindley calculates the expected 

value of partial information, we are in a better position 

to assess the significance of nis proof that any relevant 

body of information is always expected to be of value.

It is not the formal side of the proof tnat we seek to 

examine, but the impact that is claimed for it.

So, rather then reproduce the formal proof, which can be 

found in an appendix in Lindley's book, and in Good's 

paper, let us cite the respective summaries which they 

give of tnis result.

Lindley's proceeds as follows:

If you are about to receive some information 
relevant to some uncertain events, then the expected 
utility for any decision problem involving those 
events is expected to increase as a result of the 
information. Notice there are two expectations in 
that sentence: the first is concerned with the
uncertain events, the second with the uncertain 
information. More briefly, the information is always 
expected to be of value. Of course if you have to 
pay for it then the payment may bring its value down 
below zero...so we should say: cost-free information 
is always expected to be of value. (1985, p.131)

Good summarises the same proof in a similar fashion:

.tne theorem proved in #508 ('On the Principle of
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Total Evidence') is tnat, before the experiment is 
performed, tne expected utility available to you 
would not be decreased in the light of the
experiment, and would be increased unless the act
recommended by the principle of rationality
(maximising expected utility) is the same
irrespective of the outcome of the experiment. So it 
is always rational for you to perform a costless 
experiment. (1983, p.182)

Good taxes tnis to resolve Ayer's attack on the principle 

of ft; but could it not be objected that although we have 

a proof tnat cost-free information is always expected to 

oe worti collecting, what the principle actually says, as 

laid down oy Carnap, is that we should, when making a 

probability judgment, use all the evidence at our 

disposal.

So, even if we accept the proof, and allow that it is 

always rational to collect cost-free information, could 

one not simply defer from adjusting one's probabilities to 

allow for the effect of new evidence? What is to stop us 

from selecting a probability relative to a body of 

evidence which does not include tnis new information?

Indeed Savage, in the process of outlining a rationale 

for an intuitive version of the same proof, explicitly 

sanctions this possibility. On his terminology, a derived 

decision problem is one which arises from the basic 

decision proolem after a new observation is made. During 

nis discussion of the nature of an observation, he states 

tne following:

It is almost obvious that tne value of a derived
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problem cannot be less, and typically is greater, 
than the value of the basic problem from wnich it is 
derived. After all, any basic act is among the 
derived acts, so that any expected utility that can 
be attained by deciding on a basic act can be 
attained by deciding on the same basic act 
considered as a derived act. In short, the person is 
free to ignore the observation. (1972, p.107)

But whilst it may be open to someone to ignore an 

observation, it is generally not thougnt to be rational to 

do so. How can a personalist, and Good in particular, 

legislate against this?

On Good's account, the SEU is a principle of rational 

behaviour, but rather than outlaw tnis kind of deviance, 

it seems actually to encourage it.

In adhering to SEU, why should we not choose the 

probability value which maximises our expected gain, 

rather tnan that relative to all our information?

Let me illustrate this objection with an example.

You are preparing to bet on a race between horse A ana 

horse B. The horses, according to the evidence at your 

disposal (set K), appear to be evenly matched. But, to 

your pleasant suprise, the local bookmaker is offering 

much better odds on horse A than on horse B.

As you rusn from the bank to the bookmaker's, having 

drawn out all your savings for a bet on A, you run into 

the norses' stable-lad. Is it worth asking nim about the 

condition of the horses?

Of course it is, especially if you are a Bayesian
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decision maker; after all, cost-free information is always 

expected to be of value.

To simplify matters, let us suppose that there are only 

two tnings lie might tell you:

E: norse A is in a mucn worse condition than horse B.

F: toe norses are in equally good shape.

If he tells you £, you should forget about betting on A, 

and net on B, thus being fairly certain of a modest win.

If he tells you F, you should bet on A, with (to the best

of your.knowledge), an even chance of a large win.

Wow, suppose lie informs you tnat E. Why should this piece 

of information dissuade you from betting on horse A,

unless you think that the probability of it winning, given 

tnat E, is a better estimate of its chances than the

probability relative to your initial evidence K?

(e.g. P(a/K*£) is a better guide than P(A/K)).

However, this is the reasoning that a strict relationalist 

is debarred from giving; for them, one relative

probability cannot be preferred to another in virtue of

its proximity to some non-relational probability.

What, tnen, on a relationist view, is to prevent you from 

ignoring E, and using instead the probability of A 

relative to K, tnus keeping your expected gain at a

maximum?

more generally, if the maximising of expected utility is 

our guide to rational behaviour, why is it not most

rational to select a probability value which maximises our
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expected gain, rather than one v/hich takes all the 

available evidence into account?

Although he does not address iiimself to tnis very 

objection, Good does consider a related one, which might 

be thought to include this one as a special case.

At this point an opponent might say "You have 
justified the decision to make new observations and 
to use them for the choice of the act A^, but you 
nave not justified the use of all observations tnat 
nave already been made." To this we can reply, "Tiie 
observations already made can be regarded as 
constituting a record. The process of consulting 
this record is itself a special kind of observation.
We have justified the decision to make this 
observation and to use it, provided that tne cost is 
negligible. In other words we have justified the use 
of all the observations that nave been made, and 
this is tne principle of total evidence." (1933, 
p.179)

Good then considers a possible retort to this answer, 

whereby it is maintained that although he may have shown 

that it is most rational to accept new information, he has 

not shown that it is most rational to use this 

information. To this, Good replies:

if we make an observation and then do not use it, 
tnis is equivalent to putting it bacx into the 
record. We have shown that it would then be 
irrational to decide to leave the observation in the 
record and not to use it, since there is a better 
course of action, namely to take it out (observe tne 
record) and use it. (1983, p.180)

Althougn Good's characterization of the human process of

infor.nation storage and recall is rather over-simplified,
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nis; response in the above passage does appear to give an 

answer to our earlier objection.

Someone who fails to gather cost-free information, or 

fails to use the information in their possession, is 

indeed violating the principle of maximization of expected 

utility (SEU), because such behaviour is tantamount to 

denying oneself a potential gain in one's expected 

utility.

So it seems that SEU does entail the requirement that 

one should try to maximise one's evidence set.

Thus in Good's proof we appear to have a formal 

jnstification for the principle of TE; this latter 

principle follows directly from the more general one, 

aLready accepted by most subjectivists (e.g. Savage, 

Ramsey and de Finetti), that one should seek to maximize 

one's expected utility.

however, as we mentioned in chapter one, although this 

general maxim is upheld by many theorists, it is open to a 

variety of objections, including some which attack tne 

principle of TE in particular.

Tine majority of these objections centre around the 

difficulties encountered when one tries to apply such 

principles to real-life situations.

Most significantly, Good's proof only holds in cases 

where the cost of information gathering, or processing is 

negligible, but in most practical applications of the
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significant.

The usual step taken to accommodate these factors is to 

modify SEU so that, rather tnan demand unconditional 

maximisation (a requirement which will often be quite 

unrealisable), it requires maximisation constrained by 

cost. In short, it is proposed tnat tne value of acquiring 

new information is balanced against the cost of its 

acquisition and effective utilisation.

Altnougn the introduction of questions of cost brings a 

significant increase in the applicability of the principle 

of TE, and allows several objections to be surmounted (in 

particular those concerning tne impracticality, and 

sometimes the impossibility, of following maximisation to 

its logical extreme), certain problems still remain.

dost of these again stem from the fact tnat humans nave 

limited computational capabilities, anc3 will tnus face 

certain difficulties in implementing as demanding a rule 

as the maximisation of expected utility, even when it is 

constrained by questions of cost.

For one thing, in order for someone to follow the 

suggestion that one maximise one's evidence until the 

expected value of this new information equals the expected 

cost in gathering it, he must be able to quantify, to a 

certain degree at least, the relevant expected values or 

costs.

However, not only will it frequently be difficult to
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calculate the expected cost of amassing and/or processing 

new information, but it will often be even more difficult 

to estimate, to any degree of precision, the expected 

value of information which one is yet to possess. (For 

more discussion of this point see chapter five, and Elster 

(1935, p5)).

Such considerations, together with other more general 

ones also concerned with the excessive demands which SEU 

places on its followers (e.g. the requirement that one 

assign probabilities and utilities to the outcomes of each 

of one's possible courses of action) have lead some 

tneorists to reject the maximising approach altogether, 

and replace it with an alternative model of rational 

behaviour.

One of the foundational works in this field is that of 

Simon's (1955); in the face of the aforementioned 

difficulties with SEU, he proposes a strategy of 

'satisficing' as opposed to 'maximising': it is suggested

tnat a rational agent should seek solutions which satisfy 

certain aspiration levels, rather than those which aim to 

achieve an optimum result.

Several of these issues will be taken up again in our 

next cuapter, where, amongst other things, we examine one 

particular problem whicn is presented to proponents of 

SEU.



For now let us just summarise tne argument so far: 

although Good and Lindley do appear to give a formal 

justification for the principle of TE, that principle, 

along with the more general maxim of SEU which supports 

it, are open to question with respect to their 

applicability to real-life decision situations.

Before we conclude tnis chapter, it is 'worth noting that 

Good's solution to Ayer's problem is readily assimilated 

into the general tneory of (epistemic) probability which 

we developed in chapter tnree.

In that cnapter we expanded on the subjectivist 

proposal that probability statements are open to appraisal 

via the use of scoring rules, and it is this notion wnicn 

is of particular use for the purpose at hand.

It is, of course, hardly suprising to find that the 

argument employed by Good and Lindley in support of tne 

principle of TE is easily expressed in terms of the 

scoring rule approach. After all, both writers were 

instrumental in the introduction of scoring rules into the 

probabilistic context, and both see them as an 

alternative, but effectively equivalent, approach to the 

evaluation of probabilities.

Indeed, whilst presenting his argument that cost-free 

information is expected to be of positive value, Lindley 

gives a parallel version of the argument coucned in terms
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of losses. Here the rule that one ought to maximise one's

expected utility is replaced by the parallel requirement

that one minimise one's expected loss.

In deriving this alternative expression for the 
expected value of perfect information we have 
obtained an alternative method for solving a 
decision problem, equivalent to the principle of 
maximizing expected utility, namely the principle of 
minimizing expected loss. To apply this principle we 
have to consider, for each uncertain event, what is 
the best decision, and then to evaluate how much 
worse the other decisions are compared with that 
optimum one, the comparison being measured by the 
loss. (1985, p . 123)

With this in mind, the insight that the maximization of 

information is justifiable by the principle of SEU would 

appear to be readily transposed to a system which 

advocates the appraisal of probability statements via 

their penalty score.

If one's goal is to minimize one's penalty score, then 

it is most prudent to accept any cost-free information, 

because this will either decrease one's expected score, or 

leave it unchanged, but cannot increase it.

This corresponds to the basic intuition that the more 

information we possess relevant to the outcome of a 

particular event then the more accurate we can expect our 

probability judgment about it to be.

Of course such an alternative fomulation does not help 

to avoid the main objections raised earlier. For example, 

one might argue that it is not always most prudent to aim 

for tne lowest possible penalty score: in certain
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circumstances it mignt be best to aim for one which is 

lower than a certain figure.

However, it does show that armed with the belief that 

probability judgments are appraisable via scoring rules, 

one can make use of Good's proof concerning tne principle 

of TE.

Moreover, the objections discussed earlier focus on the 

practical applicability of tnat principle, rather than the 

validity of its derivation from tne (more general) 

principle of SEU. And, whilst we would not want to- commit 

ourselves to the view that the maximization of expected 

utility is tine only rational mode of behaviour, it does 

appear to be applicable in a variety of information 

gathering situations (and especially those where the 

relevant probabilities and utilities are quantifiable).

In addition, it would appear that many of the practical 

difficulties encountered in the implementation of SEU 

would also hold for any other rational strategy.

In conclusion, let us give a brief summary of the main 

arguments of this chapter.

Firstly, we noted that the LRT requires some kind of 

methodological rule in order to detach relational 

probabilities for :the purposes of decision and action.

To this effect Carnap proposes the principle of TE: the 

prescription to take all the available evidence into
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Ayer questions whether, on a purely relational theory, 

such a rule can be justified. Why is it better to make 

probability judgments on the basis of more, rather than 

less, evidence, if all these judgments concern necessary 

logical relations?

Benenson's analysis suggests a possible answer, but, on 

examination, it seems that Ayer's objection remains 

unresolved.

Next we look at how Ayer's problem applies to Blackburn's 

theory of probability, where projected degrees of 

confidence are assessed in terms of relative frequencies.

Blackburn actually gives a partial answer to Ayer, but 

its reliance on frequencies limits the scope of the 

solution.

A more direct attempt to answer Ayer is given by Good. He 

seeks to justify the principle of TE via the principle of 

maximisation of expected utility (SEU), and the proof that 

cost-free information is always expected to be of value.

We look at this argument, by way of Lindley's exposition 

of the same proof, and conclude that although Good seems 

to be correct in his claim that the principle of TE is 

entailed by the principle of SEU, there are various 

practical difficulties concerning the applicability of 

both these priniples in real-life situations, even when 

they are tempered by considerations of cost.

Tnis latter point will be discussed further in our next
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chapter, when we consider the problem of assigning 

probabilities to mathematical conjectures.



Chapter Five.

PERSONALISM IN A MATHEMATICAL CONTEXT.

In this chapter we will look at one particular problem 

that confronts theories which interpret probability in 

terms of coherent partial belief.

It arises from the demand that one's partial belief in 

any of the logical consequences of a proposition (or set 

of propositions) should be at least as strong as one's 

partial belief in that proposition itself; and, more 

specifically, the demand that one should assign 

probability 1 to any proposition entailed by one's present 

knowledge set.

These demands, though apparently natural consequences of 

most personalist theories of probability, seem to be 

undermined in various instances. In what follows we will 

focus our attention on a certain class of mathematical 

counterexamples, in which it appears most reasonable to 

assign a probability <1 to certain mathematical 

propositions, even though they are indeed entailed by 

present mathematical knowledge.
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These cases present the personalist with two distinct 

problems:

(1) To accommodate, within their particular theory, the 

possibility that mathematical propositions are sometimes 

ascribed probability values other than 0 or 1.

This is necessary because, on the face of it, such a 

possibility appears to undermine the basic personalist 

tnesis that probability consists in coherent partial 

belief; it suggests that there are certain cases in which 

it is most reasonable to hold an incoherent set of partial 

beliefs, ana that taese partial beliefs can be seen quite 

legitimately as probabilities.

(2) To ensure that the particular Dutch Book Argument 

employed to justify the application of the probability 

calculus to partial beliefs is not undercut by these 

mathematical examples.

This latter problem is more relevant to certain versions 

of personalism than to others. In particular it counts 

against those which argue that the requirement of 

coherence provides a minimal rationality constraint on 

partial beliefs, and this is why one's partial beliefs 

ought to conform to tne probability calculus. For the 

mathematical cases we shall discuss appear to be examples 

of reasonably held partial belief which are nevertheless 

inconerent.
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These two problems are not entirely independent of one 

another. One obstacle to the accommodation of probability 

ascriptions to mathematical propositions (other than 0 or 

1) will be the provision of an appropriate Dutch Book 

Argument, however, whereas problem (1) is specific to the 

question of whether mathematical propositions can 

legitimately be assigned probabilities, (2) concerns the 

more general issue of how a personalist justifies his 

claim tnat partial beliefs ought to conform to the axioms 

of probability, regardless of the kind of proposition to 

be believed.

Most of this chapter will focus on the first difficu I t y , 

questions of justification being considered only in so far 

as they prove relevant to the solution of this problem.

To begin with let us see how these issues affect the 

subjectivist theories of Ramsey and de Finetti.

Given the manner in which we have interpreted their work 

in chapters one and two, the second of the problems does 

not appear too troublesome for either account. This 

follows from our contention that both writers consider the 

basic concern of the Dutch Book Theorem to be with the 

consistency of a set of beliefs, and not necessarily their 

rationality: To violate the axioms of probability is

primarily to sin against the laws of logic, to be self

contradictory, but not necessarily to be irrational.

Indeed Ramsey uses the same kind of mathematical example
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to illustrate his distinction between the consistency of a 

set of beliefs, and their rationality.

For him the role of the axioms of probability, like

those of mathematics and formal logic, is restricted to

ensuring that our beliefs are not self-contradictory. But

conformity to these rules is neither necessary nor

sufficient for belief to be rational.

there are mathematical propositions whose truth or 
falsity cannot as yet be be decided. Yet it may 
humanly speaking be right to entertain a certain 
degree of belief in them on inductive or other 
grounds: a logic which proposes to justify such a
degree of belief must be prepared actually to go 
against formal logic; for to a formal truth formal 
logic can only assign a belief of degree l...This 
point seems to me to show particularly clearly that 
human logic or the logic of truth, which tells men 
how they should think, is not merely independent of 
but sometimes actually incompatible with formal 
logic. (1938, p.42)

De Finetti's position on this matter is less explicit, 

but from his later writing (1974, p.85) it would appear 

that he shares R amsey’s view that the Dutch Book Theorem 

is primarily concerned with an individual’s consistency, 

and the avoidance of self-contradiction. So, as with 

Ramsey, his argument concerning why one's partial beliefs 

ought to conform to the probability calculus is rooted in 

logic rather than rationality. And therefore the 

possibility of rational partial belief which is 

inconsistent need not undercut this argument.
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Thus neitner Ramsey nor de Finetti seem too troubled by 

problem (2) (although certain variants of personalism are, 

e.g. Jackson and Pargetter (1976)).

Tne first problem, however, poses more of a challenge, 

although its poteny varies according to the type of theory 

under question.

The problem is less acute for Ramsey's kind of 

subjectivism, which allows that there are other means of 

appraising probability statements in addition to the 

question of coherence. As we nave seen, whilst he holds 

that the probability calculus furnishes laws of 

consistency for partial belief, Ramsey also maintains that 

partial beliefs are open to other forms of appraisal 

(especially in regard to their rationality). So the fact 

that a person can reasonably hold an inconsistent set of 

partial beliefs need not be fatal to his theory 

coherence is not, after all, the only constraint placed on 

their partial beliefs.

Nevertheless it is still incumbenf on a subjectivist 

like Ramsey to explain how they intend to deal with the 

possibility of incoherent probability ascriptions, and 

this issue will be discussed in more detail later.

In contrast, for an account such as de Finetti's, where 

it is maintained that probability statements are only 

appraisable with respect to their coherence, (1) presents 

a greater threat.
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If probability consists just in coherent partial belief, 

how can the mathematical examples, whereby probability 

assignments between 0 and 1 seem quite legitimate despite 

their patent inconsistency, be accounted for?

The majority of this chapter will be devoted to one 

potential solution to this problem, proposed by Hacking.

Hacking's solution is presented in his contribution to 'A 

Panel discussion of Personal Probability' (1967) and 

constitutes his response to one of the problems 

highlighted by Savage in his brief exposition of the 

personalist theory.

In his paper 'Difficulties in the Theory of Personal 

Probability', Savage draws attention to a certain problem, 

but offers little by way of a solution to it.

A person required to risk money on a remote digit of 
7T would, in order to comply fully with the theory 
(of personal probability) have to compute that 
digit, though this really would be wasteful if the 
cost of computation were more than the prize 
involved. For the postulates of the theory imply 
that you should behave in accordance with the 
logical implications of all that you know. Is it 
possible to improve the theory in this respect 
making allowance within it for the cost of thinking, 
or would that entail paradox? (1967, p.308)

Savage's final sentence is somewhat cryptic, but is 

understandable given some remarks he makes in 'The 

Foundations of Statistics' (1972, p.30).
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Whilst presenting his theory of personal probability, 

Savage supposes that in a decision making situation the 

cost of thinking can be ignored. But he readily admits 

that in complex situations this idealization may prove 

false, and suggests that it would be more realistic to 

include deliberation or calculation in the decision making 

analysis, as an act on which the person must decide. 

However, he suspects that this approach would lead to a 

formal (infinite) regress.

This is all that Savage has to say on the problem, and a 

discussion of this latter point will be deferred until 

later.

Firstly, let us focus our attention on Hacking's own 

analysis, and proposed solution, of Savage's problem.

Savage's theory of probability is a theory of consistent 

decision; moreover, it is intended as a normative theory 

by means of which *a person can police his own potential 

decisions for incoherency' (1967, p.307).

As Hacking points out, Savage's theory implies the 

following rule: if E entails H, then one ought to be as

confident of H as of E.

But, in the example which Savage draws attention to, it 

would be quite unreasonable to expect a person ignorant of 

the relevant entailment to entertain the requsite degree 

of confidence in it, (and unreasonable to require that he 

compute it, if the cost of computation exceeds the worth
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of doing so).

Indeed there are several general cases in which Savage's 

rule seems to be undermined. Hacking attends to two:

(i) There is a known algorithm for computing that E 

entails H, but it is too costly for sensible use. 

(Savage's example).

(ii) There is no known algorithm for computing whether the 

entailment holds (or the person faced with the decision 

does not have access to it), but there are grounds for 

having some degree of belief that it does. (Ramsey's 

example).

In each of these cases, it might well be reasonable for

someone to have less confidence in H than in E, and thus

contravene Savage's rule. As Hacking puts it:

In either case the person who is as confident of H 
as of E is, though lucky, not reasonable, but 
prejudiced; a man who is less confident may be the 
sensible man who tailors his beliefs to the
available evidence. (1967, p.311)

Rather than take such cases to show that there are areas

in which Savage's personalist theory is inapplicable, and

concede, as Savage appears to (1972, p»7), that

mathematical conjectures cannot consistently be assigned 

probabilities other than 0 or 1, Hacking seeks to modify 

personalism so that the mathematical counterexamples can
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be accomodated.

In essence his solution consists in the adaptation of 

classical personalism in two important respects. Firstly, 

treating the acquisition of mathematical facts on a par 

with that of empirical facts; and secondly, the amending 

of two axioms of the probability calculus, thereby 

introducing a slightly modified notion of coherence.

we propose a trivially Bayesian treatment of 
mathematical learning, in agreement with our view 
that learning mathematical facts, and learning
empirical facts, are both learning facts. The model 
of now learning facts modifies opinion will be the 
same in each case, namely Bayesian. We can achieve 
this only by weakening the axioms for personal
probability, but in such a way that no practical 
appliction of the classical theory is impeded.
(1967, p.316).

Unlike the original axioms, those proposed by Hacking 

permit non-degenerate degrees of belief in mathematical 

propositions, on condition that one is not aware of their 

truth or falsity.

More generally, the new axioms allow that someone can, 

without being guilty of incoherence, have less confidence 

in H than E, even though E entails H. Such a belief 

distribution is permissible so long as the person is 

unaware of the entailment.

This is the basic idea behind Hacking's solution; let us 

see how he presents it, and the arguments he offers in its 

favour.



The standard axioms of probability, as employed by 

classical personalism, include the following two:

(1) If some elements of F logically imply H, then 

Probf(H)-l.

(2) If some elements of F logically imply that H and I 

are incompatible, then Probf(H or I)= Probf(H)+ Probf(I). 

(Here Probf(H) stands for someone's personal probability 

for H, when they know F).

The modified axioms that Hacking proposes, as part of his 

'slightly more realistic theory of probability', are:

(1)' If given facts F, not-H is not possible, Probf(il) = l.

(2)' If given facts F, HI or IH is not possible, then 

Probf(H or l)= Probf (H)+ Probf (l).

The latter pair of axioms are derived from the former pair 

by replacing the requirement of logical implication with 

what Hacking terms 'personal implication'. The standard 

(but by no means uncontroversial) interpretation of 

logical implication is in terms of strict implication; 

this construes it as a relation that holds between two 

propositions P and Q, if it is not logically possible for 

P to be true whilst Q is false.

Paralleling this interpretation, Hacking defines 

personal implication as a relation which holds between two
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sentences p and q, if it is not 'personally* possible for 

p to be true whilst q is false.

The crucial difference here is that between the 

commonplace notion of logical possibility, as employed by 

classical personalism, and the notion of 'personal' 

possibility introduced by Hacking. But what is 'personal' 

possibilty?

Hacking states that a sentence is personally possible for 

a person when it is not known by that person to be false.

being aware that the question of what constitutes 

knowledge is far from settled, Hacking stipulates that it 

should be taken in 'an examiner's sense'. This construal 

is designed to permit a conception of knowledge which is 

not closed under modus ponens; on an examiner's view of 

knowledge, 'a man can know how to use modus ponens, can 

know that the rule is valid, can know P, and can know that 

P 3 Q ,  and yet not know that Q, simply because he has not 

thought of putting them together' (1967, p.319).

In conjunction with this modification of the axioms of 

probability, Hacking maintains that a personalist theory 

should not acknowledge any distinction between those facts 

found out by a priori reasoning, and those discovered a 

posteriori.

Thus our mathematical knowledge should be treated on a 

par with our empirical knowledge.

Once this is accepted, the 'slightly more realistic' 

axioms would appear to save personalism from the alleged
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counter-examples; they allow that it may be consistent to 

have a degree of belief of less than 1 in a mathematical 

truth, so long as we do not know it to be true.

Moreover, this holds even if we could deduce the 

mathematical truth from our other mathematical beliefs.

According to Hacking, one of the motivating forces behind

his adoption of this approach arises from consideration of

the Dutch Book Argument. He characterizes 'the betting

rate interpretation' (of probability) as follows:

Probf(H)= P if and only if P is the largest number 
such that for any relatively small S I would
exchange PS for the right to collect S if H is true, 
and nothing if H is false. (1967, p.316)

On this interpretation, it can be proved that a person's 

betting rates must satisfy the standard axioms of 

probability, or else they will be open to a Dutch book.

But Hacking claims that this interpretation involves a

'trifling idealization'; in real life betting situations

one only collects if H is seen to be true, not merely if

it is true. Consequently, he suggests that:

More realistically my personal probability for II
must be measured by P when P is the largest number
such that I will contract with another party as 
follows. I agree to pay him PS if we find out that H
is false. He agrees to pay me S in exchange for PS
if we find out that H is true. No money changes 
hands until we settle the truth value of H. (1967, 
p.316)
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However, on this re-interpretation conformity to the 

standard probability axioms is no longer a necessary 

condition for a set of betting rates to avoid

vulnerability to a Dutch book.

Suppose that I know A, but am unaware that A logically 

implies B, and, moreover, there is no available method for 

determining that this entailment holds.

In such a situation, I can attribute a probability <1 

to j3, thus violating the standard axioms, without anyone 

actually being able to make a Dutch book against me,

because no-one possesses the requiste mathematical 

knowledge.

This is where Hacking's modified axioms come to the 

rescue. His weakened axioms permit us to have a degree of 

belief of less than 1 in a mathematical truth, so long as

we do not know it to be true.

Furthermore, modification of the probability axioms 

leads to a modification of the basic Dutch Book Argument. 

The crucial change being the introduction of an epistemic 

factor into the normal definition of incoherence. As 

Hacking claims, whilst you are not incoherent solely 

because someone knowing more than you can bet with you and 

be assured of winning, you are incoherent if someone who 

knows no more than you can do so.

Using the examiner's sense of knowledge, Hacking proposes 

the following Dutch book theorem: Suppose X knows no more 

than Y; then if Y*s betting rates satisfy the slightly
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that X knows that he will win from Y. (1967, p.322)

This new Dutch book theorem, together with Hacking's 

insistence that we treat mathematical and empirical 

knowledge on a par, appears to legitimize probability 

ascriptions other than 0 or 1 to mathematical conjectures. 

If one is not incoherent merely because one is ignorant of 

certain facts, be they mathematical or empirical, it 

follows that one is not incoherent merely because one is 

ignorant of facts logically implied by what one knows.

Thus, one can coherently assign a probability <1 to a 

mathematical proposition, even if it is infact entailed oy 

our present mathematical knowledge.

Having outlined Hacking's proposed solution, let us look 

at some objections that might be raised against it.

Firstly, there is the objection that by weakening the 

probability axioms to accommodate the mathematical 

counter-examples the effectiveness of these axioms as a 

means for assessing and criticising someone's partial 

beliefs is also weakened, particularly in a mathematical 

context.

On Hacking's more realistic theory, person A, who knows 

p, and knows that p entails q, and assigns q a probability 

of 1, is no more coherent than person B, who also knows p,
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but is ignorant of the entailment, and assigns q a 

probability <1.

But is there not a sense in which A's probability 

judgment is better than B*s? Is it not better as a guide 

to any action (e.g. betting on q) whose success depends on 

the truth of q?

On the classical version of personalism such critical 

comparison is possible on grounds of coherence alone: A

holds a coherent set of beliefs, B does not. How can the 

more realistic personalist account for A's superiority, if 

coherence is the only means for appraising probability 

judgments, and, on his axioms, both A and B are equally 

coherent ?

One possible response to this question, and one 

suggested by Hacking's own analysis, procedes as follows:

Although coherent probability judgments are not open to 

further critical appraisal, the states of knowledge upon 

which these judgments are based are. In the example in 

question, A's probability judgment is no better than B's 

with respect to coherence, but it is superior because it 

is based on a more complete body of knowledge (one which 

includes the fact that p entails q).

In effect, then, since Hacking maintains that 

mathematical knowledge is to be treated on a par with 

empirical knowledge, a person ignorant of a relevant 

entailment is criticizable in virtue of this ignorance,
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just as he would be were he ignorant of relevant empirical 

facts. In the latter case we would not consider the person 

thereby incoherent, and, Hacking would maintain, nor 

should we in the former case.

As it is, Hacking himself discusses a very similar 

objection, which concerns the extent to which the more 

realisitic axioms encourage logical completeness 

(assignation of probability 1 to every proposition 

entailed by one's belief set).

We can surely insist that we do some logic: does not 
the slightly more realistic tneory excuse a man from 
any cogent reasoning whatsoever? (1967, p.322)

The problem here is that whereas classical personalism 

classifies a logically incomplete set of beliefs as 

incoherent, the more realistic theory does not. So what 

incentive is there, on the latter view, for a person to 

undertake any logical inferences whatsoever?

Hacking’s answer hinges upon his earlier point that

personalism treats the acquisition of mathematical

knowledge on a par with that of empirical knowledge. As a

consequence, the rationale for augmenting o n e ’s knowledge

in either field should be the same.

Notice that even for classical personalism, we need 
more than the Dutch book argument to make a man open 
his eyes and collect the information around him. 
Since realistic personalism makes no distinction 
between finding out logical and empirical facts, we 
will require the same reasoning for harvesting 
logical information as for collecting empirical
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information. There are not two distinct kinds of 
decision, shall I do logic, and shall I experiment. 
The question is, shall I find out what I can? The 
question is answered by a single maxim already 
accepted by personalists. I.J.Good (1967) calls it 
the principle of rationality. It says one should act 
so as to maximize expected subjective utility. Good 
shows that if information is essentially free, acts 
based on more information cannot have less but can 
have more expected subjective utility. (1967, p.323)

In short, then, the rationale behind acquiring 

mathematical facts is the same as that for acquiring 

empirical facts, not in order to avoid a Dutch book, but 

to maximize one's expected subjective utility.

Thus Hacking's more realistic probability axioms, v;hen 

supplemented with the principle of maximization, do not 

encourage logical sloth, because such behaviour would 

diminish one's expected utility.

It follows that slightly more realistic axioms for 
personal probability, plus Good's principle, give a 
reason for getting facts. One is stupid if one 
declines to reason, not on account of the realistic 
version of the Dutch book argument, but because one 
is cutting down on expected utility. (1967, p.323)

This principle of rationality (SEU), although a 

cornerstone of the personalist theory, is itself the 

subject of much critical debate (see our chapter four for 

a more general discussion of the principle). Indeed one 

common objection to it, that it will often prove too 

demanding as a rule for practical decision, is well 

illustrated by Savage's initial problem concerning TT.
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To follow the demands of Shu precisely, one would nave 

to try to compute the correct value for 7T, even though the 

context, and in particular the magnitude of prize 

involved, suggests that a more reasonable course of action 

is to make do with a probability judgment concerning its 

value.

So, by invoking the principle of SEU in order to avoid 

the charge that his axioms encourage logical sloth, 

Hacking seems to re-expose the theory to Savage's initial 

counterexample.

Hacking is, however, aware of this problem, and has an 

appropriate reply.

One is stupid if one declines to reason, not on 
account of the realistic version of the Dutch book 
argument, but because one is cutting down on 
expected utility. But the very judge which calls you 
stupid here does not call you stupid if you fail to 
find out all the logical consequences of what you 
know. If the cost of information exceeds the gain in 
expected utility, you should decline the 
information. (1967, p.323)

This line of response furnishes personalism with a more 

sensible maxim concerning the acquisition of information, 

one which takes into account the cost involved in the 

gathering and/or processing of information.

There are, however, certain limitations to this approach, 

some of which have a bearing on Hacking's solution to 

Savage's problem.
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One significant practical difficulty concerns the 

quantification of the cost of acquiring new information.

Even with the simplifying assumption that information 

acquisition merely consists in the acquisition of new 

facts (empirical or mathematical), it would appear very 

difficult to quantify the costs involved in acquiring such 

facts in all but the most simple cases. In particular, how 

are we to quantify the cost of carrying out deductive 

reasoning, even if we accept Hacking*s suggestion that it 

consists simply in the acquisition of mathematical or 

logical facts. The example considered by Hacking (the 

binary bettor) is sufficiently simple to enable a crude 

measurement of cost, but in more complex cases, such as 

Savage’s example concerning , the (potential) costs would 

seem much harder to quantify with any precision.

To take an extreme case, how are we supposed to estimate 

the the cost of solving a complex mathematical problem, 

especially if we do not know, in advance, how the solution 

might be achieved?

In addition to the difficulty in quantifying, to an 

acceptable degree of precision, the cost of obtaining new 

information, there is the further problem of estimating 

the expected gain in utility that new information might 

bring.

In Hacking's own example this is not too troublesome, 

but in general it would seem to present a significant
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able to quantify the expected utility of potential 

information; but in a vast majority of cases this will not 

be possible. A person will often not know, and nor can he 

reasonably be expected to know, the value of information 

he does not yet possess.

To illustrate consider again a person trying to solve a 

complex mathematical problem. Even in the rare cases in

which he can put a precise value on the expected gain in 

achieving a correct solution, it will often be very

difficult to estimate, in advance, the expected gains 

which might accrue from carrying out certain deductions in 

the pursuit of this goal. Certain paths of reasoning may 

well yield dead ends, but it will be very hard for the

agent to guard against such 'uneconomic* courses of 

action.

This latter objection is succinctly put by Elster (1985)

when he discusses the subjective nature of the choice

situations in which decision makers find themselves.

Another example is the idea that a rational
individual will collect information up to the point 
where the expected marginal value of more innovation 
equals the expected marginal cost of collecting it. 
Again we must ask how the individual could possibly 
know the value of information he does not yet have. 
(1986, p.5)

Elster considers this point to be a- major stumbling 

block for those theories of rational choice theory which 

employ the concept of maximisation, because it issues in a
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failure to tell us which is the most rational course of 

action.

The non-existence of an optimal amount of evidence 
arises... from our inability to assess the expected 
marginal value of the search for information. Unless 
the situation is highly stereotyped, as in certain 
forms of medical diagnosis, we cannot know ahead of 
time what we are likely to find by collecting more 
information. In many everyday decisions, not to 
speak of military, political or business decisions, 
a number of factors conspire to pull the lower and 
upper bounds apart from each other. The situation is 
novel, so that past experience is of little help. It 
is changing rapidly, so that information runs the 
risk of becoming obselete. (1986, p.19)

It is not obvious how these practical difficulties are 

to be surmounted, especially for the personalist who 

wishes to maintain that SEU is the only normative 

principle relevant to the rationality of information 

gathering.

It does seem, however, that the personalist has plenty 

of room in which to manoeuvre, and the notions of cost and 

expected utility could be developed so as to increase the 

practical applicability of SEU.

In any case such shortcomings with SEU are not thereby 

shortcomings with Hacking's basic solution to Savage's 

problem. Although he introduces SEU as a formal incentive 

for a person to gather information, and thus to carry out 

logical reasoning, it does not underpin his analysis. He 

need not despair if SEU proves to be of limited 

applicability, since his account does not preclude the
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inclusion of other rational principles for information 

gathering.

A further objection to Hacking’s proposals, and the last 

which we will consider, concerns the claim that 

introducing the cost of thinking into the decision problem 

leads to an infinite regress.

This was, indeed, Savage's original worry about the 

example concerning T T , and it led him to conclude that 

considerations with respect to the cost of thinking could 

not be included in the decision problem without incurring 

a paradox.

It might be stimulating, ana it is certainly more 
realistic, to think of consideration or calculation 
as itself an act on which the person must decide. 
Though I have not explored the latter possibility 
carefully, I suspect that any attempt to do so 
formally leads to a fruitless and endless 
regression. (1972, p.30)

The point being that if a decision maker is required to 

decide whether or not it is worthwhile to engage in 

additional thought about a particular problem, he ought 

equally to decide whether or not it is worthwhile to 

consider this decision itself, and so on ad infinitum.

Hacking acknowledges this point, but does not consider

it to be too fatal a problem.

In real life there is a curious problem. The 
decision maker is faced with an initial meta-option. 
Should he invest in finding out his best object 
level strategy, or would it be cheaper to gamble 
blindly? This question induces a formal regress. So 
it may be as Savage feared: accounting for the cost
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of thinking leads to 'paradox', if regress be 
accounted paradox* (1967, p.324)

But, as Hacking continues:

I do not find the regress paradoxical. You can allow 
for the cost of as much thinking as you like, up to 
a long string of meta-metas. But you have to 
disregard the cost of thinking out the ultimate 
meta-decision. (1967, p.324)

ilow successful is this response in alleviating Savage's

doubts?

To begin with, it would appear more convincing if we 

relax somewhat any total commitment to the principle of 

maximization.

For the line proposed by Hacking suggests an approach 

more akin to satisficing than optimising.

To seek the optimum decision would indeed seem to commit 

the decision maker to an endless string of decisions and 

meta-decisions concerning his best strategy at each level. 

On the other hand, to recognise that at a certain point 

such deliberation must cease, and the cost of thinking can

be disregarded, is to allow that a course of action which

is not necessarily the optimum one (in so far as

maximising expected utility) might prove to be the most 

appropriate for practical matters.

As it is, decision makers should rarely be required to 

go beyond one level of 'meta-theorising*. It will normally 

be enough for the decision maker to allow for the
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a prior decision about whether or not to allow for this 

possibility. Questions of cost inignt prove relevant to the 

former stage, but rarely to the latter.

Like the objection considered earlier, this one is more 

concerned with the principle of maximization than any of 

the novel features contained in Hacking's account, and, as 

we noted in the former case, Hacking need not embrace this 

principle in its entirety.

It may be applied, quite validly, in a variety of 

circumstances, but there will be cases, such as the 

example concerning 71 , where an alternative approach seems 

more reasonable.

Moreover, the personalist who wishes to defend the

unlimited applicability of the principle of maximization

might still have the armoury with which to do so. One

major aim for him would be to show that the activity of

satisficing simply reduces to maximization subject to

constraints of cost.

Neoclassical economists typically employ two 
strategies in trying to rebut Simon's theory. The 
first line of argument is that satisficing is simply 
a form of maximizing behaviour which takes account 
of some costs and constraints not usually considered 
in standard models. Given the omnipresence of costs 
of decision-making, including the costs of 
collecting and processing information, it is often 
optimal to employ some rough-and-ready rule of thumb 
rather than trying to find the decision that would 
have been best if found costlessly. (1986, p.25)
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As we mentioned earlier, Elster himself thinks that this 

strategy founders on the general impossibility of knowing 

the expected value of information. This objection need not 

be seen as fatal to disciples of SEU, but the onus is on 

them to rebut Elster*s basic objection. We will not pursue 

this debate any further here, but just remark that 

alternative strategies to maximization will probably 

suffer from similar methodological difficulties. For 

example, a strategy of satisficing seems to require that 

the agent know, in advance, what would constitute a 

satisfactory solution - a requirement that will, in 

certain circumstances, prove more demanding than the 

simple rule of optimization.

At this juncture let us leave Hacking's account, and 

look at how some other probability theorists deal with the 

problem of ascribing probabilities to mathematical 

conj ectures•

Although he discusses it only briefly, it would appear 

that Good proposes a solution similar to Hacking's in all 

important respects.

It would make sense for betting purposes to regard 
the probability as 0.1 that the millionth digit of TT 
is a 7, yet we know that the 'true probability' is 
either 1 or 0. If the usual axioms of intuitive 
probability are assumed, together with conventional 
static logic, it is definitely inconsistent to call 
the probability 0.1. If we wish to avoid
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inconsistency we must change the axioms of 
probability or of logic. Instead of assuming the 
axiom that P(E/H)=1 when H logically implies E, we 
must assume that P(E/H)=1 when we nave seen that H 
logically implies E. In other words probabilities 
can change in the light of calculations or of pure 
thought without any change in the empirical data. 
(1983, p.107)

This passage raises several points worth discussion.

Firstly, Good's proposed solution can, without loss of

content, be expressed in terms of an amended version of

Hacking's first axiom (1)*:

If given facts F, it is seen that F logically implies H, 

then 

Probf(H)-l.

So a person who knows F, and sees that F entails H, 

should, if they are to be consistent with the amended 

axiom of personal probability, assign to H a probability 

of 1.

Now, how are we to understand the locution 'we have seen 

that H logically implies E'?

Must we have proved it ourselves, or is it enough that we

learn it from a reliable source?

In most cases it would clearly be inconerent to 

disbelieve something that we had just proved (exceptions 

include the possibility that we doubt that our argument is 

a proof, even though it is, or even that we promptly 

forget the proof).

But are we being similarly incoherent if we cannot
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perform the proof ourselves, and are merely informed of 

the result?

Whilst not providing a answer to these queries, one 

obvious way to interpret the phrase 'X sees that P* is to 

suppose that it is equivalent to 'X knows that P'.

However, in spite of the plausibility of this 

interpretation, it turns out that both phrases are 

inadequate for the purpose at hand, since they both 

exclude the possibility that someone is mistaken in their 

belief that H entails E, and yet still guilty of 

incoherence if they believe both H and not-E.

This problem stems from the seldom disputed tenet that 

one necessary condition for 'X knows that P', or *X sees 

that P * , is that it actually be the case that P.

For example, consider the following triad:

(i) X believes that H.

(ii) X believes that H entails E.

(iii) X believes that not-E.

If held simultaneously, this set of beliefs would appear 

to be a prime candidate for a charge of incoherence. The 

root of this incoherence, however, might not lie in H 

being incompatible with not-E; it could be that X is 

mistaken in his belief that H entails E.

But Good shares Ramsey's conception of the axioms of 

probability as axioms of coherent partial belief. And thus
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if it is required, as a condition for the violation of 

these axioms, that X has seen that H entails E, and

therefore that it is true that H entails E, then the triad

in question is not judged incoherent.

To illustrate: suppose that you think, erroneously, that 

you have proved Goldbach's conjecture that every even 

number is the sum of two primes. Then, for any even number 

N, it would be incoherent for you to have a non-zero 

degree of belief in the proposition 1N is not the sum of 

two primes*. But, according to Good*s axioms, if you did 

entertain any such degree of belief, you would not be

incoherent, because you nave not infact seen that 

Goldbach*s conjecture is true (you just thought that you 

did) •

If Good*s amended probability axiom is to rule out such 

belief as incoherent, he must relax the condition that H 

entails E, either by stipulating that *X sees that P* does 

not require that it actually be the case that P, or, less 

controversially, by further weakening the axiom.

One possible reformulation, which does not seem too 

disruptive to the rest of his theory, but which overcomes 

the afore-mentioned difficulty, would be the following:

If given facts F, X believes that F entails H, then 

Probf(H)=l.

Another point at which Good*s account converges with 

Hacking’s is with regard to the principle of maximisation



(SEU). Indeed Good maintains that it is the only principle 

of rationality, and characterises it as the recommendation 

to maximize expected utility, allowing for the cost of 

theorising (1983, p . 16).

We have already looked at certain objections to this 

principle, and will examine it in more detail in our next 

chapter. For now, let us just restate one fundamental 

difficulty that it encounters.

This consists in the fact that the maximization 

principle, even when tempered by questions of cost, seems 

to place excessive demands on the decision-maker, hot only 

must he assign probabilities and utilities to all nis 

alternative courses of action, but he must also assess tne 

cost of gathering and processing potential information.

The latter requirement is especially demanding; how does 

one quantify the cost of theorising in anything but the 

most simple cases?

These practical problems, and various others, are raised 

by Simon (1955); he suggests that the principle of 

maximization, and its attendant demand for the seeking of 

optimum solutions, should be replaced by the notion of 

satisficing, and the search for feasible solutions. This 

issue will be returned to in chapter four.

Let us pass onto the position espoused by de Finetti, 

which, though less explicit than Hacking's account, also
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seems to share its major insights.

One of de Finetti*s basic tenets is that probability

statements simply express our uncertainty. The object of

this uncertainty can as well be mathematical conjectures

as future contingencies; in effect it can be anything

which is unknown to us.

Probabilistic reasoning - always to be understood as 
subjective - merely stems from our being uncertain 
about something. It makes no difference whether the 
uncertainty relates to an unforeseeable future, or 
to an unnoticed past, or to a past doubtfully 
reported or forgotten; it may even relate to 
something more or less knowable (by means .of a 
computation, a logical deduction, etc.) but for 
which we are not willing or able to make the effort. 
(1974, p.x)

Thus, at first sight, de Finetti nas no qualms about the 

ascription of probability to mathematical conjectures, or 

even, more generally, propositions actually entailed by 

what we know.

Even in the field of tautology (i.e. of winat is true 
or false by mere definition, independently of any 
contingent circumstances) we always find ourselves 
in a state of uncertainty. In fact, even a single 
verification of a tautological truth (for instance, 
of what is the seventh, or billionth, decimal place 
of I T ,  or of what are the necessary or sufficient 
conditions for a given assertion) can turn out to 
be, at a given moment, to a greater or lesser extent 
accessible or affected with error, or to be just a 
doubtful memory. (1974, p.24)

Prior to developing his theory of probability in tiiis 

work (1974), de Finetti considers the domain of the logic 

of certainty. For him this concerns the coherence
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(consistency) of those propositions with known truth- 

value, those which he calls certain (certainly true) or 

impossible (certainly false). (1974, p . 25).

De Finetti then introduces the notion of possibility as

being applicable to anything which does not fall into the

domain of the certain. In essence, he maintains that

something is possible if, relative to someone's state of

knowledge, they do not know whether it is true or false.

The qualification 'possible* - which is an 
intermediate, generic and purely negative 
qualification - is applied to everything which does 
not fall into the two extreme limit cases: that is 
to say, it expresses one's ignorance in the sense 
that, on the basis of what we know, the given 
assertion could turn out to be either true or false. 
(1974, p.25)

For de Finetti, then, any propositions about whose 

trutn-value we are uncertain are characterised as 

possible. This notion of possibility is relative to the 

individual, to their particular state of knowledge. What 

is possible for X depends on what X does or does not know.

This person-relative concept of possibility seems to 

correspond to Hacking's notion of personal possibility, 

and indeed de Finetti uses this very same term in his 

early discussion (1974, p.25). Moreover, like Hacking he 

recognises that this epistemic concept of possibility 

gives rise to certain difficulties when we seek to clarify 

exactly what someone knows or does not know.

De Finetti considers two kinds of problem case:
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(i) fnose cases in wnich tne agent lacks the requisite 

deductive capabilities, and thus does not know certain 

logical consequences of his own knowledge set.

De Finetti does not think such cases to be too 

problematic, because although the agent's knowledge set is 

not logically closed, it is closed with respect to his own 

deductive capability.

(ii) Those cases in which closure fails even witn respect 

to the agent's own deductive capabilities, e.g. where the 

agent mignt, with some tnought, be able to deduce the 

relevant consequences of his knowledge set.

It is the latter which de Finetti considers most 

troublesome.

The situation is more awkward when 'closure' fails 
to hold and is replaced by something less rigid. The 
clear-cut distinction between those certainties 
which an individual can work out for himself and 
those which he cannot is lost, and instead we have 
certainties which are attainable with various 
degrees of difficulty, and perhaps not immediately. 
(1974a, p.276)

These two general cases correspond to the two introduced 

at the begining of this chapter, and cover the problems 

which form the focus for Hacking's paper.

De Finetti is not altogether explicit about how he 

intends to deal with them, but it would seem that he 

shares a similar viewpoint to Hacking.

For one thing, he echoes Hacking's claim that 

mathematical facts should be treated on a par with
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empirical ones, and also sees this as a fundamental step

to resolving any difficulties the cases might present.

At this juncture, it is sufficient to observe that, 
from a practical point of view, there is, in the 
last analysis, no difference between an experiment 
or investigation aimed at uncovering information 
about an unknown fact, and an attempt at deduction 
aimed at ascertainting that which, in theory, we 
should already know on the basis of information in 
our possession. The difference is simply that if we 
abandon such attempts at deduction (because of more 
or less insurmountable difficulties), the field of 
that which we 'actually know' is incoherent, since 
it is not closed from a logical point of view. 
(1974a, p.278)

Secondly, de Finetti's distinction between logical 

possibility and personal possibility suggests two senses 

in which a person can be incoherent. Whilst someone who 

does not know a certain logical implication of their own 

knowledge set will be incoherent with regard to the 'logic 

of certainty', they are not thereby incoherent with regard 

to the 'logic of the probable': they are not 'personally' 

incoherent.

This line of approach does, of course, amount to 

Hacking's own solution, but it does not appear too 

presumptious to read it into de Finetti's work as well. 

After all, de Finetti is quite explicit about the person- 

relative nature of his conception of possibility, and, 

indeed, of all the logical notions (such as 

incompatibility and implication) which figure in his 

theory.

Finally we make an observation which strictly
speaking, is unnecessary - being implicit in the
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very definition of possibility* - but which it is 
convenient to make and underline. All the notions we 
hve encountered, or introduced - from 
incompatibility to logical dependence or 
independence - are relative to a given ‘state of 
information'. They are valid for You (or for me, or 
him) according to the knowledge, or the ignorance, 
determining the uncertainty; i.e. the extent of the 
range of the possible...(1974, p.47)

Thus, for example, the second personalist axiom, which 

states tnat if F logically implies H, then Probf(H)=l, 

would receive an interpretation by de Finetti along the 

following lines:

If, for person X with knowledge F, X is certain that F 

logically implies H, then (for X) Probf(H)=l.

The only major difference between the analyses of 

Hacking and de Finetti (and a comparatively minor one at 

that) being that whereas Hacking introduces his 

'epistemic' version of the probability axioms as a 

modification of the basic personalist position, de Finetti 

considers this epistemic factor to be present from the 

start.

Finally it is worth noting that de Finetti, in common

with Good, Savage and Hacking, upholds the principle of

SEU (subject to constraints of cost) as the basic guide

for decisions with respect to information gathering.

The optimal decision :(regarding that information one 
should seek to obtain) is given by that for which 
the difference between the value and the cost is 
maximised. In general, the process of collecting 
information may be quite complicated (performed 
sequentially, in stages, with a built-in arrangement
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for subsequent choices to depend on the information 
obtained initially, and so on). Form a conceptual 
point of view, our general approach can cope with 
all this without requiring any modification. (1974a, 
p.253)

Thus we would also expect de Finetti*s account to be 

vulnerable to the same objections, in respect of this 

principle, as were voiced against the other subjectivists.

However, there is an important difference between the 

kind of position advocated by de Finetti (and, as we 

mentioned earlier, Hacking) on the one hand, and that 

proposed by Savage on the other.

Savage’s theory of probability emerges from his theory 

of coherent decision, and a principle such as SEU forms 

an inseparable part of the whole. Criticisms of this 

principle are effectively criticisms of the overall 

theory, and this is why Savage considers the mathematical 

cases to present a serious problem.

In contrast, for de Finetti (see 1974, p . 79) the 

principle of SEU stands alongside his theory of 

probability, as a guiding maxim for rational decision. 

Although an individual's decisions are crucial to the 

measurement of probability, de Finetti maintains that, 

first and foremost, probability is concerned with the 

individual's uncertainty, rather than their decision 

making under uncertainty, (see my chapter 2, and (1974, 

p.76) for more detailed discussion of this point).

Consequently, criticisms of this principle, whilst
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important if one seeks to defend the principle, need not 

be seen as criticisms of de Finetti's basic theory of 

probability (nor of Hacking's main proposals).

In short, one can uphold a subjectivist theory of 

probability, where probability concerns an individual's 

uncertainty, without subscribing to the belief that SEU is 

the only rational principle for making decisions under 

uncertainty. This is not, of course, to doubt the extent 

to which de Finetti endorses SEU, but to point out that 

(unlike Savage's theory) it may be distinguished from the 

fundamental principles which one must accept, if one is to 

embrace his conception of probability.

Before closing the chapter I would like to suggest a 

solution to Savage's problem which does not require any 

amendment of the classical probability axioms. Essentially 

it is a development of certain ideas already proposed by 

de Finetti and Hacking, but it also makes use of the 

notion of appraising probability statements through 

scoring rules.

As we have seen, both de Finetti and Hacking maintain 

that a subjective theory of probability should not 

differentiate between probability statements about 

empirical propositions, and those about mathematical ones.

For both writers, the problem cases which we have been 

considering, in which mathematical conjectures are
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assigned probabilities despite their truth or falsity 

being entailed by what the ascriber knows, are treated on 

a par with those cases in which probabilities are assigned 

to events that have already occured or not, but where the 

result is unknown to the ascriber.

In short, both are just examples of probability 

statements about the unknown - about what an individual is 

uncertain.

Now, as we argue in chapter three, probability judgments 

concerning empirically verifiable events appear to be open 

to appraisal in the light of the results of these events. 

This kind of appraisal is termed ‘vindication', the basic 

idea being that a probability judgment can be appraised 

retrospectively, according to whether or not the event it 

concerns actually occurs. This notion of vindication can 

be given a more precise, and quantitative, analysis via 

the use of scoring rules.

We shall not go into the finer details here (these are 

given in chapter three), but the most commonly proposed 

scoring rule goes as follows:

If a person evaluates the probability of event E as p, 

then they score (p-1)^ if E occurs, p^ if not.

The score is thus regarded as a kind of penalty: the

closer one's evaluation p approximates the actual outcome 

(1 if E occurs, 0 if not), the lower one's score.

One important factor with regard to this form of 

appraisal is that it is most readily applicable to cases
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of repeated probability judgments rather tnan isolated

ones. This point is succinctly .made by Lindley, who

suggests that scoring rules be used to train us in

probability assessment.

A scoring rule does not so much improve the
assessment of a single probability but rather 
provides one with general experience in the 
assessment problem that should be of value in any
special case. (1984, p . 162)

As we discussed in cnapter three, Lindley restricts tne 

use of scoring rules to ex ante appraisal, however, we 

argued that it seems just as viable to use them for ex 

post appraisal.

The general idea that (subjective) probability

statements can be appraised in the light of subsequent

events goes back to Ramsey (1931). He stressed that whilst

individual probability judgments where not open to direct

appraisal, they could be appraised indirectly via the

habit which gives rise to them.

given a single opinion, we can only praise or blame 
it on the ground of truth or falsity: given a habit 
of a certain form, we can praise or blame it 
accordingly as the degree of belief it produces is 
near or far from the actual proportion in which the 
habit leads to truth. We can then praise or blame 
opinions derivatively from our praise or blame of 
the habits that produce them. (1988, p.45)

This parallels Lindley*s idea that an assessor can be 

appraised with respect to the overall success (in terms of 

penalty score) of his adopted probabilistic strategy.
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Ramsey and Lindley only consider applications of such 

appraisal to empirical events that are readily verifiable 

(e.g. meteorological questions), but there seems to be no 

reason why the analysis cannot be extended to cover

questions with respect to the truth or falsity of 

mathematical conjectures.

Our basic proposal is that if probability statements 

about empirically verifiable propositions are open to 

appraisal in this way, why not those concerning 

mathematically verifiable propositions? The idea being 

that the ascription of probabilities to mathematical 

conjectures can be assessed by looking at the success or

failure of the M a t h e m a t i c a l  habit* or strategy which

gives rise to them.

Appraisal via scoring rules would enable us to 

critically compare individuals who lack, or fail to 

employ, the deductive reasoning necessary for yielding 

exact solutions to mathematical problems, and who thus 

make do with an appropriate probability judgment.

A deductively perfect being would, of course, alv/ays

obtain the minimum penalty score, but those who fall short 

of that standard (e.g. humans with limited computational 

abilities, limited time and capacity) will sometimes have 

to rely on probabilistic judgments, and on such occassions 

these judgments, though formally incoherent, will be 

assessable through the penalty score they yield.

This suggestion is certainly a departure from a position
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such as de Finetti* s, where it is maintained that 

coherence is the sole criterion available for appraising 

probability judgments* but it seems in line with the kind 

of position advocated by Ramsey, where probability 

judgments are open to a different kind of appraisal. 

Indeed, as Ramsey himself maintains, there are cases in 

which incoherent probability judgments are rationally 

acceptable, and this snows that there must be some 

alternative criterion for appraisal.

Tne general position proposed here is developed in more 

detail in cnapter three, but for now let us see how it 

might be applied to the problem cases we have been 

examining in this chapter.

Savage's initial problem concerned an individual who is 

required to bet on a remote digit of IT, where the prize 

involved is small in comparison with the effort necessary 

to compute the digit.

The difficulty this situation poses (for personalism) is 

that whilst it appears most reasonable for the bettor to 

act on a particular probability estimate (e.g. the 

probability of the digit being a seven is 0.1) such an 

ascription is formally inconsistent with the personalist's 

basic axioms, where mathematical truths must be assigned 

probability one.

however, if we allow that probability judgments are open 

to some form of appraisal in addition to that of
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coherence, and, in particular, to appraisal with respect 

to the vindication of the habit or strategy that gives 

rise to them, then we need not dismiss all incoherent 

judgments as unreasonable: they can still be compared in 

virtue of the extent to which they are (or would be) 

vindicated.

As we mentioned earlier, this kind of response is most 

readily applied to cases involving repeated probability 

judgments, whereby the forecaster is assessed with respect 

to his overall penalty score. Savage's problem concerns a 

singular judgment, but can easily be adapted so as to 

generate a group of like judgments: one could imagine the 

individual being asked to make a set of bets on a sequence 

of remote digits of 7T , and then being assessed via his 

overall score.

In order to apply this method to cases where a person 

makes just one isolated judgment, as in Savage's original 

example, we must suppose that the judgment is derived from 

some general strategy or habit. We can then assess this 

strategy with respect to the degree of success it would 

achieve, if it were to be repeatedly employed.

Thus in Savage's example we should inquire as to the 

overall penalty score that the person would achieve, were 

he to repeatedly assign a probability of 0.1 to remote 

digits of TT. :
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If we accept this form of appraisal, then we can 

implement an argument of Lindley's (1985, p.26) which uses 

the scoring rule approach to snow that the adoption of a 

suitable probabilistic strategy is expected to be more 

successful (yield a lower penalty score), in the long run, 

than any non-probabilistic strategy (such as guessing).

The upshot of the argument being that in cases where one 

is uncertain of the exact solution, and unable or 

unwilling to obtain this knowledge, it is better (in terms 

of one's expected penalty score), to make an appropriate 

probability judgment rather than to try and guess the 

correct result (where this entails assigning one 

alternative a probability of one)

In de Finetti's terminology this would be expressed as 

the claim that, under conditions of uncertainty, it is 

better to engage in prevision rather than prediction 

(1974, p.70).

Lindley applies this argument to strategies for 

forecasting die throws, but given the parallellism, which 

we discussed earlier, between unknown empirical events and 

unknown mathematical propositions, there seems no reason 

why it should not be used in a mathematical context also.

As it happens matters are complicated somewhat by this 

transition, because in a mathematical context 

probabilities are assigned to propositions actually 

entailed by current knowledge. Although the appropriate 

probabilistic strategy is expected to achieve the lowest
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penalty score, it is also bound to issue in incoherence. 

On the other hand, a strategy which involves guessing, and 

is thus expected to yield a higher penalty, will, on those 

occasions when the guess is successful, seem to avoid 

incoherence.

This complication is not, however, too problematic.

Firstly, it should be noted that the property of

coherence is itself interpretable through the scoring rule

method. In short, your set of probability judgments is

coherent if you cannot replace it with another set which

is certain to reduce your expected penalty score. As de

Finetti expresses it:

Your set of previsions is said to be coherent if 
there is no other possible choice which would 
certainly lead to a uniform reduction in your
penalty. (1974, p.83)

As we saw earlier, both de Finetti and Hacking suggest 

that the notion of possibility here be interpreted as 

'personally possible', but for present purposes we will

interpret it in the standard fashion as refering to 

logical possibility.

On such a reading, a person who adopts a probabilistic 

strategy in the mathematical context will be incoherent: 

there is a (logically) possible choice which would 

definitely lead to a reduction in penalty score, namely, 

that which selects the mathematically correct solution.

However, a person who adopts a non-probabilistic
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strategy (e.g. someone w h o  guesses at the correct 

solution), is also guilty of incoherence. For them, as 

with tne probability strategist, there is another option 

possible which would be certain to lead to a reduction in 

penalty score, whereas tneir own strategy only gives some 

chance that it is so reduced (by a successful guess).

Thus, on a standard reading of the condition of 

coherence, both strategists are incoherent due to their 

ignorance of the relevant matnematical facts. But, as we 

argued earlier, the strategist who repeatedly employs the 

appropriate probability judgments can expect to obtain a 

lower penalty score.

Secondly, we need not claim that a probabilistic 

strategy is always preferable to a non-probabilistic one, 

just because it is expected, in the long run, to yield a 

lower penalty score. There will be occasions where the 

long term aim of reducing one's penalty score is 

overridden by other short term goals, and in some such 

circumstances it might well be most sensible to dispense 

with probabilistic considerations altogether and make some 

kind of guess.

For our present purposes, all we need claim is that on 

certain occasions, and, in particular, in the examples 

considered by Savage and Hacking, it does seem best (most 

reasonable) to adopt a probabilistic strategy, even though 

it entails incoherence.

Hopefully we nave managed to show that in pursuing such
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a path one is not acting unreasonably, even though one is 

violating the formal axioms of probability, but that one 

is actually behaving in a manner consonant with a wider 

theory of probability - one which allows probability 

judgments to be appraised in the light of their subsequent 

success.
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